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i\or\ - Lots 1 - 135, Thursday June 11 at 1 1 a.m.
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1

Time to the Second
Rolex, "Time to the Second," No. 1530, Ref. 455. Made
circa 1985.

Fine gilt-metal shop timepiece with dead center seconds
and date.

C. Cylindrical, base set at an angle, gilt, fluted sides. D. Painted

various shades of brown simulating wood, gilt circular, baton

and triangular indexes with luminous centers, outer minute/

seconds divisions, aperture for the date at 3. Luminous skeleton

hands. M. Quartz standardization.

Dial and movement signed.

Diam. 12 cm.

(3 3-6

$: 4,500 - 6,500 •

2-01

€: 3,400 -

Z) CmE 3 Ca>

5,000 • SFr: 5,100 -7,500

y Time Passes Quickly When it is Spent in Loving

Chevron, Swiss, No. 1 652. Made circa 1 925.

Fine marble and brass half-hour and hour repeating desk clock

with enamel painted dial

C. Yellow marble base with brass feet and floral pattern on all

four corners, surmounted by a floral Art Nouveau style frame.

D. Multi-colored painted enamel dial by Richay captioned

"L'heure est breve qu'on passe en aimant", depicting medi-

eval characters enjoying each other's company, outer track with

Roman numerals. Cathedral hands. M. 60 mm., rhodium-plated,

15 jewels, 2 adjustments, straight line lever escapement, cut

monometallic compensation balance adjusted to 3 positions,

Breguet balance spring.

Case and movement signed, case numbered.
Dim. 158 x 170 mm.

(Cl 3 ) [P| 3-01 ~] (m| 3 } C AA )

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

For a similar enamel dial by Richay, please see Antiquorum's

sale of November 1 1, 2004, lot 154.
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O Dead Center Seconds

Omega, Swiss, No. 9692202. Made circa 1945.

Fine, square, 8-day going, gilt brass desk clock with dead
center seconds.

C. Brushed side panels, hinged back door, gilt bun feet.

D. Mesh-pattern brass background, silvered with applied baton

and Roman numerals, outer minute track with Arabic 5 minutes/

seconds. Gilt feuille hands. M. Cal. 59.8-D SCS, gilt brass, 20

jewels, indirect center seconds, lever escapement, bimetallic

balance, flat balance spring.

Dial and movement signed

Dim. 129 x129 mm.

) (p| 3-oi ] rivTT D (AAA J

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

For a similar model see OMEGA, A Journey through Time, by
Marco Richon, p. 789.

A 1 8K Gold "Baby Ermeto"

Movado. Made circa 1 940.

Fine and rare, rectangular, 18K gold "Ermeto" keyless self-

winding purse watch

C. Rectangular, with alternating stripes. D. Silver with applied

Arabic numerals. Gold hands. M. Rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, bime-

tallic compensation balance, Breguet balance spring, Patented

"Ermeto" winding device by means of the sliding case.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 61 x 23 mm. (opened)

(C| 3
~~]

[ d| 2-01 ] CmT 3* ) ( AA J

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 2,000 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

First patented by Movado in 1928, the self-winding Ermeto was
an ingenious design that allowed 2 tracks mounted in the case

to actually wind the stem upon its opening and closing.

Advertised by the company for use in sports, business and for

lady's handbags, it was an elegant alternative to the pocket or

wristwatch. Baby Ermetos are the smallest in the Ermeto line

and are most often found in gold-plated silver or in sterling

silver, making 18K gold versions the rarest and most sought-

after.

m
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5 Omega, No. 5094385, case No. 5826857. Sold on
October 16, 1917.

Fine and rare, sterling silver, early military wristwatch.

C. Four-body, solid, polished, wire lugs, hinged case back and

cuvette. D. White enamel with painted Arabic numerals, outer

minute divisions, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel skeleton

hands. M. Cal. 12"'
,
rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic

compensation balance adjusted to 2 positions, blued steel

Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

(C| 3-7 )(p| 3-01 If M| 3*

$: 1,000-1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100-

To be sold without reserve

){ AA
1,700

White Gold
^ Omega, No. 15864758, Ref. N 6555. Made in the

1960s.

Fine and very rare, 1 4K white gold wristwatch with a stainless

steel Omega buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, snap-on case back, straight lapidated lugs.

D. Satine silver with applied faceted white gold dart indexes,

subsidiary seconds dial. White gold feuille hands. M. Cal. 302,

copper-colored, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance adjusted to 2 positions, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

'CdE 3-01 M
$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 2,000 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800
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Omega

7 Pink Gold 1894
Omega, "1894, 11 No. 1770/1894. Made in a limited

edition of 1894 pieces in 1994 to commemorate the 100th
Anniversary of Omega.

Fine 18K pink gold wristwatch with an 18K pink gold Omega
buckle.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, straight lugs, trans-

parent case back. D. Two-tone silver and copper-colored, with

applied radial pink gold baton indexes, outer minute track,

subsidiary guilloche seconds dial. Pink gold feuille hands.

M. Cal. 269, copper-colored, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

1 -01 M I f AA

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

This lot was part of a special collection of "1894" watches that

was made in a limited edition expressly for the Japanese market.

It differed in dial design from the "1894" collection marketed in

the rest of the world.

8 Omega, "1894," No. 1567/1894. Made in a limited

edition of 1894 pieces in 1994 to commemorate the

1 00th anniversary of Omega.

Fine, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with an 1 8K pink gold Omega
buckle.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, straight lugs,

transparent case back. D. Bicolor champagne and black with

applied pink gold dot markers and Roman numerals on black

reserve, subsidiary seconds dial. Pink gold feuille hands. M. Cal.

269, copper-colored, 17 jewels, straight line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring. Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

m
CO

[cl 1 ) [p| 1 -01 3 L mI 1 I AA J

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700
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Omega

^ Steel Dynamic
Omega, "Automatic, Geneve, Dynamic," Ref ST 1 66.01 45. Made in 1972.

Fine, cushion-shaped, water-resistant, center seconds, self-winding, stainless steel wristwatch with date and a stainless steel

Omega link bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. One-body, brushed, inclined bezel, screw-down ring to attach the bracelet. D. Black with applied steel quarter hour indexes and

luminous dots, aperture for the date. Luminous black and white baton hands. M. Cal. 564, copper-colored, 17 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 39 x 39 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

[ C| 3 ) (Pi 3-01 ] ( M

|

3*
] ( AA )

in
bJ

S: 1,000- 1,500 750 -1,1 00 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

\ 0 Seamaster 600m - 2nd Generation Ploprof

Omega, "Seamaster, Professional, Automatic 600m/ 2000ft," Ref. ST 166.077. Made in the late 1970s.

Fine, large, asymmetric, center seconds, left-handed, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel professional diver's wristwatch

with date on a stainless steel Omega link bracelet with deployant clasp.

C Two-body, massive, polished and brushed, bidirectional revolving graduated bezel for decompression times with red security

push-button at 7 o'clock to lock the bezel, screvved-in and protected winding crown at 3 o'clock, bezel inclined and reeded, flat back

with horizontal anti-slip groove pattern, sapphire crystal. D, Black with painted luminous baton indexes, outer minute/seconds divi-

sions, date aperture. Luminous white hour and second hand, luminous orange minute hand. M. Cal. 1000, copper colored, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 45 mm x 55 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

fd 3-9 ] fp| 2-01 ] Cm| 3*
] f AA J

S: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

J J
Speedmaster 125

Omega, "Speedmaster 125, Automatic Chronometer," Ref. ST 178.0002/378.0801. Made in a limited edition of 2000
pieces to celebrate the 1 25th anniversary of Louis Brandt/ Omega in 1 973.

Fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel chronometer wristwatch with date, round button

chronograph, 1 2-hour register, central minute counter, 24-hour night/day indication, and an integral stainless steel Omega link

bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back with embossed Speedmaster logo, outer tachometer scale to 500 UPH
reverse painted on the sapphire crystal, hooded lugs. D. Matte black with painted luminous baton indexes, inner Arabic five minute

numerals, outer 1/5th second scale, subsidiary dials for the seconds and the 12-hour register, the 24 hours with night/day indication

by means of an arrow on a revolving disc, 60-minute register by means of a white central jet hand, aperture for the date. Luminous

white baton hands. M. Cal. 1041, copper-colored, 22 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 42 x 52 mm. Thickness 15 mm.Approx. overall length 190 mm.

(C| 3-9 ) [ D

I

3-01 ] ( M
|

2*
] [ AA J

$: 1,800-2,400 • €: 1,400 - 1,800 • SFr: 2,000 - 2,700

j 2,
Speedmaster - Automatic, Triple Date

Omega, "Speedmaster - Automatic, Triple Date," Ref. 1 75.0084 / 375.0084. Made in the 1 990s.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, triple date, 24 hour
indication, tachometer and a stainless steel Omega buckle.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, lyre lugs, case back embossed with the Speedmaster Logo, tachometer graduation on the

black bezel to 500 UPH, sapphire crystal. D. Black with luminous baton indexes, outer 1/5th seconds scale and graduation for the

date in white Arabic numerals, apertures for the days of the week and the months at 1 2, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 24-hour,

30-minute and 12-hour registers. Luminous white baton hands, white arrow for the date. M. Cal. 1151, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

[C| 3 ) [ D |

3-01 ] C M

|

3*
1 rAA J

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 -1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve
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1 O Time Computer III

1 ^ Omega, Ref. 196.0045. Made in 1974.

Fine, digital, horizontal rectangular, yellow gold-capped stain-

less steel quartz wristwatch with red LED display for the time

and date, and a gold-capped articulated bar-link bracelet with

deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, pushers in the band, central

hooded lugs, stainless steel back. D. Ruby-colored mineral

glass, displaying the LED hours, minutes, seconds and date by

pressing the pusher on the right. M. Cal. 1602, quartz, five func-

tions, frequency: 32 768 Hz, accuracy: 5 seconds a month.

Dial, case, and movement signed.

Dim. 38x40 mm.

(C| 3 ~1 (P| 3-01 )[m[ 3* ) ( A ]

$: 800 -1,300 • €: 600 -1,000 • SFr: 900 - 1,500

To be sold without reserve

Interestingly enough, the watches of the Time Computer line

were classified as Constellations. Four versions were created,

called Time Computer I, 11, III and IV, and were advertised from

1972 until 1975. This is an example of the third model of that

line featuring, in addition to the time, the date and month indi-

cation that had been previously lacking on the first generation.

For a similar example see Omega, A Journey through Time, by
Marco Richon, p. 377

^ Constellation

Omega, Constellation, Automatic Chronometer,
Officially Certified, No. 3552001 8, Ref. CD 1 68.0057. Made
circa 1 968.

Very fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, center seconds,

self-winding, water-resistant, 14K gold cap on stainless steel

wristwatch with day and date.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, fluted bezel, screwed-down
case back with embossed Constellation logo. D. Champagne
with applied yellow gold and black baton indexes and luminous

dots, outer minute/seconds divisions, applied gold signature

above the 6, apertures for the day and date. Luminous yellow

gold and black baton hands. M. Cal. 1021, copper-colored, 23

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 35 x 41 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

(Cl 3 )(P| 3-01 IflVir 3* ) ( AA ]

$: 500 -1,000 • €: 350 -750 • SFr: 600 - 1,100

To be sold without reserve
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^ ^ Yellow Gold "Triple Date Chronograph"

Omega, "Speedmaster Automatic," case

55367064, Ref. 175.0044. Made circa 1990.

Fine, self-winding, stainless steel and 1 8K yellow gold wrist-

watch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer,

24-hour indication, triple date and an Omega stainless steel

and yellow gold link bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, tachometer gradu-

ation on the bezel, pressure case back, lyre lugs. D. Matte silver

with applied yellow gold baton indexes and luminous dots,

subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute

registers, the 24 hours, outer graduation for the days of the

month and 1/5th seconds scale, apertures for the days of the

week and the months. Luminous yellow gold baton hands.

M. Cal. 1151, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.
Approx. overall length 175 mm.

Ccl 3-10 IfpT 1-01
,

I M AA
$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

16
Omega, Speedmaster, Automatic, Ref. 175.0083.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel

wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, date
and a stainless steel Omega link bracelet with deployant
clasp.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, lyre lugs, inclined

steel bezel with tachometer graduation to 500 UPH, back

with Speedmaster logo. D. Matte black with applied steel

baton indexes and luminous dots, outer 1/5th seconds track,

sunk guilloche subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour

and 30-minute registers, aperture for the date. M. Cal. 1152,

rhodium-plated, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

m
CO

c J [ d| i-oi~] Cm! DUa
$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

16
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^ *J
Mysterieuse

LeCoultre Vacheron & Constantin, "Mysterieuse,"

cased and timed in the U.S.A. Made circa 1955.

Fine and rare, 1 4K white gold and diamond mystery wrist-

watch. Accompanied by a fitted box and certificate (now
void].

C Two-body, polished, straight curved lugs. D. Satine silver

with applied diamond-set indexes, at the center, revolving disc

with an applied diamond to indicate the minutes and an inset

diamond for the hours. M. Cal. 480/CW, rhodium-plated, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Case signed: Vacheron & Constantin LeCoultre Watches, inc.

DiaiTL 33 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

Ccl 3 ](d! 3-01 ] [ Ml 2* ) [ A )

€: 750
S: 1,000 - 1,500

1,100 • SFr: 1,100- 1,700

1 O Black Enamel Deco Lugs

LeCoultre, case No. 26368. Made in the 1950s.

Fine and rare 1 4K yellow gold wristwatch.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, extended hooded lugs with

black inlay ornaments, snap-on case back. D. Black with applied

yellow gold baton indexes, subsidiary guilloche seconds dial.

Yellow gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. 480/ CW, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance, self-compensating blued steel flat

balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 30 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

3-18-01
J [M\

€: 750- 1,500

Dm
$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve



I
O Hooded Lugs

Juvenia, Swiss, case No. 93420. Made circa 1 960.

Fine, center-seconds, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch.

C Two-body, polished and brushed, hooded lugs. D. Matte

silver with applied faceted yellow gold baton indexes, outer

minute divisions. Yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 11"',

rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

DiarrL 33 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3-8 ) ( D| 3^0llf Ml 3-9*
) ( A )

€: 350
S: 500 - 1,000

750 • SFr: 600 -1,100

O r\ Lange-Uhr

Lange & Sonne, Glashutte i. Sa. Made in the 1 930s.

Fine and very rare, rectangular curved, 1 4K yellow gold wrist-

watch with an 1 8K yellow gold buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, wire lugs, domed
crystal. D. Matte silver with printed Breguet numerals, outer

minute track, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel cathedral

hands. M. Cal. 9'", tonneau, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bime-

tallic balance, blued steel balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 22 x 38 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

j [p| 3-6-01
; LML DCaaj

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

21
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y 1 Platinum, Diamonds Sapphires

Movado, case No. 3974. Made in the 1930s.

Very fine and unusual, platinum, diamond and sapphire lady's

wristwatch.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, hinged case back, bezel set with

1 6 round diamonds and 1 6 baguette sapphires, hooded lugs set

with 1 0 round diamonds, sides hand-engraved with a swirling

foliate pattern, cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown. D. Matte

silver with painted radial Breguet numerals, outer minute track.

Blued steel cathedral hands. M. Cal. 6'", tonneau, rhodium-

plated, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic

balance adjusted to 4 positions, blued steel Breguet balance

spring. Movement signed, case numbered.
Dim. 1 5 x 32 mm. Thickness 5.5 mm.

(cl 3 ) [p| 3-7-01~] [M

5:1,000- 1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

22 Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

No. 736332A. Made in the 1950s.

Fine and unusual, platinum and diamond lady's wristwatch

with concealed dial and an integrated platinum and diamond
link bracelet with clasp.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, case and spring-

loaded cover set with 10 tapered baguette, 6 marquis and 9

round brilliant-cut diamonds, lugs and bracelet set with 91 round

brilliant-cut diamonds and 18 marquis-cut diamonds. D. Matte

silver with applied white gold dart and round indexes. White
gold alpha hands. M. Cal. 750, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial and movement signed.

Diam. 1 9 mm. Thickness: 1 1 mm.
Approx. overall length: 155 mm.
Total carat weight ca. 4.5 ct.

D 3-6-01 Km! Dm
$: 4,000 - 7,000 • €: 3,000 - 5,300 • SFr: 4,600 - 8,000



23
Jules Jurgensen, No. 17800, "Duo-Plan." Made in

the 1920s.

Very fine, very small and rare, Art Deco, rectangular, platinum

and diamond lady's wnstwatch with a platinum bracelet set

with 4 large marquise-cut diamond, 1 round-cut orange-yellow
diamond and 91 diamonds of various cuts.

C Two-body., solid, polished, bezel set with 14 baguette-cut

diamonds D. Matte silver with painted Arabic numerals. Blued

steel Moderne hands. M. 2 3/4'" baguette, stamped with the

Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, lateral lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance

adjusted to 5 positions, flat balance spring.

Movement signed.

Dim. 8x18 mm. Thickness 5.5 mm.
Approx. overall length 1 70 mm.

(p| 3-6-01~
J I Ml 3* ) ( AA J

S: 15,000 -20,000 • €: 1 1 ,000 - 15,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 23,000

O A Yellow Gold Tesoro^* Tiffany & Co. "Tesoro," Ref. 41 -1 46. Made in the

1990s.

Fine, tonneau-shaped, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold quartz

wristwatch with date and an 18K yellow gold Tiffany &
Co. buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, hooded lugs, snap-on case back,

sapphire crystal. D. White with applied yellow gold baton

indexes, outer minute divisions, aperture for the date. Yellow

gold baton hands. M. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 34 x 36 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

1 -01
I Ml

$: 1,000-1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

24
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25 Memovox
LeCoultre, "Memovox, Automatic." Made in the late

1970s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, 10K yellow gold-filled

wristwatch with mechanical alarm and 2 crowns.

C. One-body, solid, polished, case back engraved "Use All

Proof 1260 Wrench," concave lugs, the crown at 2 o'clock acti-

vates the central revolving alarm dial, the one at 4 o'clock is

for time-setting and winding. D. Two-tone silver with applied

yellow gold Arabic numeral and faceted baton indexes, inner

minute/seconds divisions and luminous dots, at the center,

revolving alarm setting dial. Luminous yellow gold baton hands.

M. Cal. P489, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

(C 3-01 Qyi

y Yellow Gold Memovox
LeCoultre, Automatic Memovox Alarm. Made in the

1950s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 14K yellow

gold wristwatch with date, alarm and 2 crowns.

C. One-body, polished and brushed, straight lugs, the crown at 2

activates the central revolving alarm dial. D. Two-tone silver with

applied yellow gold baton indexes and luminous dots, concen-

tric minute/seconds divisions, aperture for the date. Luminous

yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 13'", rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

[C| 3 j[d] 3^01 ] [mT D(3D
$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

$: 800 -1,500 • €: 600 -1,100 • SFr: 900 - 1,700



LeCoultre

y *J
Sted Gold Memovox
LeCoultre, Automatic Memovox Alarm. Made in the

1950s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel and yellow gold wristwatch with date, alarm and 2

crowns.

C One-body, polished and brushed, straight lugs, fluted bezel,

the crown at 2 activates the central revolving alarm diaL D. Black

with applied yellow gold faceted baton indexes and luminous

dots, outer and concentric minute/seconds tracks, logo initials

HPG at 6, aperture for the date. Luminous yellow gold feuille

hands. M. Cal. 13 ", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration,

1 7 jewels, straight-line leverescapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 1 4 mm.

IdI 3-16-01~1 Cm! inn
S: 1 ,500 - 2,500 • €: 1 ,1 00 - 1 ,900 • SFr 1 ,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

y O Steel Memovox
LeCoultre, Automatic Memovox Alarm. Made in the

1950s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel wristwatch with date, alarm and 2 crowns.

C. One-body, polished and brushed, straight lugs, the crown at

2 activates the central revolving alarm dial. D. Two-tone silver

with applied steel Roman numerals, baton indexes and lumi-

nous dots, aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands.

M. Cal. 13'", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

L_cJ "D 3-01 JClvll 3* 1 [ A ]

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

m
CO



2Q Yellow Gold Back-Winding

Cartier, Paris, movement No. 142898, case No.
144617. Made in the 1950s.

Very fine, 18Kyellow gold lady's wristwatch with back winding
and an integral 1 SK yellow gold chain link bracelet and clasp.

C Two-body, solid, polished, case back with 2 screws, back
winder, flat-top crystal. D. White with painted black indexes.

Blued steel epee hands. M. Cal. 6 Va", rhodium-plated, 15

jewels, lateral lever escapement, monometallic balance, flat

balance spring.

Dial and movement signed, case numbered.
Diam. 1 6 mm. Thickness 6 mm.
Approx. overall length 1 65 mm.

3 ) (p| 3-01 I CmT

S: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1 ,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

For simitar examp/es of Cartier bracelet watches, see Barracca

Negretti, "Le Temps de Cartier", pg 266.

Mauboussin, "Baguette a mouvement Duoplan,"jU case No. 110337, Ref. 1121 N 31. Made in the

1940s.

Very fine, rectangular, 1 8K yellow gold lady's wristwatch with

an integral 1 8K yellow gold woven chain bracelet.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, case back with 4 screws, back

winder. D. Champagne with painted baton indexes. Blued steel

baton hands. M. Cal. 2 Vi" , baguette, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 15 jewels, lateral lever escapement, cut bime-

tallic compensation balance, flat balance spring.

Case signed.

Dim. 9x19 mm. Thickness 8 mm.
Approx. overall length 175 mm.

"I ( D I 3-01 ) [MT

$: 2,200 - 3,200 • €: 1,700 - 2,400 • SFr: 2,500 - 3,600

29



31 Lady's Yellow Gold Nugget
1 Arthur King, Incabloc. Made in 1968.

Fine, rare and unusual, 1SK yellow gold lady's nugget
wristwatch with an 18K yellow gold nugget link bracelet

and clasp.

C Two-body, solid, bezel decorated in gold nugget fashion

continuing the bracelet design, case back with Florentine finish,

inside clasp engraving: To Mother - Love - 5-24-68. D. Cham-
pagne linen with engraved quarters and printed indexes. Yellow

gold baton hands. M. CaL 5 Va", rhodium-plated, 15 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensatinq flat balance spring.

Dial signed.

Dim. 24 x 42 mm. Thickness 8 mm.
Approx. overall length 1 50 mm.

i (d| 3-oi ] Cm
S: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

A native New-Yorker, Arthur King was a self-

taught artist who learned his craft while serving

the Navy during the second World War, working

with scrap metal. He was so talented that upon
his return he began designing fine objects,

jeweiery and timepieces. He quickly gained

popularity, building a clientele that ranged from

the general public to the stars. Lena Home
helped him open his first store on 59th Street. His success was
confirmed when he opened another 18 locations internation-

ally including a shop in London, at Fortnum and Mason. At the

height of his career he moved into a new lavish showroom at

619 Madison Avenue that featured unusual showcases that

complemented and highlighted his designs.

32
Audemars Piguet, Geneve, No. 117675, case No.

63366. Made circa 1980.

Fine and elegant, rectangular, 1 8K yellow gold lady's wrist-

watch with an integrated 1 8K yellow gold mesh bracelet.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, bezel and sides

continuing the bracelet decoration. D. Malachite. Yellow gold

baton hands. M. Cal. K2050/3, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 20 jewels, lateral-lever escapement, Gyromax
balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, free-sprung self-compensating flat balance

spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim: 15 x 20 mm. Thickness: 6 mm.
Approx. overall length: 175 mm.

(C| 3
I fDF3 - 24 - 011 [Ml 4-7* ] { A )

$: 1,800-2,400 • €: 1,400 - 1,800 • SFr: 2,000 - 2,700
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Accutron

Bulova "Accutron," No. G 99SS9 M3. Made in the 1960s.

Fine, center seconds, water-resistant, stainless steel and 1 0K gold-filled electronic wristwatch. Accompanied by a fitted box and
instruction booklet

C Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed ring on the case back, backfoldout hand-setting bow, straight lugs. D. Ivory-color with

applied faceted steel indexes, outer minute/seconds track. Steel dauphine hands. M. Gilt brass, 17 jewels, diapason tuning fork for

swinging element, frequency of 360 Hz.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 1 3 mm.

fcT 3 ~] fpT 3-01 ~) CmT 3*
( A )

S: 1 ,000 - 2,000 • €: 750 -
1 ,500 • SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

Accutron Astronaut

Bulova "Accutron-Astronaut" No. B 21862 M4. Made in the 1960s.

Rne, center seconds, water-resistant, stainless steel electronic wristwatch with 24 hour bezel and hand. Accompanied by a fitted

box and instruction booklet.

C Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed ring on the case back, bidirectional revolving steel bezel graduated in 24 hours, back

foldout hand-setting bow, triangular lugs. D. Black with luminous indexes, outer minute/seconds track. Luminous steel baton hands,

arrow hand to indicate the diurnal or nocturnal hours on the 24-hour graduated bezel. M. Cal. 2124, gilt brass, 17 jewels, diapason

tuning fork for swinging element, frequency of 360 Hz.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 1 3 mm.

(C| 2 ) [Pi 3-01 ) [Ml 3*
) C A ]

S: 1,000- 1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

35 ElPrimero

Movado, "Chronograph Automatic - El Primero," Ref. 01-0200-416. Made in the early 1970s.

Fine, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with square-button chronograph, registers,

tachometer, date and an integrated stainless steel link bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box and guarantee (now void).

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back, integrated push-buttons. D. Blue with applied faceted rectangular

steel and luminous indexes, outer 1/5th seconds scale and tachometer graduation to 500 UPH, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the

12-hour and 30-minute registers, aperture for the date between 4 and 5. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 3019 PHC, rhodium-

plated, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim 42 x 44 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

J [ D

I

2-01 ) (M| 3*
) ( A )

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

3^ Stainless Steel Compax
Universal, Geneve, Compax, Case No. 885108, Ref. 2.893. Made in the 1970s.

Fine, stainless steel, water-resistant wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer bezel and a stainless steel

Universal link bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box and certificate.

C. Three-body, polished, tachometer graduation on the blue bezel to 500 units, screwed-down case back, lyre lugs. D. Tri-color black,

white and blue with applied steel indexes and luminous dots, outer 1/5th seconds track with red 5-minute/seconds markers, guilloche

subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous steel tapered hands. M. Cal. 85, rhodium-plated, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

D [dE 2-01 M 2* C~A~

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve
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O *T Autavia

Heuer, Autavia Chronograph. Made in the 1960's.

Fine and early, water resistant to 330 ft, stainless steel diver's

wristwatch with round button chronograph and registers.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated bi-directional

revolving black bezel for the decompression times, lapidated

lugs, screwed-down case back D. Bicolor black and silver with

applied steel baton indexes and luminous dots, outer 1/5th

seconds track, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour

and 30-minute registers. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal.

72, rhodium-plated, 1 7 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating

blued steel flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

DiaiTL 39 mm. Thickness 1 4 mm.

(Cl 3 ) fp| 3-01 )[W 2* )( A )

S: 1,500-2,500

€: 1 ,1 00 - 1 ,900 * SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

Carrera

Heuer, Carrera Chronograph. Made in the

1970s.

Fine, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round

button chronograph and register.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back. D. Matte silver with applied steel baton indexes and
luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the seconds and 45-minute

register, outer 1/5th seconds track. Luminous steel baton

hands. M. Cal. 92, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, blued

steel flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36. Thickness 12 mm.

3 ) fp[ 3-7-01
J
[m

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900

To be sold without reserve

3*
) f~A"

SFr: 1,700-2,800
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QQ Chronographe a Rattrapante
^ Girard-Perregaux, No. 25, Ref. 90100. Made circa

1994.

Very fine and rare, self-wi ndmg, water-resistant, 1 8K pink gold

wristwatch with round button split-seconds chronograph,
registers, 40-hour autonomy and an 18K pink gold Girard-

Perregaux buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box.

C Three-body-; solid, polished, case back with 6 screws, concave
bezel, curved lugs, domed sapphire crystal. D. Guilloche silver

with applied pink gold radial Breguet numerals, subsidiary dials

for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Blued

steel Brequet hands. M. CaL 8290, rhodium-plated, 19 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring. The push-

button at 8 is to start and reunite the split-seconds hand.

Dial, case and movement signed.

DiarrL 39 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

[cl 2 Ifbl 1 -01 HmI 2*
) [aaa;

S: 5,000 - 8,000

€: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

m

AH Meisterstuck GMT
Montblanc, Le Locle, GMT Chronograph

Automatic, Officially Certified Chronometer, No. 48-1 0,

Ref. 7074. Made circa 2006.

Very fine, large, two time zone, self-winding, water-resistant,

18K pink gold chronometer wristwatch with date, round-

button chronograph, registers and an 18K pink gold Mont-
blanc double deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box
and certificate.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, rounded bezel, stepped lugs,

transparent case back, sapphire crystals. D. Guilloche silver with

painted radial Roman numerals on a plain outer reserve, outer

1 /5th seconds scale and 24-hour graduation for the 2nd time

zone, subsidiary guilloche dials for the seconds, the 12-hour

and 30-minute registers, aperture for the date. Blued steel

feuille hands, arrow for the 24-hour GMT. M. Cal. 4810-503,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 25 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

1 (P| 1-01 )[m| 1

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

31
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Chronoswiss
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41

/| i Stainless Steel Regulator

Chronoswiss, " Regulateur Automatic, " Ref. CH 1 223.

Made circa 2000.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel

wristwatch with regulator dial and stainless steel deployant

clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, transparent

screwed-down case back, ribbed bezel and back edge, straight

lugs, screwed bars, sapphire crystals. D. Copper-colored with

painted minute track and 5-minute Arabic numerals, subsidiary

off-center dials with painted radial Roman numerals at 12 for

the hours and for the seconds at 6. Blued steel double spade
hands. M. Cal. C. 122, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 29 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

j (d| i-oi ] [m

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

Ay Delphis

Chronoswiss, "Delphis," No. 069, Ref. CH 1422 R.

Made circa 2002.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, rose gold and stainless

steel wristwatch with jump-hour and retrograde minute indi-

cation on a Chronoswiss strap with steel and gold Chrono-

swiss clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, reeded bezel and case

back edge, screw-down transparent case back, straight lugs,

gold screwed bars, sapphire crystals. D. Guilloche solid silver,

between 9 and 3 the 60-minute retrograde, at 12 aperture for

the jump hours in 24 hours, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel

double spade hand. M. Cal. CH 124, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-

perdrix decoration, 29 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring, skeletonized gold rotor.

Dial and movement signed, numbered on the case.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

[Cl 3-8 ) ( P| 1-01 IflVlT DCS)
$: 1,800-2,200 • €: 1,400 - 1,700 • SFr: 2,000 - 2,500

42
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43

A Z> Steel Retro Sport^J
Gerald Genta, "Retro Sport/' Ref. RSR X. 10. Made
in the 1 990s.

Fine, jump hour, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch with retrograde minutes and a stain-

less steel Gerald Genta double deployant clasp. Accompanied
by a leather pouch.

C. Three-body, polished, case back with 6 screws, reeded band,

rounded bezel, protected winding crown, straight lugs, screwed

bars, sapphire crystal. D. Bicolor black and textured anthracite

with luminous painted Arabic numerals, at the bottom sector

for the retrograde minutes, aperture for the jump hour at 12.

Luminous white epee hand. M. Cal. GA 4700 / ETA 2892,

rhodium-plated, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, self-compensating flat balance spring,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 41 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

C 1 1 -01 CM 1

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

44 Bertolucci, "Perpetual Calendar Automatic," Ref.

691 41-1004. Made circa 2000.

Fine, astronomic, center seconds, self-winding, water-resis-

tant, stainless steel wristwatch with perpetual calendar, moon
phases and an integrated, polished and brushed stainless steel

Bertolucci fancy link bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, case back with 4 screws,

triangular and central lugs, polished rounded bezel, sapphire

crystal. D. Satine silver with applied white gold baton indexes,

mother of pearl subsidiary dials for the days of the month, of

the week, the months and the leap year, graduation for the

age of the moon and aperture for the moon phases at 6. White

gold epee hands. M. Cal. 8840, gilt brass, fausses cotes deco-

ration, 25 jewels, straight line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness: 11 mm.

m

c 1 CpI i-oi 1 Cm DCS
$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve
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Carter
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45

AtZ Baignoire

Cartier, Paris, "Baignoire," case No. 866044,
Ref. 441 9. Made in the 1 990s.

Fine, oval, curved 1 8K yellow gold lady's quartz wristwatch

with an 1 8K yellow gold Cartier deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, back with screws, hooded lugs,

cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown. D. Matte silver with

painted radial Roman numerals, secret Cartier signature on the

VII. Blued steel epee hands. M. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 31 x 23 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

C 2-01 ] Cm

$: 1,800-2,300 • €: 1,400-1,700

3*
I ( A )

SFr: 2,000 - 2,600

46

A (~\
Cartier

'
Paris

'
No

-
71 9536

-
Made in the 1980s.

'C^J Fine oval 1 8K yellow gold lady's wristwatch. Accom-
panied by a fitted box.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, rounded bezel and

lugs, cabochon sapphire set winding-crown, sapphire crystal.

D. Champagne with painted radial Roman numerals, inner

minute track. Blued steel feuille hands. M. 6 3/'", signed Cartier,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 x 28 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

[cl 3
~) (d1 2-oi )[m! 3* Ha)

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 -1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

34



Carter

47 Carter, Paris, No. 782580129, Ref 60083. Made in

the 1980s.

Fine, cushion-shaped, 18K yellow gold lady's wnstwatch with

an 1SK yellow gold Cartier buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, 4 screws on the band to secure

the case back, cabochon sapphire-set winding crown, sapphire

crystal. D. White with painted radial Roman numerals, secret

Cartier signature at 7, outer minute track. Blued steel epee
hands. M. CaL 2512-1, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, self-compensating flat balance spring, shock absorber
Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 21 x 25 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

tc 2-01 inn
S: 1 ,000 - 2,000 * €: 750 -1,500 • SFr 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

A Q Cartier Paris ' "Square," Ref. 60010. Made in the

^fO 1970s.

Fine, rectangular "galbe," 18K yellow gold lady's wristwatch

with a yellow gold-plated Cartier buckle. Accompanied by a

fitted box.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, stepped bezel, case back with 4

screws, hooded lugs, cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown.

D. White with painted radial Roman numerals, concentric minute

track, secret Cartier signature on the I IV. Blued steel epee hands.

M. Cal 2512-1 signed Cartier, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 24 x 30 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

m

Cc 2 ~] [pj 1-01 ] ( Ml 2* ) [ A )

$: 1,700-2,500 • €: 1,300 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,900 - 2,800

47 48
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Carter

49 Tank Franfaise

Carder, 'Tank Francaise/
1

case No. 157202 BB, Ref. 2302. Made circa 2000.

Fine, square and curved, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date and a stainless

steel Cartier link bracelet with double deployant dasp.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, octagonal cabochon sapphire-set winding crown, case back with 4 screws, sapphire crystal.

D. Guilloche silver with painted black radial Roman numerals, aperture for the date at 6, secret Cartier signature at VII, inner

minute track Blued steel epee hands. M. CaL 1 20, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes and oeil-de-perdrix decorations, 20 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer
regulator

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 28 x 32 mm. Thickness 8 mm. Appro* overall length 1 75 mm.

in
bJ

3-8
) ( D

|

3-01 ) ( M
|

3*
] ( A ]

S: 1 ,000 -
1 ,500 • €: 750 -

1 ,1 00 • SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 1 ,700

To be sold without reserve

IjQ White Gold "Santos Dumont"
Cartier, Paris, Santos-Dumont, Ref. 2651 . Made circa 2000.

Veryfine, square, 1SK white gold wristwatch with an 1SK white gold Cartier deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box
and certificate.

C. Two body, solid, polished and brushed, back secured with 8 screws, sapphire-set winding-crown, sapphire crystal. D. Matte

silvered with painted radial Roman numerals, concentric minute division, secret Cartier signature on the VII. Blued steel epee
hands. M. CaL 430MC, signed Cartier, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 45 x 44 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

3-9 CD 2-01 M : r aa

5: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

^ j Platinum Santos Dumont - Mecanique
Cartier, Paris, Santos Mecanique, case No. C21610, Ref. 1575. Made in the 1990s.

Very fine and elegant, square, thin, platinum wristwatch with an 1 8K white gold Cartier deployant clasp.

C. Two body, solid, polished and brushed, back fixed with 4 screws on the band, cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown, screwed

bars, sapphire crystal. D. Guilloche white with painted radial Roman numerals, outer minute track, secret Cartier signature at

7. Blued steel epee hands. M. Cal. 21, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 27 x 36 mm. Thickness 4.5 mm.

(C| 2 ) ( D

I

1-01 ) [ M
|

2*
] ( AA

"

I

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

5 2, Platinum Tank Mecanique
Cartier, Paris, Tank, case No. C1 29787, Ref. 1601. Made in the 1980s.

Very fine and elegant, rectangular, thin, platinum wristwatch with an 18K white gold Cartier deployant clasp. Accompanied
by the original warranty and instruction booklet.

C. Two body, solid, polished, back fixed with 4 screws on the band, cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown, screwed bars,

sapphire crystal. D. Guilloche white with painted radial Roman numerals, inner minute track, secret Cartier signature at 7. Blued

steel epee hands. M. Cal. P838, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 24 x 30 mm. Thickness 5 mm.

(C| 3 ) ( D
|
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$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800
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Pink Gold Pasha Grille

Cartier, No. 1 9271 CE# Ref. 2620. Made in 2003, sold

on November 20th, 2004.

Very fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K
pink gold and diamond wristwatch with an 18K pink gold

Cartier buckle. Accompanied by the original box, certificate,

instruction booklets and bracelet cleaning kit.

C. Two body, solid, polished, transparent case back with 8

screws, grill set with 60 round diamonds, Vendome-type lugs,

crown protected by a screwed cap on a security link and set

with a cabochon diamond. D. Guilloche silver with applied pink

gold Arabic numerals, concentric square minute track. Pink gold

feuille hands. M. Cal. 500 MC, copper color, special Cartier

decoration, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam 32 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

3 ) CdT i-oi ] Cm
$: 4,000 - 7,000 • €: 3,000 - 5,300 • SFr: 4,600 - 8,000

CA Ellipse

Cartier Paris, case No. 80579090520. Made circa

2000.

Very fine and unusual, horizontal oval, 18K yellow gold,

diamond and sapphire lady's quartz wristwatch with an 18K
yellow gold fancy link bracelet, 4 links set with a total of 26
round diamonds and 2 sapphires, and concealed double
deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, bezel set with 94 diamonds, case

back with 4 screws, cabochon diamond-set winding-crown,

sapphire crystal. D. Ivory-color with printed radial Roman
numerals, secret Cartier signature at X, concentric minute track.

Blued steel epee hands. M. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 23 x 26 mm. Thickness 5 mm.
Approx. overall length 160 mm.

fd 3 ~)fP| 1-01 ] ( M| 2* ) ( A ]

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800
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Carter

White Gold Tankissime

Cartier, "Tankissime," case No. 296871 CE, Ref. 2825. Sold on August 28th, 2006.

Very fine and very elegant, square, water-resistant 1 8K white gold and diamonds lady's quartz wristwatch with an 1 8K white gold

Cartier link bracelet and a concealed double deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box and guarantee.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, bezel set with 2 round diamonds, straight lugs, case back with 4 screws, octagonal

cabochon diamond-set winding crown, sapphire crystal. D. White with painted black radial Roman numerals, Cartier secret signature

at 10. Blued steel epee hands. M. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 20 x 30 mm. Thickness 6 mm. Approx. overall length 160 mm.

(C| 3-8
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$: 6,000 - 10,000 • €: 4,500 - 7,500 • SFr: 6,800 - 1 1,000
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C^ Royal Oak Offshore "Ginza"

Audemars Piguet, Geneve, "Royal

Oak Offshore Chronograph," movement No.

682278, No. 080/200, case No. G 02043,
Ref. 261 80ST. Made in a limited series of 200
examples in 2007 to celebrate the new Aude-
mars Piguet boutique in Japan, sold on January

21st, 2008.

Very fine, large, octagonal, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel and diamond wrist-

watch with round-button chronograph, registers,

tachometer, date and a stainless steel Audemars
Piguet deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted

box, guarantee and booklet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, case back and bezel secured with 8 hexagonal screws, screwed-down winding crown, case back

engraved "Ginza," sapphire crystal. D. Two-tone black, clous de Paris and guilloche decoration with black-edged Arabic numerals,

number 7 pave-set with 9 small diamonds, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer tachometer

scale on an inclined reserve, aperture for the date, sapphire crystal. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 3126/3840, rhodium-plated,

oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 59 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and

5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, 22K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 14.5 mm.

Cc 1 1 -01 IJVI 1 D (AAA)

$: 15,000 - 20,000 • €: 11,000 - 15,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 23,000

To be sold without reserve
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^ *J
Millenary Chronograph

Audemars Piguet, Geneve, "Millenary Chrono-
graph Automatic," case No. E 66831, Ref. 25822. Made in

the 1990s.

Fine and unusual, horizontal oval, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph,

registers, tachometer, date and a stainless steel Audemars
Piguet deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original warranty,

instruction booklet and fitted box.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, case back with 6 screws,

rounded lugs, sapphire-set winding crown, sapphire crystal.

D. Matte silver with applied blue indexes and Arabic numerals,

subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute

registers, outer tachometer graduation, cyclops aperture for

the date. Blued steel alpha hands. M. Cal. 2226/2840, rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 19 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, 21 K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 41 x 38 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

LCJ 1 [d| 2-oi ] rivTT

$: 3,000 - 4,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,000

2*
) [ AA 1

SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

CO Overseas Chronometer
Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, Overseas Chrono-

meter, Automatic, case No. 759532. Made in the early 2000s.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wrist-

watch with date and an integrated, stainless steel Vacheron
Constantin bracelet with double deployant clasp. Accom-
panied by a fitted box and certificate.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, case back with 8 screws

and "Overseas" logo, notched steel bezel, screwed-down
winding crown, sapphire crystal. D. Textured silver with applied

steel baton indexes and luminous markers, aperture for the

date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 1310, rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 27 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, microm-

eter regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 8 mm.
~]

[d\ i-oi ) [mT

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

m
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CQ Perpetual Calendar, Automatic, Skeletonized,

Audemars Piguet Geneve, "Perpetual Calendar, Automatic,

Skeletonized," No. 236, movement No. 324328, case No. C 9781 5. Made
in the 1980s.

Very fine, self-winding, astronomic, skeletonized, 1 8K yellow gold wrist-

watch with perpetual calendar, phases and age of the moon and an 18K
yellow gold Audemars Piguet buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box and
instruction booklet. Serviced by Audemars Piguet in September 2008.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, stepped bezel, transparent case

back, sapphire crystals, correctors on the band to adjust the date. D. Transparent,

subsidiary champagne ring dials for the date, the days of the week, the months,

in painted Arabic numerals, sector for the age of the moon, aperture for the

moon phases. Yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal 2120/1, gilt brass, skeletonized

and engraved, 36 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating flat balance spring, 21 K engraved gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

1 -01

$: 15,000-20,000 • €: 1 1,000 - 15,000

M 1

• SFr: 17,000-23,000

1 [AAA!
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/C/^ Jump Hour - Minute Repeater

Audemars Piguet, Geneve, "Repetition Minutes," No. 52, case No. D 22132. Made in a limited number of pieces in 1994.

Very fine and rare, rectangular, minute-repeating, jump hour, 18K yellow gold wristwatch with an 18K yellow gold Audemars
Piguet buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box and certificate.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, case back secured with 4 screws, sapphire crystal. D. Off-white with applied yellow gold

Arabic numerals, rectangular subsidiary seconds dial at 6, aperture for the jump hour at 12. Black cathedral hand. M. Cal. 2866,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 34 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, repeating on gongs by activating slide on the

band. Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 38 x 29 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

1 -01 (AAA)

$: 30,000 - 40,000 • €: 23,000 - 30,000 • SFr: 35,000 - 45,000

To be sold without reserve
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A Officine Panerai Firenze 1 860, "Luminor Marina" No.

O 1 E 1 342 / 5000, case No. BB 1 048072, Ref. OP 6560.

Made in a limited series of 5000 pieces in 2002.

Fine, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel wristwatch with date and a stainless steel Officine

Panerai double deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down engraved

case back, winding crown with patented steel security lever,

lapidated lugs, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens. D. White with

painted black Arabic numerals and luminous dots, subsidiary

dial for the seconds at 9, aperture for the date. Luminous black-

ened baton hands. M. Cal. 7750-P1, rhodium-plated, 21 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 6 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 x 40 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

3 ) fpT i-oi ] [m] AA

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

62

^2 GMT Ferrari

Engineered by Officine Panerai, "Ferrari GMT, Auto-

matic," case No. BB 1234153, Ref. F 6655. Made in 2007.

Fine, large, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, two
time zone, stainless steel wristwatch with date and a stainless

steel "Ferrari by Panerai" double deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown engraved with Ferrari logo, lapidated lugs, sapphire

crystal. D. Black honeycomb with applied steel Arabic numerals,

dashboard-like subsidiary dial for the seconds, outer minute

track, outermost 24-hour graduation for the second time zone,

aperture for the date, "Ferrari" logo at 12. Luminous black baton

hands. M. Cal. OP VIII, base ETA 7750 P1
,
rhodium-plated, oeil-

de-perdrix and special Panerai decoration, 21 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 45 x 45 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

1 JCaa
$: 3,500 - 5,500 • €: 2,600 - 4,200 • SFr: 4,000 - 6,300

i (p[ i-oi ] (m| 1
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/CO Pam 180 White Gold Luminor Marina
Panerai Luminor Marina Automatic Chronometer, No. G 058/1 50, Ref. OP 6600. Made in a limited edition of 1 50
examples in 2003.

Fine, large, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K white gold diver's wristwatch with date and an 18K white gold

Panerai double deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original wooden box, Chronometer Certificate, booklets, spare brown strap

and tool.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, screwed-down case back, patented winding crown with security lever to wind the watch even under

water, straight lugs, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens. D. Black carbon fiber with luminous white gold Arabic numerals and indexes,

subsidiary seconds dial, aperture for the date. Luminous white gold baton hands. M. Cal. OP III, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix and

special Panerai decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 44 x 44 mm. Thickness: 15 mm.

(c 1 -01

$: 8,000 -13,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,800

Cm! 2*

• SFr: 9,000 -15,000

J [AAA
J
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edition of 1 938 examples in 2006.

Fine, large, cushion-shaped, water resistant to 1 00 m, stainless steel wristwatch with a stainless steel Panerai buckle. Accompanied
by the original wooden box, guarantee, certificate and booklets.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, wire lugs with 4 screws, sapphire crystal. D. Black

with recessed luminous Arabic numerals and baton indexes. Luminous gold baton hands. M. Cal. OP X, rhodium-plated with special

Panerai decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, swan neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 47 x 47 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

[C| 1 ) [ D
|

1-01 I (M| 1 ] f AA }

$: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000
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Pam 00252 North Pole GMT
Luminor - North Pole GMT Officine Panerai, Amagnetic, Automatic, Firenze, No. I 238/500, OP 6606. Made in a limited

edition of 500 pieces in 2006 to commemorate the Mike Horn and Borge Ousland "North Pole" expedition.

Fine and rare, large, cushion-shaped, two time zone, self-winding, antimagnetic, water-resistant, stainless steel "Expedition" wrist-

watch with date, special independently adjustable 24-hour hand for the second time zone, cardinal point bezel and a stainless steel

Panerai buckle. Accompanied by the original wooden box, certificate, guarantee, instruction booklets and spare strap.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back engraved with a North Pole map and Mike Horn's & Borge

Ousland's signatures, anti-magnetic soft iron protection cap, unidirectional revolving bezel marked for the 4 cardinal points, straight

lugs, patented winding crown with security lever to wind the watch even underwater, 4.2 mm thick a nti reflective sapphire crystal

with magnifying lens. D. Blue with luminous Arabic numerals and indexes, outer 24-hour graduation for the second time zone

(GMT), subsidiary seconds dial at 9, aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands, luminous triangle hand for the GMT time.

M. Cal. OP III, rhodium-plated, special Panerai decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring. Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 44 x 44 mm. Thickness 19 mm.

fcT 1 ~Z) fpT 1 -oi 3 CME 1 Z] [aaaj

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800
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Roger Dubuis

/I /I White Gold Minute Repeater

Roger Dubuis, Geneve, "Much More, Minute-Repeater," Ref. M34 260. Made in 2002.

Very fine and very rare, rectangular curved, minute-repeating, water-resistant, 18K white gold chronometer wristwatch with

an 18K white gold Roger Dubuis buckle. Accompanied by the original fitted box, Certificate of Origin, Warranty, Chronometer
Certificate, white gloves and polishing doth.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, transparent case back with 4 screws, rounded bezel, straight lugs, gold screwed bars,

sapphire crystals. D. Black with large radial mirror-finished Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds dial at 9. White gold spade hands.

M 4 CaL RD 26, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium plated, fausses cotes decoration, 30 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, swan-neck
micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 34 x 58 mm. Thickness: 1 2 mm.

m

Cc 1 1 -01 M 1 J [AAA J

S: 30,QQQ - 40,000 • €: 23,000 - 30,000 • SFr: 35,000 - 45,000

67 68

Dual Time GMT
Roger Dubuis, Horloger Genevois, No. 09/28. Made
in a limited edition of 28 pieces in 2006.

Fine and rare, oversized, horizontal rectangular curved, water-

resistant, 1 8K white gold wristwatch with double dial (2 hour

hands and 1 minute hand) and an 18K white gold Roger
Dubuis deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box and
certificate.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, transparent case

back with 8 screws, straight lugs with screwed white gold bars,

sapphire crystals. D. Mother-of-pearl with black painted radial

Roman numerals for the local time and radial Arabic numerals

for the GMT (second time zone), outer minute track. Blued

steel spade hands. M. Cal. RD 9847, stamped with the Seal of

Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic
balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

swan-neck micrometer regulator. The push-button on the crown
is to advance the GMT hour hand in one-hour increments.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 43 x 31 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

1 ) fpT i-oi
] Cm

$: 15,000-20,000 • €: 1 1,000 - 15,000

To be sold without reserve

1 Qaa J

SFr: 17,000-23,000

/CO Golden Square No. 1

Roger Dubuis, Horloger Genevois, "Golden Square,"

No. 01/28, Ref. G40.56.5.K9.7G. Bulletin d'Observatoire.

Made in a limited edition of 28 examples in 2004.

Very fine, square curved, water-resistant, self-winding, 18K
pink gold wristwatch with an 18K pink gold Roger Dubuis

buckle. Accompanied by the original wooden box, Certifi-

cate of Origin and the Bulletin de Marche of the Observatoire

National de Besancon.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, massive, straight

lugs with screws bars, curved sapphire crystal, transparent case

back with screws. D. Black carbon fiber with large painted radial

Roman numerals, inner minute track. Pink gold spade hands.

M. Cal. RD57, rhodium-plated, stamped with the Seal of Geneva
quality mark, fausses cotes decoration, 25 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to five posi-

tions, shock absorber, swan-neck micrometer regulator, self

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 x 40 mm. Thickness: 10 mm.

fcl 3-8 ]fp| i-oi ICmT 1 ; aa i

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800
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iCQ Platinum Master Minute Repeater

Jaeger-LeCoultre, "Master Minute Repeater Antoine LeCoultre," No. 1 92/200, case No. 0052, Ref. 1 51 .6.67.S. Made in

a limited edition of 200 pieces in 2006, sold December 28th, 2007.

Very fine and rare, oversized, minute-repeating, water-resistant, platinum wristwatch with 1 5-day power reserve, spring torque

indication and an 1 8K white gold Jaeger-LeCoultre deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original wooden box, loupe, Certificate

of Origin, Guarantee and instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, transparent case back with 4 screws, concave lugs, sapphire crystals. D. Satine silver with applied

white gold dart indexes, Arabic numerals and luminous dots, sectors for the 1 5-day up-and-down and spring torque indications, large

apertures to view movement details. Luminous white gold alpha hands. M. Cal. 947, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration,

43 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, duo
spring barrels, repeating on gongs by activating slide on the band.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

fcT 1 D 1-01 ~~) [Ml 1 «^
$: 80,000 - 100,000 • €: 60,000 - 75,000 • SFr: 90,000 - 1 15,000
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What is a Minute Repeater?
A minute repeating watch tells the time both visually and audibly. A slide on the side of the case, usually near the 9, will activate

two hammers in the movement. These hammers strike two gongs curled within the case. First one hammer strikes a gong of lower

tonality; it counts out the hours. Then both hammers strike both gongs alternatively to count out the quarter hours after that hour,

and then the second hammer alone striking a gong of higher tonality counts out the minutes after that quarter hour. The repeating

mechanism was developed by Daniel Quare, who in 1687 patented a mechanism that sounded the hours and the quarter hours.

The early repeaters used bells. At the end of the 18th cen-tury two bent-wire gongs became the more popular mechanism. The first

minute repeater wristwatch was produced by Omega in 1892; it was a model with a round-shaped case. Since that time, most watch-

makers and manufacturers have created quarter and minute repeating watches. From the beginning of the 20th century many of the

most important creators, watchmakers or manufacturers have produced minute repeating wristwatches, always in limited editions, for

the most sophisticated collectors in the world.
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The Billy Blanks Collection

Lots 70 - 88, To be sold at no reserve

z

Billy Blanks is an American fitness guru and the inventor of the renowned Tae Bo®, fitness program. He has also devoted a great deal

of time toward helping people through his Foundation and by traveling around the world to train the U.S. Armed Forces. In addition,

Billy's extraordinary achievements as a world karate champion, actor, author, motivator, philanthropist and humanitarian continue to

earn him acclaim.

Born the fourth of 15 children to Isaac and Mabeline Blanks, he had few opportunities on the streets of Erie, Pennsylvania. Complicating

his young life, Billy was afflicted with undiagnosed dyslexia and suffered a problem in his hip joints, which impaired his movement,
resulting in a clumsiness that caused his coaches to think he would never amount to much.

However, Billy took his first martial arts class at age 11 and soon began to gain a mastery of the sport. In 1975 he became the first

Amateur Athletic Union Champion, a title he would earn five times. Billy ascended to become a seventh-degree black belt in Tae

Kwon Do and gained black belts in five other forms of martial arts. He became a seven-time world karate champion, captained

the U.S. karate team, won 36 gold medals in international competition and earned admission to the Karate Hall of Fame in 1982.

Billy Blanks also became the 1984 Massachusetts Golden Gloves Champion and the Tri-State Golden Gloves Champion of Champions.

Billy moved to Boston as an adult and opened his own karate studio. It was there, while combining dance moves and Tae Kwon
Do, that he hit upon the concept for Tae Bo®. Billy moved to Los Angeles in 1989 and taught classes in his garage. Shortly after, he

opened the Billy Blanks World Training Center in Sherman Oaks.

Word of mouth brought the early clients, but when singer-dancer Paula Abdul came through the door and the benefits of Tae Bo®
became quickly apparent, the business took off. Most recently, celebrities like Charlotte Ross of "NYPD Blue", Melissa Reeves of

"Days of our Lives", actress Alicia Coppola, actor and country music star Scott Reeves, Stephanie La Grossa of "Survivor", and actor

Lou Diamond Phillips have been reaping the benefits of Tae Bo® and BootCamp.

Athletes seeking to stay in top physical shape have also flocked to the studio, including Wayne Gretzky, Bruce Jenner, Magic Johnson
and Shaquille O'Neal. Concurrent with his rise as a fitness expert to the stars, Billy has also built an impressive resume as an actor.

He has appeared in 18 movies including Kiss the Girls, The Last Boy Scout, Bloodfist, Lionheart and Back in Action. On television, Billy has

been seen in such episodic shows as "Sabrina, the Teenage Witch," "The Parkers," "Suddenly Susan," "ER," and "Melrose Place".

In addition to creating Tae Bo, Billy has made helping others a top priority in his life. He established The Billy Blanks Foundation in

1999 which is dedicated to equipping high-risk individuals with life skills that allow them to achieve their full potential. Billy has also

done notable work with the military. He frequently travels with members of his family helping to integrate cross-gender, genera-

tional and racial messages into their appearances at training camps and hotspots worldwide including trips to Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo,

Sarajevo, Greece, Africa, Germany and Italy to work with members of the U.S. Armed Forces.
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"70 4 Speed TS375 Chronograph.
* ^ Formex, Swiss Made, Ref.3751 .8023, No.0156.

Made circa 2000.

A large stainless steel and titanium, water-resistant to 1 00m,
self-winding, chronograph wristwatch with 30 minute and
1 2 hour registers, day and date display, in a patented shock-

resistant suspension case, with steel buckle. Accompanied by
a presentation case, spare steel bracelet, certificate, instruc-

tions and tool.

C. Substantial, two-body, inner held within outer via suspension

system, satin finish, glazed reverse secured by 8 screws, hexag-

onal chronograph buttons and screw-down crown located at

the upper shoulder, screw-in lugs, bezel with raised lip to the

upper, sapphire crystal. D. Black luminous block indexes and
prominent silvered tachometer scale, outer raised minute/

seconds track, subsidiary dials for seconds, 30 minute and 12

hour registers, aperture for day display at 1 2, date at 5 position.

Luminous silvered index hands, combined red tachometer and
blue/white chronograph hand. M. Cal. 7750, 25 jewels, rhodium

plated, monometallic balance, 28,800 oscillations per hour, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 45 mm, thickness 19 mm.

ID 1- 01 ] f Ml 2 ] ( AA ]

$: 700 -900 • €: 500 -700 • SFr: 800 - 1,000

To be sold without reserve
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7 i 4 Speed DS 2000 Diver Chronograph.
* 1

Formex, Swiss Made, Ref.20001 .8021 , No.0027.

Made circa 2000.

A large stainless steel and titanium, water-resistant to 300m,
self-winding, chronograph wristwatch with 30 minute and 1

2

hour registers, rotating graduated bezel, day and date display,

in a patented shock-resistant suspension case, on rubber strap

with steel buckle. Accompanied by a presentation case, spare

steel bracelet, certificate, instructions and tool.

C. Substantial, two-body, inner held within outer via suspen-

sion system, satin finish, glazed reverse secured by 8 screws,

hexa-gonal chronograph buttons and screw-down crown located

at the upper shoulder, screw-in lugs, unidirectional graduated

rotating bezel, inner bezel with raised lip to the upper, sapphire

crystal. D. Black with large luminous indexes, white seconds/ 5

minute track, outer raised tachometric scale, highlighted subsid-

iary dials for seconds, 30 minute and 1 2 hour registers, aperture

for day display at 12, date at 5 position. Large luminous arrow

hands, combined red tachometer and blue/white chronograph

hand. M. Cal. 7750, 25 jewels, rhodium plated, monometallic

balance, 28,800 oscillations per hour, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 45 mm, thickness 19 mm.

C J® 1 -01 Cm DCS
$: 700 - 900 • €: 500 - 700 • SFr: 800 -

1 ,000

To be sold without reserve
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Marina Militare Teseo Tesef Limited Edition.

Locman, Italy, Marina Militare. No.0081 6, made circa

2005.

A fine water-resistant, stainless steel and titanium large hand-

wound mechanical military inspired wristwatch with Italian

Military emblem on the dial, with stainless steel Locman
buckle, travel case and certificate.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, raised canted bezel and

dedicated reverse with three-waves insignia secured by four

bolts, applied crown guard and model nameplate to the band
secured by screws, screw-lugs, domed crystal. D. Two-tier matte

black with large luminous baton indexes and 12, 3 numerals,

inner minute tract with colored Arabic five minute numerals,

subsidiary seconds at 9 position, Italian Mililtary emblem and
Italian flag colors displayed at 6 o'clock. Red tipped steel lumi-

nous broadsword hands. M. Unitas Cal.6497 rhodium plated

17-jewel movement with shock-protection.

Case, dial and movement signed.

Dim. Case only 47mm x 47mm.

(C| 2 ) (p| 1-01 ] [ME 2 ] LaAJ
$: 400 - 600 • €: 300 - 450 • SFr: 450 - 700

To be sold without reserve

Diamond Dial Professional Link Series

Tag Heuer, Professional 'Link' Series, Ref.WT1115,
No. QA7507. Made in the 2000s.

A fine stainless, water-resistant, quartz, center seconds wrist-

watch with a diamond-set dial, rotating bezel and date, on
stainless steel Tag Heuer bracelet with flip-lock clasp. Accom-
panied by a certificate.

C. Two-body, tonneau, satin finish, screw-down reverse and
protected crown, unidirectional rotating graduated bezel,

sapphire crystal. D. Black with 11 diamond-set hour markers,

outer minute track with block five minutes and luminous

quarters, date aperture. Steel luminous index hands. M. Quartz

movement.
Case, dial and movement signed.

Diam. 40mm.

[C| 3-8 )[p| 1-01 } [M

$: 700 - 900 • €: 500 - 700 • SFr: 800 -

To be sold without reserve

1,000

73
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HA Marco Polo, Ice Link

Ice Link 'Marco Polo' No.1 298, made in the 2000s.

An oversize stainless steel water-resistant, center seconds,

quartz, five time zone diamond-set wristwatch on stainless

steel bracelet with concealed double-folding clasp. Accompa-
nied by a presentation case.

C. Large, two-body, polished, screw-down reverse, screw-down
diamond set bezel, diamond set shoulders, four crowns to the

band to adjust four independent dials. D. Red wave pattern dial

with silvered atlas motif, four subsidiary dials with either Arabic,

Roman, baton or dot index markers. Luminous index hands.

M. Five independent quartz movements.
Dial and case signed. Diam. 50 mm.

Ccl 3-8 )fp| 1 -01 ~~] (M| 3** ] ( AA ]

5:1,000-1,500 • €: 750 -1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

~jQ Techno Com by KC. Made in the 2000s.

' *J An oversize stainless steel gold-plated, water resis-

tant, quartz, tonneau-shaped diamond set chronograph wrist-

watch with diamond set dial, on stainless steel gold-plated

diamond-set bracelet with concealed double folding clasp.

C. Large, curved, two-body, plated, reverse secured by four

screws, diamond set upper and sides, faux crown to the left,

stylized chronograph buttons, stylized glass. D. White/silvered,

diamond set with applied gilt Arabic numerals, outer minute

track, faux mother-of-pearl subsidiary dials for seconds, 24

minute and 60 minute registers, date aperture. Gold-plated

index hands. M. Quartz standardized.

Dial and case signed.

Total dim. 50 mm x 50 mm.

I t Ml 3

m

(c 1 -01 Dm
$: 1,000 - 1,500 • €: 750 -1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve
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7£ Luminor

Offldne Panerai, Firenze 1860 / "Lurninor/' No. B 0017/1500, Ref. OP 6520. PAM 1002. Made in a limited edition of 1500
examples in 1999.

Fine, large, cushion-shaped, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch on Velcro strap. Accompanied by a fitted box, instructions,

blank guarantee, identity sticker and additional Velcro strap.

C. Three-body, polished, screw-down case back, canted bezel, protected winding crown with security lever, sapphire crystal.

D. White with black Arabic numerals and outer minute track with luminous 5 minute dots. Luminous blackened steel baton hands.

M. CaLOPI, 16-ligne rhodium -plated, special Panerai decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, 41 hours power reserve.

Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 44 x 44 mm. Thickness 1 4 mm.

(C| 3 ) (p| 2-01 ) (Ml 2 ) [ AA ]

S: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1 ,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

To be sold without reserve

77 Black Bubble Diver

Corurn, No.817281, Ref. 285.190.16, sold on July 31, 2003.

Fine, curved, domed, self winding, water-resistant, rubber-coated stainless steel and 18k gold wristwatch with round button

chronograph, registers and date on rubber strap with PVD coated steel Corum double-folding clasp. Accompanied by a fitted

box, certificate and {void} warranty

C. Two-body, shaped, gold uni directional graduated bezel, concave lugs, large domed sapphire crystal, gold ball-shaped

chronograph buttons and screw-down winding-crown with rubber ring. D. Carbon-fibre, luminous dot indexes within gold collets, 12

numeral, outer minute track, subsidiary guilloche silvered dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, date aperture.

Luminous Helicoidal gold hands. M. CaL 2892-A2, rhodium-plated, 57 jewels, lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock-absorber,

self-compensating flat balance-spring, engraved rotor

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 45 mm.

(Cl 2 ) ( D

I

1-01 ) ( Ml 2 ) [AAA]

S: 1,500 -2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

7g Luminor Submersible

Officine Panerai, Firenze 1860, "Luminor Submersible," Automatic, No. B 0173/1500, Ref. OP 6528, PAM 2502. Made in a

limited edition of 1500 examples in 1999, sold on August 17, 1999.

Fine, large, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant to 300 m, titanium diver's wristwatch with date, leather strap and
titanium Panerai buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box, instructions, identity sticker, COSC certificate, (void) guarantee and
additional Velcro strap.

C. Three-body, brushed, screw-down case back, graduated uni-directional revolving bezel, protected winding crown with security

lever, sapphire crystal with internal magnifying lens. D. Textured grid pattern black with luminous Arabic numerals and indexes,

subsidiary seconds dial at 9, aperture for the date. Luminous steel skeleton baton hands. M. Cal.7750-P1, rhodium-plated,

oeil-de-perdrix and special Panerai decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator, 42 hour power reserve.

Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 44 x 44 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

[Cl 3-8 ] [ D |

2-01 ] f M| 2 ] { AA )

$: 3,000 - 4,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,000 • SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

To be sold without reserve

7Q Luminor Submersible

Officine Panerai, Firenze 1860, "Luminor Submersible," Automatic, No. A 0459/1500, Ref. OP 6506. PAM 00024. Made in

a limited edition of 1500 examples in 1999, sold on May 25, 1999.

Fine, large, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant to 300 m, stainless steel diver's wristwatch with date, on Velcro strap.

Accompanied by a fitted box, instructions, identity sticker, COSC certificate, (void) guarantee and additional leather strap with

steel Panerai buckle.

C. Three-body, polished, screw-down case back, graduated uni-directional revolving bezel, protected winding crown with security

lever, sapphire crystal with internal magnifying lens. D. Black with luminous Arabic numerals and indexes, subsidiary seconds dial at

9, aperture for the date. Luminous steel skeleton baton hands. M. Cal.7750-P1, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix and special Panerai

decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

micrometer regulator, 42 hours power reserve.

Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 44 x 44 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

fcT 2 Z) OS! 2-01 CmF 2 ( AA j

$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

To be sold without reserve
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Or\ Super Avenger
Breitling, "1884, Chronometre, Automatic", "Super

Avenger", case No. 635029, Ref. A 1 3370. Sold on September
9, 2003/

Fine, large, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wrist-

watch with date, round button chronograph, registers, 1/1 00th

of an hour dial display and a stainless steel Breitling buckle.

Accompanied by a Breitling box, incorporating a removable
travel case, instructions and (void) warranty.

C. Three-body, massive, polished, screw-down back with conver-

sion scale for weights and measurements used in aviation,

protected screw-down winding crown, uni-directional revolving

graduated bezel with rider tabs, anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

D. Matte black with applied steel Arabic numerals and lumi-

nous dot and triangular indexes, inset guilloche subsidiary

dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers,

outer minute/ seconds and 1/5th seconds divisions, outermost

raised 1/1 00th of an hour dial display, aperture for the date.

Luminous steel baton hands, luminous red-tipped steel chrono-

graph hand. M. Cal. 13, rhodium plated, 25 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48.5 mm. Thickness 18.6 mm.

D 1 -01 [_M DCaaJ
$: 700 - 900 • €: 500 - 700 • SFr: 800 - 1,000

To be sold without reserve

Super
Made circa

O 1 Super Avenger
Breitling, "1 884, Chronometre, Automatic

Avenger", case No. 2200164, Ref. A 13370
2005.

Large, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch

with date, round button chronograph, registers, custom
diamond set dial and inner bezel, with stainless steel Breitling

deployant buckle. Accompanied by a Breitling box.

C. Three-body, massive, polished, screw-down back with conver-

sion scale for weights and measurements used in aviation,

protected screw-down winding crown, uni-directional revolving

graduated bezel with rider tabs, anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

D. Custom mother-of-pearl effect with applied diamond-set

indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and
30-minute registers, outer minute/ seconds and 1 /5th seconds

divisions, outermost raised diamond set ring, aperture for the

date. Luminous steel baton hands, luminous red-tipped steel

chronograph hand. M. Cal. 13, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48.5 mm. Thickness 18.6 mm.

Cc i[dT 3-31-33-01 J [Ml

€: 750- 1,100$: 1,000 - 1,500 • €: 750 -1,100 • SFr: 1,100-

To be sold without reserve

DCaaj
1,700
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Crosswind

Breitling, "Chronometre Crosswind", case No. 449045,
Ref. A13355. Made circa 2001, sold on December 21, 2001.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel and diamond
set wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers,

tachometer, date and a stainless steel Breitling buckle.

Accompanied by a Breitling box, instructions, COSC cetificate,

diamond certificate and (void) warranty.

C. Three-body, polished, screw-down case back and crown,

graduated uni-directional revolving bezel with rider tabs

set with 40 round diamonds, anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

D. Textured white with applied luminous radial Roman numerals,

outer tachometer graduation and 1/5th seconds scale, subsid-

iary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers,

aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal.

44, rhodium-plated, 38 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 43 mm. Thickness 15.5 mm.

[Cl 3-8 )(P| 1-01 ] CmE 2 ) ( AA
$: 2,500 - 3,800 • €: 1,900 - 2,800 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,300

To be sold without reserve

O Z> Breitling Chronograph Chrosswind

Breitling, Geneve, case No. 0454, Ref. K 13055.
Made in the 1 990s.

Fine and rare, large, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow

gold and later diamond-set wristwatch with round button

chronograph, 30-minute and 12-hour registers, tachometer
and date, with revolving diamond-set bezel, on 1 8K yellow

gold and later diamond set Breitling Pilot bracelet. Accompa-
nied by wooden Breitling presentation case.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, screw-down case back, unidi-

rectional rotating bezel with quarter rider tabs, lapidated

lugs set with round diamonds, anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

D. Textured white with gold luminous radial Roman numerls,

inset mother-of-pearl subsidiary dials for the seconds, the

12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer raised tachometer,

aperture for the date. Luminous yellow gold baton hands.

M. Cal. 13, Valjoux 7750 based, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer

regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 43 mm. Thickness 15.5 mm.

1-01 ) (Ml 3 ) (AAA

J

11,000-15,000 • SFr: 17,000-23,000

[cl 3 IfoT
$: 15,000-20,000 • €:

To be sold without reserve

m
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Chronograph Alarm
Fortis, Grenchen, "Automatic Chronograph with Alarm,

11

No. 1272. Ref. 599. 10.170. Made circa 2000.

Fine self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch

with alarm, date, round button chronograph, registers and a

stainless steel Fortis buckle.

C. Two-body, matte finish, screw-down case back, down-turned

straight lugs, alarm activation button at 8, sapphire crystal.

D. Black with tritium-coated Arabic numerals and square and

triangular indexes, auxiliary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour

and 30-minute registers, outer minute scale, apertures for the

date and on/off alarm indication. Trituim-coated Lozenge hands,

orange tipped alarm indicator hand. M. Cal. F 2001, rhodium-

plated, 34 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock-absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

alarm with hammer.
Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 16mm.

1 -01 fiviT

$: 1,000-1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

85

OC Windrider- 'Wings',

with presentation engraving to Billy Blanks

by Sugar Ray Leonard.

Breitling, Geneve, 'Wings' Ref. A10050, No.1729. Made
in 1997.

A fine stainless steel, water-resistant, self-winding, center

seconds, wristwatch with rotating bezel and date, on stain-

less steel Breitling Pilot bracelet with engraved flip-lock clasp.

Accompanied by a Breitling presentation case.

C. Two-body, polished, screw-down reverse, unidirectional

rotating bezel with applied quarter rider-tabs, anti-reflective

sapphire crystal. D. Black with textured center, applied steel

baton indexes accented by luminous blocks, applied 12, 6 and
9 numerals, outer minute track, outermost raised compass rose

with 100 seconds scale, date aperture at 3. Steel luminous

baton hands. M. Cal.BIO, base ETZA 2892-A2, rhodium plated,

25 jewel movement with shock-protected balance.

Case, dial and movement signed.

Diam. 37.5mm.

0 3-8 ]fpl 1-01 I fivl

$: 500 - 700 • €: 350 - 550 •

2

SFr: 600 800

To be sold without reserve

The inner clasp is engraved:

"To my trainer Billy- Love Sugar Ray 3-1-97"
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86
86

Cosmonaute II

Breitling, Geneve, "Cosmonaute"
K12322. Made in the 1990s.

No. 0054, Ref.

Fine, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with 24-hour

dial, round button chronograph, registers, telemeter, slide-rule

and 18K gold Breitling buckle. Accompanied by a Breitling

presentation case.

C. Three-body, polished, bi-directional revolving reeded and
graduated gold bezel, lapidated lugs, case back engraved

with Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature conversions, sapphire

crystal. D. Midnight blue with painted luminous Arabic numerals

and baton indexes in 24 hours, subsidiary guilloche silvered dials

for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer

graduation for the slide rule and the telemeter. Luminous gold

baton hands. M. Cal. B12, based Lemania, rhodium-plated, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock-absorber, flat balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 41.5 mm. Thickness: 13.5 mm.

(C| 3-8 ~1 (P| 1-01 I CM D f AA l

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

To be sold without reserve

87
87

Ref. 18238 Yellow Gold "Day-Date"

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Day-Date, Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified", Ref. 18238, case No.
T573541. Made in 1996.

Very fine, center-seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

1 8K yellow gold chronometer wristwatch with day and date
display on an 1 8K yellow gold Rolex President bracelet with

concealed deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screw-down case

back and Oyster crown, reeded bezel, sapphire crystal with

cyclops lens. D. Off-white with Rolex logo decoration, applied

yellow gold radial Arabic numerals, apertures for the quick-set

day and date. Yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 3155, rhodium-

plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, free-sprung monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures and 5 positions, shock-absorber, self-

compensating Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating

screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(c ] [P| 1-01 I fM J IAAA

J

$: 10,000 - 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000

To be sold without reserve

m
on
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Yellow Gold and Diamond Ref. 69178
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Datejust, Superlative Chro-

nometer, Officially Certified", case No. S807091, Ref. 69178.

Made in 1993.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water resistant, tonneau
shaped, 18K yellow gold lady's wristwatch with diamond
indexes and date, on an 1 8K yellow gold Rolex President

bracelet with concealed deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back

and Oyster crown, reeded bezel, sapphire crystal with Cyclops

lens. D. Metallic grey with diamond indexes within gold collets,

black minute divisions, aperture for the date. Yellow gold baton

hands. M. Cal. 2135, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix deco-

ration, 29 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance adjusted to 5 positions and temperature, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 mm. Thickness 10.5 mm.

(c 3-8 1 -01 CMI J [AAA
]

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 -

To be sold without reserve

5,700

OQ White Gold Cellini°^ Rolex, Geneve, "Cellini," Ref. 6673. Made in 1 998.

Fine, 1 8K white gold and diamond lady's quartz wristwatch

with an 18K white gold Rolex deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, massive, solid, hooded mobile lugs and bezel

pave-set with round brilliants, snap-on case back, sapphire

crystal. D. Silver "Jubilee" with logo set with 11 round brilliant

hour indexes. White gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. 6620 with

quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

LCJ D 1 -01 M
$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

89
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HQ Steel Yacht-Master

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Date, "Yacht-Master,"

Superlative Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 168622.

Made in 2001

.

Very fine, center seconds, self-winding, water resistant to

1 00m., stainless steel and platinum mid-size wristwatch with

date and a stainless steel Rolex Oysterlock bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, Twinlock winding-crown protected by the Crown
Guard, bidirectional revolving special platinum time-lapse bezel

with 60-minute graduation, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens.

D. Platinum with applied luminous round, triangular and baton

white gold indexes, aperture for the date. Luminous white

gold skeleton hands. M. Cal. 2235, rhodium-plated, 31 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung

Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack

mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

EE _3_ D

$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €:

1-01
J [Ml

1,900-2,600 •

2*
I AA

SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

Q i Yellow Gold Lady Datejust Ref. 69278
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Datejust, Superlative Chro-

nometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 69278. Made in 1 987.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow

gold lady's wristwatch with date and an 1 8K yellow gold Rolex

President bracelet with concealed clasp. Accompanied by a

certificate (now void), hang tag and a service invoice from
Rolex, Japan dated October 10, 2008.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down
case back and crown, bark finished bezel, sapphire crystal

with cyclops lens. D. Champagne with applied baton indexes

and luminous dots, outer minute/seconds track, aperture for

the date. Luminous yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 2135,

rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 29 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5

positions and temperature, shock absorber, self-compensating

flat balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed. Bracelet additionaly signed

"S&L" (Serpico y laino).

Dim. 26 mm. Thickness 10.5 mm.
Approx. overall length 155 mm.

(Xl 2 )(p| 2-01 )fM] 2 Haa)
$: 3,500 - 4,500 • €: 2,600 - 3,400 • SFr: 4,000 - 5,200

m
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QO Stainless Steel Ref. 68240 Datejust

^ Rolex, retailed by Tiffany &Co., "Oyster Perpetual,

Datejust, Superlative Chronometer Officially Certified,"

Ref. 68240. Made in 1989, sold June 19th, 1992.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel chronometer wristwatch with date and a stainless steel

Rolex Oyster bracelet with deployant clasp. Accompanied by
a Tiffany box, original certificate (now void), hang tags and
service invoice from Rolex, Japan dated December 12th,

2001.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screw-down case

back and crown, polished bezel, sapphire crystal with cyclops

lens. D. Blue with applied radial white gold Roman numerals,

outer minute/seconds division, aperture for the date. White

gold baton hands. M. Cal. 2135, rhodium plated, oeil-de-perdrix

decoration, 29 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, Microstella

regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 31 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.
Approx. overall length 185 mm.

2* AAC JLDl 1 -01

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

QO Ref. 69 1 6, Stainless Steel Lady's Date

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Date," Ref. 691 6. Made in

1978.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel lady's wristwatch with date and a stainless steel Rolex

Jubilee bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, polished, screwed-down case back and crown,

inclined polished bezel, crystal with cyclops lens. D. Satine silver

with applied steel indexes and luminous dots, outer minute divi-

sion, aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal.

2030, rhodium plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 28 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 5 positions and temperatures, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating flat balance spring, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 26 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

tc 3-12 3-01 [_M inn
$: 1,000 - 1,500 • €: 750 -1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

t r
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Q/| Oysterquartz

Rolex, "Oysterquartz Datejust, Ref. 17000. Made in

1978, sold August 18, 1979.

Fine, center seconds, tonneau-shaped, water-resistant, stain-

less steel quartz wristwatch with date and an integrated

stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet with deployant clasp.

Accompanied by a guarantee (now void), 2 hang-tags, bill of

sale and an instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, inclined bezel, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens.

D. Silver with applied steel baton indexes and luminous dots,

outer minute track, aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton

hands. M. Cal. 5035, rhodium plated, 11 jewels adjusted to

temperature, hack mechanism.

Dial, case, and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 14 mm.
Approx. overall length 180 mm.

® 3-9 ~]
[P\ 3-01 ] [M| 3* ~~]

{ A )

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

QR Oysterquartz

Rolex, Geneve, Oysterquartz Datejust, Superlative

Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 17000. Made in 1980.

Production of this reference ceased circa 1 995.

Fine, tonneau-shaped, center seconds, water-resistant, stain-

less steel chronometer quartz wristwatch with date and an

integral stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet with deployant

clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box and instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, polished bezel, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens.

D. White with applied white gold radial Roman numerals, outer

minute/ seconds divisions, aperture for the date. White gold

baton hands. M. Cal. 5035, rhodium plated, 11 jewels adjusted

to temperature, hack mechanism.

Dial, case, and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

m
CO

1 (d\ i-oi l Cm
$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000
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Q/: Ref. 6238 14K
^ Rolex, Chronograph, Ref. 6238. Made circa 1967.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, 1 4K yellow gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer, and a 1 4K
yellow gold Rolex USA Jubilee bracelet with folding clasp and 1 additional link.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back with presentation inscription dated Dec. 1968, screw-down Twinlock

crown, polished inclined bezel. D. Satine silver with applied faceted yellow gold baton indexes and luminous dots, sunk subsidiary

guilloche dials for the seconds, the 1 2-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 72B, rhodium-plated,

17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to three positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

[ C

I

3 ) ( D
|

3-01 ) fM| 3*
) [ AAA ]

$: 25,000 - 45,000 • €: 20,000 - 35,000 • SFr: 30,000 - 50,000

(detail of the clasp)
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Q7 Ref. 55 13, Pointed Crown Guard
^ Gilt Underline Dial, "Oyster Perpetual, 200 m = 600
ft, Submariner," first generation Ret 5513. Made in 1963.

Very fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel diver's wristwatch with a stainless

steel Rolex Oyster expansion bracelet

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated revolving

bezel for the decompression times, Tvvinlock winding crown

protected by the pointed crown guard, screwed-down case

back and crown. D. Black with luminous baton and triangular

indexes. Luminous steel skeleton hands. M. CaL 1 530, rhodium-

plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 26 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-com-

pensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 1 4 mm.

[cV 3 Z) (Pi 3S-19 06~1 Cm] AAA I

S: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

HO Ref. 1019 "Milgauss Mark I"

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, Milgauss, Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified, Ref. 1019. Made in 1968.

Very fine and rare, anti-magnetic, water-resistant, center

seconds, self-winding, stainless steel wristwatch with a stain-

less steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, inclined bezel, soft iron gilt metal antimagnetic

protecting cap forming a Faraday cage. D. Brushed silver over

soft iron with luminous steel baton indexes, outer minute/

seconds divisions, "Milgauss" printed in red. Luminous tapered

steel baton hands and red arrow center seconds hand. M. Cal.

1 580, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions and temperature,

shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung white metal

Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

£3 3 ) [P| 3-01 ] CmI 2* 1 (AAA

)

m
CO

$: 18,000-22,000 • €: 14,000 - 17,000 • SFr: 21,000 - 25,000
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QQ Rolex Oyster Perpetual

with Diamond Dial

Rolex, Geneve, Ref.116233, Case No. F483636, sold on
October 6, 2004.

Fine stainless steel and gold, water-resistant, self-winding,

center seconds wristwatch with diamond-set dial and date

display, on Rolex steel and gold 63203 Jubilee bracelet with

concealed folding clasp. Accompanied by a Rolex presenta-

tion case, instructions, dated certificate (void) and leather

Rolex wallet.

C. Two-body, polished, screw-down reverse and Oyster crown,

gold fluted bezel, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens. D. Two-

tone fading blue, 11 -diamond set indexes within gold collets,

outer minute track, date aperture. Gold baton hands. M. Cal.

3135, rhodium-plated, oeil de perdrix decoration, 31 jewels,

straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regu-

lating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diameter 36mm.

Ccl 2 )(p[ i-oi ] fivi J (AAA

J

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

1 00 Ref' 1675 steel ^ Gold GMT'Master

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, GMT Master, Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified, Ref. 1 675. Made in the late

1970s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, two time

zone, stainless steel and 18K yellow gold wristwatch with

date, special 24-hour bezel and hand and a stainless steel and
yellow gold Jubilee bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, winding-crown protected by the crown guard, grad-

uated bidirectional revolving black bezel for the second time-

zone in 24-hours, crystal with cyclops lens. D. Black with applied

luminous yellow gold round, triangular and baton indexes,

aperture for the date. Luminous yellow gold skeleton hands.

M. Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 26

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, self-compensating

free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating

screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

3* ) f AA

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

[C| 3-7 )(p| 3-8-01

100
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\Q\ Ref- 1675, Yellow Gold GMT
Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, "GMT-Master, Superlative Chronometer, Officially

Certified," Ref. 1675. Made in the late 1 960s.

Fine, two time zone, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K yellow
gold wristwatch with date, special 24-hour bezel and hand and a yellow gold-plated

Rolex buckle. Accompanied by a Rolex, Japan partial service invoice dated October
7th, 2008.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, Twin-

lock winding-crown protected by the crown guard, bidirectional revolving graduated
24-hour bronze bezel for the second time zone, crystal with cyclops lens. D. Brown with

applied luminous yellow gold round, baton and triangular indexes, aperture for the date.

Luminous yellow gold skeleton hands. M. CaL 1 570, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures

and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet

balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness: 1 2 mm.

m

(c 3 ) (p| 3-01 ] [M

S: 7,000- 12,000

3* ) ( AA )

: 5,300 - 9,000 • SFr: 8,000 - 14,000 /
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107 Ref* 81 71 ' stain,ess steel Pade"one
^ Rolex, Perpetual, Precision, Ref. 8171 . Made in 1952.

Very fine and rare, astronomic, self-winding, stainless steel wristwatch with triple date,

moon phases and a stainless steel Rolex buckle.

C. Three-body, polished, inclined bezel, concave and curved lugs. D. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold dart and pyramidal indexes, Arabic 12, outer minute divisions,

subsidiary seconds dial, outermost graduation for the days of the month in blue Arabic

numerals, apertures for the days of the week, the months and the moon phases. Steel

feuille hands. M. Cal. 10 1/2'", rhodium-plated, 18 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, Super balance, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case, and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

3-9 3-8-01 M
$: 40,000 - 60,000 • €: 30,000 - 45,000 • SFr: 45,000 - 68,000

To be sold without reserve
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"Star Dial" Pink Gold Ref. 6062
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Officially Certified Chronometer," Ref. 6062. Made in the 1950s.

Very fine and extremely rare, tonneau-shaped, astronomic, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K pink gold chronometer wristwatch

with "Star-Dial," triple date, moon phases and an 18K yellow gold Rolex buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back, Super Oyster winding crown. D. Matte silver with applied

luminous yellow gold pyramidal, star, and dart indexes, subsidiary seconds dial, outer graduation for the days of the month in

blue Arabic numerals, apertures for the days of the week, the months and the moon phases. Luminous pink gold dauphine hands.

M. Cal. 655, "Chronometer," rhodium-plated, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Super-balance timed in 6 positions, self-

compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

(c 3 ^) (dT 3-8-01 M
|

3* ^
$: 170,000 - 230,000 • €: 130,000 - 170,000 • SFr: 190,000 - 260,000

To be sold without reserve
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1r\A Ivory Rail Dial Explorer II

Retailed by Tiffany 8v Co.

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Date, "Explorer II, Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 16550. Made in 1986
sold on April 23,1987.

Fine, two time zone, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date, 24-hour bezel

and hand, independently adjustable 1 2-hour hand and a stain-

less steel Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a copy of

the Tiffany bill of sale, an instruction booklet and one extra

link.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back

and crown, graduated 24-hour bezel for the second time zone,

Twinlock winding crown protected by the crown guard, sapphire

crystal with cyclops lens. D. Ivory with applied luminous round,

triangular and baton steel indexes, aperture for the date. Lumi-

nous steel skeleton hands. M. Cal. 3085, rhodium-plated, 27

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella

regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

(Cl 3-9 )( P| 2-01
I fivi j AAA I

$: 10,000-15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000

105 Ref. 1655, Steve McQueen
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual Date, Explorer II, Super-

lative Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1655. Made in

1979.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch with date, special 24-hour bezel,

large orange arrow 24-hour hand and a stainless steel Jubilee

bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated 24-hour bezel,

screwed-down case back and protected crown, crystal with

cyclops lens. D. Black with luminous baton indexes, aperture for

the date. Luminous white baton hands, large luminous arrow to

indicate the diurnal and nocturnal hours on the 24-hour gradu-

ated bezel. M. Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5

positions and temperature, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating

screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

rc] 3^9 ] ! 51 3^01 ] [mT DCS
$: 11,000 - 15,000 • €: 8,300 - 11,000 • SFr: 13,000 - 17,000
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Property of

the Original Owner

1 0(S Ref* 6263 Paul Newman
Rolex, "Cosmograph Daytona," Ref. 6263/6262. Made circa 1970.

Very fine and very rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with black bezel, round-button chronograph, registers

and tachometer.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back with initials, buttons and crown, Triplock winding crown, tachometer

graduation on the black bezel to 200 units per hour. D. Bi-color black and silver with steel square indexes and luminous dots,

subsidiary black dials for the seconds, the 1 2-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 727, rhodium-plated,

17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 3 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

(C| 3 ) [ D

I

3-01 J [ M
|

2*
] (AAA)

$: 40,000 - 60,000 • €: 30,000 - 45,000 • SFr: 45,000 - 68,000

Gifted to the present consignor by his father in 1970, collectors would expect the Paul Newman dial to be signed "Rolex Oyster

Cosmograph ", due to the screw-down pushers. Interestingly enough, the watch features a 6262 case back (Often interchangeable at

the factory) indicating that this may well be a truely transitional model, possibly one on the first 6263 Paul Newman featuring elements

of the non Oyster models.
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107 Ref' 1 16400 Milgauss

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Milgauss, Superlative

Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 1 1 6400. Made in 2007.

Very fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel wristwatch, anti-magnetic to 1000 Gauss with a

stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted

box, guarantee (now void) and booklets.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, signature reflector,

screwed-down winding crown and case back engraved: "Rolex

Oyster - Milgauss," special anti-magnetic shield, sapphire

crystal. D. Off-white with applied orange color blued steel baton

indexes, outer minute/seconds track with orange 5-minute

Arabic markers. Luminous white gold baton hands, orange
lightning seconds hand. M. Cal. 3131, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes and oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to tempera-

ture and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-

sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

Cc ) [o\ i-oi ) CmT [AAA 3

1 08 Ref' 1 16400 Milsauss

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Milgauss, Superlative

Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 116400. Made in 2007.

Very fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel wristwatch, anti-magnetic to 1000 Gauss with a

stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted

box, guarantee (now void) booklets and one extra link.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, signature reflector,

screwed-down winding crown and case back engraved: "Rolex

Oyster - Milgauss," special anti-magneticshield, sapphire crystal.

D. Black with applied luminous white gold baton indexes, outer

minute/seconds track with 5-minute orange markers. Lumi-

nous white gold baton hands, orange lightning seconds hand.

M. Cal. 31 31 ,
rhodium-plated, fausses cotes and oeil-de-perdrix

decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance adjusted to temperature and 5 positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance

spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

~)
I AAA JC 1 ] ( p| 1-01 ] ( Ml 1

$: 3,500 - 5,500 • €: 2,600 - 4,100 • SFr: 4,000 - 6,300

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

108
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1 09 Ref
'

1 16660
'
DEEPSEA Sea-Dweller

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual Date, Deepsea Sea
Dweller 12800 ft = 3900 m, Superlative Chronometer
Officially Certified," Ref. 116660. Made in 2008.

Very fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel diver's wristwatch with helium escape valve, date,

bezel with Cerachrom insert and a stainless steel Fliplock

bracelet with glidelock clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box,

certificate and booklets.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down engraved

titanium case back, graduated unidirectional revolving bezel for

the decompression times, Triplock winding crown protected by

the crown guard, helium escape valve at 9, domed sapphire

crystal. D. Black with luminous steel round, triangular and baton

indexes, outer minute/seconds divisions, aperture for the date.

Luminous steel skeleton hands. M. Cal. 3135, rhodium-plated,

27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, free-sprung self-compensating Breguet balance

spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 43 mm. Thickness 18 mm.

(Cl 2 ) ( p[ 1-01
}
[m AAA]

110 Ref
'
116400VGreenMi,sauss

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Milgauss, Superlative

Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 116400V. Made in 2007.

Very fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel wristwatch, anti-magnetic to 1000 Gauss with a

green sapphire crystal and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster
bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box, guarantee (now void),

and booklets.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, signature reflector,

screwed-down winding crown and case back engraved: "Rolex

Oyster - Milgauss," special anti-magnetic shield, green sapphire

crystal. D. Black with applied luminous and orange color white

gold baton indexes, outer minute/seconds track with orange

5-minute Arabic markers. Luminous white gold baton hands,

orange lightning seconds hand. M. Cal. 3131, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes and oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperature and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regu-

lating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

Cc 1 1-01 ] CmT 1 Z) [AAA

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

J Id]

$: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

m
on
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111 Ref. 5 165A Aquanaut
Patek Philippe, Geneve, movement No. 3905781 , case No. 441 6460, Ref. 51 65A-001 . Sold on December 24th, 2008.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, cushion shaped stainless steel wristwatch with date and Patek Philippe black

rubber "tropical" strap with stainless steel double deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original wooden box, Certificate of Origin

and booklets.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, transparent screwed-down case back and crown, concave lugs, sapphire crystals. D. Black composite

with applied steel and white Arabic numerals, outer luminous dots and minute divisions, aperture for the date. Luminous steel

baton hands. M. Cal. 315/293, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 29 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating free-sprung flat balance spring, 22K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 39 x 44 mm. Thickness 8.5 mm.

(c D 1 -01 J Cm 1 J CaaJ
$: 8,000 -12,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,100 - 14,000
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Patek Philippe

GENEVE
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"*~-**^-«»£*St»

117. Ref- 5960 platinum

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Annual Calendar Chronograph/' No. 3503084, case No. 4446588, Ref. 5960P-001 . Made in 2007.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, platinum and diamond wristwatch with round-button flyback chronograph,

combined 30/60-minute and 1 2-hour totalizer, annual calendar, power reserve, day/night indications and a platinum Patek Philippe

deployant clasp. Accompanied by original fitted box, the Certificate of Origin, instruction booklet and setting pin.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, concave bezel and lugs, Top Wesselton diamond set between the lugs at 6, correctors in the band,

screwed-down transparent case back, sapphire crystals. D. Anthracite with applied white gold faceted baton indexes and luminous

dots, outer minute and 1/5th seconds divisions, silver-gray subsidiary dials for the combined 30/60-minute and 12-hour totalizer,

sector for the power-reserve indication, apertures for the days of the week, the date, the months and the day/night indication.

White gold luminous feuille hands. M. Cal. CH 28-520/521, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 40 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, 21 K gold rotor with oil-free ball bearing and zirconium balls.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 41 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

[C| 1 ) [ D
|

1-01 ) [ M| 1 ) (AAA J

$: 50,000 - 70,000 • €: 38,000 - 53,000 • SFr: 57,000 - 80,000

To be sold without reserve
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^ ^ O Steel Nautilus Chronograph
^ Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Nautilus - Chronograph," No. 3668089, case No. 4442493, Ref. 5980/1 A. Made in 2007,

sold June 21st, 2008.

Very fine and rare, large, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with rectangular-button fly-back

chronograph, combined 30/60-minute and 1 2-hour totalizer, instantaneous date and a stainless steel Patek Philippe bracelet with

concealed double deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box, Certificate of Origin, setting pin, booklets and 2 extra links.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, transparent case back, sapphire crystals. D. Anthracite with horizontal stripes, applied luminous

steel baton indexes, outer minute and 1/5th seconds divisions, silver-anthracite subsidiary dials for the combined 30/60-minute and
12-hour totalizer, aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 28-520/522, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality

mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 35 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, unidirectional 21 K gold rotor

with oil-free ball bearing and zirconium balls.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

1 1 -01 M 1 AAA I

$: 30,000 - 40,000 • €: 23,000 - 30,000 • SFr: 35,000 - 45,000

To be sold without reserve
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i\A Ref. 5712, Pink Gold Nautilus

Patek Philippe, Geneve, Nautilus, No. 31 76443, case No. 4444660, Ref. 571 2/R-001 . Sold August 1 3th, 2008.

Very fine, large, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with date, moon phases, power-reserve

indication and an integral stainless steel bracelet with double deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original box, Certificate of

Origin, setting pin and booklets.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, transparent case back, wide flat bezel, sapphire crystals. D. Anthracite with horizontal stripes,

applied luminous pink gold baton indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds and the date, sector for the power reserve indication

between 10 and 11, aperture for the moon phases, outer dot minute divisions. Luminous pink gold baton hands. M. Cal. 240/164,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 29 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, 22K gold micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 43 x 44 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

1 1-01 M 1 ] Taaa

$: 30,000 - 40,000 • €: 23,000 - 30,000 • SFr: 35,000 - 45,000
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Patek Philippe

1 1 R Yellow Gold Ref. 3919, "Clous de Paris"
1 1 ^ Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1 8831 08, case No. 421 5238, Ref. 391 9. Made in 2002, sold July 7th, 2003.

Fine and elegant, thin, 18K yellow gold wristwatch with an 18K yellow gold Patek Philippe buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box,

Certificate of Origin and booklet. Recently serviced by Patek Philippe.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, clous-de-Paris decorated bezel, straight lugs, domed sapphire crystal. D. White porcelain

with painted radial Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial. Black oxidized white gold feuille hands. M. Cal. 215, stamped with the

Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance

adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free sprung flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 33 mm. Thickness: 6.5 mm.

1 -01 3(M 1

$: 5,000 - 7,000 • €: 3,800 - 5,300 • SFr: 5,700 - 8,000
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Patek Philippe

1 1 A Yellow Gold Lady's Watch
^ Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1603590, case No.

2844653, Ret 4S1 9. Made in the 1 990s.

Fine 1SK yellow gold lady's quartz wristwatch with an 18K
yellow gold Patek Philippe buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, bezel with hobnail pattern,

straight lugs, sapphire crystal. D. White with painted radial

Roman numerals. Blued steel feuille hands. M. CaL E 15,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 6 jewels, with quartz

standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 25 mm. Thickness 5 mm.

(C| 3 ) (p| 2-01
i [m Dm

S: 2,200 - 3,200 • €: 1 ,700 - 2,400 • SFr: 2,500 - 3,600

j j y Ref. 3520 Calatrava

Patek Philippe, Geneve. Retailed by Tiffany & Co.,

No. 1368106, case No. 2809794, Ref. 3520 D. Made in 1984,

sold on May 23rd, 1984.

Fine and elegant, thin, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold wrist-

watch with hobnail bezel. Accompanied by the Extract from
the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, screwed-down case back, hobnail

bezel, straight lugs, sapphire crystal. D. White with painted

radial Roman numerals. Black baton hands. M. Cal. 177,

stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and

5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

m

fcl 3 )[o\ 2-01 I fM J lAAj
$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

I /
PATEK PHILIPPE

GENEVE

116 117
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1 1 ft
Yellow Gold Ref

-
5050

>
Roman Dial110

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1 957798, case No. 2989745, Ref. 5050J. Made in 1 998, sold on April

5th, 1999.

Very fine and rare, astronomic, center seconds, self-winding, 18K yellow gold wristwatch with perpetual

calendar, retrograde date, leap year indication, moon phases and an 1 8K yellow gold Patek Philippe deployant

clasp. Accompanied by a fitted winding box, Certificate of Origin, a solid 1 8K yellow gold case back and
setting pin.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel, fluted lugs, screwed-down transparent case back, sapphire

crystals. D. Satine silver with applied radial yellow gold Roman numerals, apertures for the days of the week,

the months, the moon phases and the leap year, retrograde sector for the date. Yellow gold feuille hands.

M. Cal. 315/136, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 31

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

( C
|

2 ) [ D |

1-01 ] [M

$: 50,000 - 70,000 • €: 38,000 - 53,000 • SFr: 57,000 - 80,000

For a note on reference 5050 please see lot 409 of this sale.
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Patek Philippe

PATEK F

= 6

to
m

TlFKANY&Co. °>

(detail of the Tiffany signature on the dial)

iiO Yellow Gold Ref. 3970 EJ

Patek Philippe, Geneve, retailed by Tiffany & Co.,

No. 875095, case No. 2831354, Ref. 3970E. Made in 1987.

Very fine and important, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold

wristwatch with round button chronograph, register, per-

petual calendar, moon phases, leap year, 24-hour indication

and an 18K yellow gold Patek Philippe deployant clasp.

Accompanied by the original box, Certificate of Origin,

booklets and setting pin.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, concave bezel,

fluted lugs, screwed-down case back with monogram, sapphire

crystal. D. Matte silver with applied yellow gold baton indexes,

subsidiary dials for the seconds and 30-minute register, the

days of the month, the 24 hours and the leap year, aperture

for the days of the week, the months and the moon phases.

Yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. CH 27-70 Q, stamped with

the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 24 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax
balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 8 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance

spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(p| i-oi ] (M 1 (AAA]

$: 85,000-105,000

€: 65,000 - 80,000 • SFr: 95,000 - 120,000

To be sold without reserve
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Pink Gold Ref. 5004
Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 879866, case No. 4146764, Ref. 5004R. Sold March 2nd, 2004.

Extremely fine, rare and important, astronomic, water-resistant, 18K pink gold wristwatch with coaxial round

button split-seconds chronograph, registers, perpetual calendar, moon phases and an 1 8K pink gold Patek Philippe

deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box, Certificate of Origin, setting pin, additional 1 8K pink gold case back

and booklet.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel, fluted lugs, coaxial push button in the crown for the split-seconds

function, screwed-down transparent case back to view the movement, sapphire crystals. D. Black with applied pink

gold Arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for the 30-minute register and leap year at 3, the seconds and the 24 hours at

9, graduation for the days of the month at 6, apertures for the days of the week, the months and the moon phases.

Pink gold feuille hands. M. Cal. CHR 2-70/1 50, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 28 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 36 mm. Thickness: 15 mm.

Lc 2 ) [ D

|

1-01 ) ( M| 1
)

$: 250,000 - 300,000 • €: 190,000 - 225,000 • SFr: 285,000 - 340,000

To be sold without reserve



Breitling

FROM THE COLLECTION OF ORLANDO BLOOM

Proceeds from the sale of the fallowing lots are being donated to UNICEF

z
0
E7i

bJ

ORLANDO BLOOM
Orlando Bloom is a classically trained

English actor. In 1 999, two days after grad-

uating from Guildhall School of Music and
Drama, he was cast in his first major role in

The Lord of the Rings'. At the same time,

he played a role in the war film 'Black Hawk
Down'. These movies led to leading roles

in the trilogy 'Pirates of the Caribbean' and
'Troy', 'Elizabethtown' and 'Kingdom of

Heaven.' The success of these films estab-

lished Orlando Bloom as a Hollywood star

and leading man. He stars in the upcoming
films 'New York, I Love You', 'Sympathy for

Delicious' and 'Main Street'.

Orlando Bloom is an Ambassador for

UNICEF.

\*)\ Steel Navitimer

Breitling, Geneve, "Navitimer," case No. 1223939, Ref. 806. Made in the late 1960s.

Fine, large, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer,

telemeter and slide-rule. Accompanied by an autographed copy of an auction catalogue.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, case back with logo, bidirectional revolving reeded and graduated bezel,

lapidated lugs. D. Black with luminous indexes and Arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and
30-minute registers, outer telemeter and slide-rule graduations. Luminous baton hands. M. Cal. 1 78, copper-colored, 1

7

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 41 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

3-6-01 AA

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300
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ROLEX

UNICEF
The United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF) was created by the United
Nations General Assembly on December
11, 1946, to provide emergency food and
health care to children in countries that had
been devastated by World War II. In 1953,

UNICEF became a permanent part of the

United Nations System. Headquartered in

New York City, UNICEF is currently focused

on five primary priorities: Child Survival and
Development, Basic Education and Gender
Equality (including girls' education), Child

protection from violence, exploitation, and
abuse, HIV/AIDS and children, and Policy

advocacy and partnerships for children's

rights. UNICEF relies on contributions from

governments and private donors.

in
m

1 ZZ Ref' 1016 ~ Explorer

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Explorer, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1016.
Made in 1969.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with a stainless steel

Rolex Oyster bracelet. Recently serviced by Rolex, Geneva. Accompanied by an autographed copy of an

auction catalogue.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown. D. Black with luminous Arabic numerals

and baton indexes, outer minute/seconds divisions. Luminous steel skeleton hands. M. Cal. 1570/1530, rhodium-

plated, 26 jewels, straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

DCS 2-01 D Caaj
$: 3,000 - 4,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,000 • SFr: 3,400 - 4,600
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ROLEX

1 Z3 Ref* 1 16400 ' Black PVD Milsauss
Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Milgauss, Superlative Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 1 1 6400. Made in

2008.

Very fine, self-winding, center seconds, water-resistant, stainless steel PVD-coated wristwatch, anti-magnetic to

1 000 Gauss with a stainless steel PVD-coated Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by an autographed copy of an

Auction Catalogue.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, signature reflector, screwed-down winding crown and case back engraved:

"Rolex Oyster Milgauss," sapphire crystal. D. Matte black with applied luminous steel baton indexes, outer minute/

seconds track with red 5-minute markers. Luminous steel baton hands, orange lightning seconds hand. M. Cal. 3131,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes and oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance adjusted to temperature and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance

spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

c JCd 1 -01 1 J (AAA J

$: 10,000- 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 1 7,000
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Ref. 1655, "Steve McQueen"
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual Date, Explorer II, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1655.

Made circa 1 973.

Fine and very rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date, special

24-hour bezel, large orange arrow 24-hour hand and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by an

autographed copy of an Auction Catalogue.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated 24-hour bezel, screw-down case back and Oyster crown, crystal with

cyclops lens. D. Black with luminous baton indexes, aperture for the date. Luminous white baton hands, large luminous

orange arrow to indicate the diurnal and nocturnal hours on the 24-hour graduated bezel. M. Cal. 1570, rhodium-

plated, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions and temperature, shock

absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

Cc 3-10 DCpT 2-oi ~) fiviT" 3-9* ] (AAA

^

$: 10,000- 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000
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A. Lange & Sohne

1 O C 1815 Up 8. Down, Walter Lange Edition

A. Lange & Sohne, Glashutte i./Sa. # No. 14/50, No. 31538, case

No. 171064, Ref. 223.026. Made in a limited edition of 50 pieces in 2006,

sold on October 15, 2007.

Very fine, elegant and very rare, 18K white gold wristwatch with power
reserve indicator and an 1 8K white gold A. Lange & Sohne buckle. Accompa-
nied by the original box, certificate and manual.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, transparent case back with 6 screws, hinged

cuvette to view the movement, sapphire crystals. D. Solid silver with painted

Arabic numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary dials for the seconds and the

45 hour power reserve indication at 9. Blued steel alpha hands. M. Cal. L 942.1,

fausses cotes decoration, 27 jewels including 6 in screw-mounted gold chatons,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, swan neck micrometer

regulator, hand-engraved balance bridge, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

Lc] 1 -01 M
$: 15,000-20,000 • €: 1 1,000 - 15,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 23,000

AAA
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i y Platinum Wempe 1815 Sidestep

A. Lange & Sonne, Glashutte i. SA, "1815 Sidestep," No. 07/50, Ref. 222.049. Made in a limited edition of 50 pieces

in 2003 to commemorate the 1 25th anniversary of Wempe.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant platinum wristwatch with a special decorated movement and a platinum A. Lange & Sohne
deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, transparent case back with 6 screws, sapphire crystals. D. Bicolor black and silver with

painted white Arabic numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial at 4. White gold alpha hands. M. Cal. L 944.1 ,
maillechort,

hand engraved, 21 jewels, 5 in screw-mounted gold chatons, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed, case back also signed "Wempe - 1 25 Jahre - 1 878-2003 "

.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

[C| 3-8
) [ D

|

1-01
] ( M

|

2*
) ( AAA j

$: 10,000 -15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000
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A. Lange & Sohwe
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1 ^

I
Lange 1 Tourbillon

A. Lange & Sonne, Glashutte i. Sachsen, "Lange 1 Tourbillon", No. 49/250. Made in a limited edition of

250 pieces in 18K pink gold and 150 in platinum circa 2000.

Extremely fine and rare, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with visible one-minute tourbillon regulator, off-center hour dial,

oversized date, power-reserve and an 1 8K pink gold A. Lange & Sonne deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted

box and a certificate.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded bezel, transparent case back with 6 screws, push button at 10 to

correct the date, sapphire crystals. D. Satine, solid silver, subsidiary off-center hour dial with applied pink gold radial

Roman numerals and dart indexes, outer minute divisions, subsidiary seconds dial at 9, sector for the up-and-down
indication at 3, apertures for the oversized date at 1 and for the tourbillon regulator under a polished steel bridge

at 5. Pink gold luminous alpha hands. M. Cal. L 9611, Glashutte 3/4 plate, maillechort, fausses cotes decoration, 49

jewels including 7 in screw-mounted gold chatons, 2 diamond endstones in screw-mounted gold chatons, lateral lever

escapement with one-minute tourbillon regulator, cage with 3 equidistant polished steel arms, monometallic balance

adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, hand-engraved balance bridge.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

1 -01 J fMl 1

$: 80,000 -100,000 • €: 60,000 - 75,000 • SFr: 90,000

To be sold without reserve

115,000
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Lange 1 Moon Phase

A. Lange & Sonne, Glashutte i./uSa., "Lange 1 Moon Phase," No. 39336, case No. 149288, Ref. 109.032. Made in

2003, sold April 4th, 2004. Production of this reference started in 2002.

Very fine, water-resistant, 18K pink gold wristwatch with off-center hour dial, oversized date, power-reserve indication,

continuously driven moon phase and an 1 8K pink gold A. Lange & Sonne buckle. Accompanied by the original warranty, fitted

box and setting pin.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded bezel, curved straight lugs, transparent case back with 6 screws, pushbutton

on the band for date correction, sapphire crystals. D. Solid silver, off-center dial for hours and minutes with applied pink gold radial

Roman numerals and indexes, subsidiary seconds dial, power-reserve sector at 3, apertures for the oversized date and moon phases

plus age of the moon. Luminous pink gold alpha hands. M. Cal. L 901.5, Glashutte 3/4 plate in German silver, fausses cotes decoration,

54 jewels, including 9 in screw-mounted gold chatons, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, swan neck micrometer regulator, hand-engraved balance bridge.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

ic 2 1 -01 ]Qy[ 1 ] (AAA

j

$: 18,000-24,000 • €: 14,000 - 18,000 • SFr: 21,000 - 27,000



1 70 Pan°'nverse
^ Glashutte Original, "Gangreserve Panolnverse," No. 0023. Made in 2007, sold August 5th, 2008.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, 1 8K white gold wristwatch with power-reserve display and an 1 8K white gold Glashutte Original

double deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original wooden box, wooden eye-loupe and a certificate-instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, stepped inclined bezel, curved lugs, transparent case back with engraved rim and 5 screws,

sapphire crystals. D. Off-center black-ring dial mounted on the silver movement main plate with applied pink gold Arabic numerals,

baton indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary seconds ring dial, sector for the up and down indication at 2. Luminous pink gold alpha

hands. M. Cal. 66-01, rhodium-plated, Glashutte 3/4 plate, fausses cotes and hand-engraved decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, "duplex" double

swan-neck regulators to regulate speed and beat.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(C 1 -01 Civil 1 AAA j

$: 10,000-15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000
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130

1 ^0 BR01 '94 Aviation Instrument

Bell & Ross, "Automatic Chronograph," No.

129/250, Ref. BR01-94-SO. Made in a limited edition of 250
pieces in 2007.

Fine, large, square, self-winding, water resistant to 100 m,

black powder coated stainless steel wristwatch with date,

square button chronograph, registers, black rubber strap and
a black Bell & Ross buckle. Accompanied by the original box,

instruction booklet and guarantee.

C. Two-body, matte black, case back secured by nuts, bezel with

four screws, screwed-down winding crown, straight lugs, flat

sapphire crystal. D. Black with painted orange Arabic numerals

and baton indexes, outer minute track, subsidiary dials for the

seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, aperture for the

date between 4 & 5. Black and orange epee hands. M. Cal.

2894, rhodium-plated, 37 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance adjusted to four positions, shock

absorber, self compensating flat balance spring, micrometer

regulator.

Dial case and movement signed

Dim. 46 x 46 mm. Thickness: 13 mm.

1 1 -01 Ijyi

$: 3,000 - 4,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,000 • SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

i O i Yellow Gold World Time
1 ^ 1

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "World Time," No.
3207507, Ref. 5110. Made in 2001. Produced from 2000 to

2005.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K yellow

gold wristwatch with World Time system and an 18K yellow

gold Patek Philippe deployant clasp. Accompanied by a

warranty certificate.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, screwed-down transparent case

back, protected crown, push button on the band at 10 to acti-

vate the settable discs with the different time-zones, the 24 hours

and jump-type time-setting, concave lugs, sapphire crystals.

D. Guilloche silver with applied yellow gold indexes, surrounded

by a black and matte silver revolving disc in 24 hours for the

diurnal and nocturnal hours, outer revolving ring dial bearing

the names of 24 global locations. Yellow gold lozenge hands.

M. Cal. 240/1 88, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 33 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, Gyromax balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, 22K gold

micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

J [o\ i-oi
]
[m I AAA

$: 15,000 - 20,000 • €: 11,000 - 15,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 23,000

131
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PATEK PHILIPPE
GENEVE

fioas que l.i nionrrc

t tb§ watch

1^7 Ref
'
5130 platinum World-Time

^ Patek Philippe, Geneve, "World Time," Ref. 5130P. Sold in November, 2008.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, platinum and diamond wristwatch with world-time system and a platinum Patek Philippe

deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original box, Certificate of Origin and booklets.

C. Two-body, polished, screwed-down transparent case back, protected crown, push button on the band at 10 to adjust the discs for

the different time zones, the 24 hours and hour hand, concave lugs, sapphire crystals. D. Guilloche metallic blue with applied white

gold baton indexes, surrounded by a brushed silver and blue revolving disc in 24 hours for the diurnal and nocturnal hours, outer

revolving brushed silver ring dial bearing the names of 24 global locations. White gold dauphine and ring hands. M. Cal. 240HU,
stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 33 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance

spring, 22K gold micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

[C| 1 ) [ P |

1-01 ) (M| 1 ) [AAA

J

$: 30,000 - 40,000 • €: 23,000 - 30,000 • SFr: 35,000 - 45,000



HUBLOT

ft
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^ Platinum Bigger Bang Tourbillon

Hublot, Geneve, "Big Bang," Tourbillon Chronograph, No. 11/18, Ref 308.TM. Made in 2006.

Fine and unusual, water-resistant, platinum, ceramic and titanium wristwatch with one-minute tourbillon regulator,

square one-button chronograph, register, 1 20 hour power reserve and a special integrated rubber strap with a

stainless steel and platinum Hublot deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original box, 2 spare straps, guarantee

and booklet.

C. Five-body, polished and brushed, transparent case back with 6 screws, hooded lugs, bezel fixed by 6 titanium nuts,

black kevlar sides, sapphire crystals. D. Transparent with applied steel square indexes on a black outer reserve, subsid-

iary dials for the seconds and 30-minute register, up-and-down sector for the 5-day power reserve at 9. Luminous white

gold baton hands. M. Cal. HUB 1400 Ct, rhodium-plated, twin spring barrels, 33 jewels, lateral lever escapement with

visible one-minute tourbillon regulator with blued steel cage and 3 equidistant arms, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness: 15 mm.

1 fDl 1 -01 J QyQ 1 AAA I

$: 80,000 -120,000 • €: 60,000 - 90,000 • SFr: 90,000 - 135,000
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LaNGE & SOHNE

1 Double Split Flyback
1

A. Lange & Sohne, Glashutte i. SA. f "Double Split Flyback," No. 55037, case No. 163891, Ref. 404.035. Made in 2007,

sold October 1 8th, 2008. Production of this reference started in 2005.

Very fine, rare and important, platinum wristwatch with square button split-seconds and split-minutes fly-back chronograph,

register, tachometer, power-reserve indication and an A. Lange & Sohne platinum deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original

box, certificate and manual.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded bezel, transparent case back with 6 screws, sapphire crystals. D. Black, made
from solid silver, applied radial white gold Roman numerals, baton indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary guilloche silver dials for

the seconds and double 30-minute register, outer tachometer graduation, up-and-down indication below 12. Luminous white gold

alpha hands. M. Cal. L 001.1, Glashutte 3/4 plate in German silver, fausses cotes decoration, 40 jewels including 4 in screw-mounted

gold chatons, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance with eccentric poising weights, adjusted to 5 positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, swan neck micrometer regulator, hand-engraved balance bridge,

push button on the band at 10 to activate split function, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 43 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

(C| 1 J [ P

I

1-01 ~
J t Ml 1 )

$: 70,000 - 90,000 • €: 53,000 - 70,000 • SFr: 80,000 - 100,000
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Ulysse Nardim

Christophe Claret.

Is one of a few important, yet relatively unknown Swiss watchmakers. He was born in 1962 and grew up in Lyon, France. Already at

age 10 he dismantled old alarm clocks, but it wasn't until the age of 13, and many horological experiments later, that he was able to

put watches back together. At age 16 he entered the "Ecole d'Horlogerie", the prestigious watchmaking school in Geneva, and in

1989 finally established his own company in La Chaux-de-Fonds. Today, located in close-by Le Lode, Christophe Claret supplies

complicated movements to many prestigious brands. Specializing in prototypes, repeater and tourbillon mechanisms, its

watchmakers produce, assemble and finish timepieces of a very high quality.
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Ulysse Nardin

m

135 ^inute êPeater wit^ Automatons, No. 1

Ulysse Nardin, Le Lode, Suisse, "Repetition Minutes, Jaquemart Forgerons," No. 1, Ref. 736-61. Made in a limited

edition of 50 pieces. Made in 2006, sold on June 1 8, 2007.

Very fine and rare, minute-repeating, water-resistant, 18K pink gold wristwatch with 3 automatons. Accompanied by a fitted box
and certificate.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, rounded bezel, straight fluted lugs, winding crown with blue UN logo, transparent case back with 6

screws, sapphire crystals. D. Black onyx with applied pink gold dart indexes, minute divisions on an outer gold reflector ring. Pink gold

feuille hands. M. Cal. UN 72 (Christophe Claret), rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 32 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator, repeating on

gongs by activating slide on the band, upon activation the 3 figurines on the dial strike the bells according to the time.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

0 1 -01

$: 90,000 - 130,000 • €: 70,000 - 100,000 • SFr: 100,000 - 150,000

End of the First Session
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136

^ O^ Platinum Dress Watch
Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, No. 397021 , case

made in USA, No. 7918. Made circa 1920.

Very fine and elegant platinum Art Deco dress watch.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, stepped bezel and back

rim. D. Satine silver with applied yellow gold Arabic numerals,

outer dot minute divisions, subsidiary sunk guilloche seconds

dial. Yellow gold Breguet hands. M. 35 mm (17'"), rhodium-

plated, 1 8 jewels, 8 adjustments, straight-line lever escapement,

cut-bimetallic compensation balance with flat balance spring.

Dial and movement signed.

Diam. 45 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

JLDl 3-01

137

~j Touchon & Co., Swiss, No. 44431 , case No. 721 94.

O / Made in the 1920s.

Very fine, thin, keyless, platinum dress watch.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, hinged case back.

D. Matte silver with applied white gold Arabic numerals, outer

minute divisions, subsidiary guilloche seconds dial. White gold

Breguet hands. M. Cal. 16'", rhodium plated, oeil-de-perdrix

decoration, 19 jewels, straight line lever escapement, cut bime-

tallic compensation balance adjusted to 8 positions, blued steel

flat balance spring.

Dial and movement signed, case numbered.
Diam. 41 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

] [
P\ 3-8-01 1 [M

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400 $: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400
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138 Yellow Gold Dress

Cartier, European Watch Co., Paris, case No.

24389, Ref. 04477. Made in the 1930s.

Fine and rare, very thin, 1 8K yellow gold dress watch.

C. Three-body, "bassine", polished, rounded bezels, triangular

bow, case back with initials: E.RE. D. Guilloche silver, sunburst

pattern with printed black Arabic numerals, outer minute

divisions. Blued steel Breguet hands. M. 16"', rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, cut bimetallic compensation balance with 8 adjustments,

blued steel flat balance spring.

Dial signed, numbered on the case, movement signed:

European Watch and Clock Co. inc.

Diam. 45 mm. Thickness 4 mm.

) {0\ 3-01 I fM AA

$: 2,200 - 3,200 • €: 1,700 - 2,400 • SFr: 2,500 - 3,600

139

OQ Split-Seconds Chronograph
^ ^ C. H. Meylan, Brassus, Swiss, No. 6799, case No.

50139. Made in the 1890s.

Very fine and rare, keyless, 1 8K yellow gold pocket watch with

split-seconds chronograph.

C. Four-body, "bassine et filets," solid, polished, hinged gold

cuvette. D. White enamel with printed Breguet numerals, outer

minute and chronograph divisions with 5-minute red Arabic

markers, sunk subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel double

spade hands. M. Cal. 18'", bridge caliber, maillechort, fausses

cotes decoration, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut

bimetallic compensation balance, blued steel Breguet balance

spring.

Dial and movement signed, case numbered.
Diam. 47 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

| (P| 3-23-0-HCm
$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800
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(detail of the movement)

1 AO Minute RePeater Grand Prix Paris 1900
Longines, Swiss, No. 1693580. Made circa 1899.

Very fine, 18K yellow gold, keyless minute-repeating pocket

watch. Accompanied by the original wooden box.

C. Four-body, "bassine," polished, gold hinged cuvette

engraved with medals awarded at different exhibitions and
"Grand Prix - Paris - 1900." D. White enamel with fancy Arabic

numerals, outer minute divisions with 5-minute Arabic markers,

subsidiary sunk seconds dial. Blued steel spade hands. M. Cal.

45 mm (20"'), frosted gilt, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, cut bimetallic compensation balance with blued steel

Breguet balance spring. Repeating on gongs by activating slide

in the band.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 54 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

) (d| 3-01
) [m\

141

(detail of the movement)

1 /L 1 Minute Repeating,

Swiss, case No. 1 6980. Made circa 1 900.

Very fine and rare, small, minute-repeating, 1 8K yellow gold

keyless dress watch..

C. Three-body, "demi-bassine," polished, hinged gold cuvette.

D. White enamel with printed Breguet numerals, outer gold dot

minute track with 5-minute Arabic markers, subsidiary seconds

dial. Yellow gold Louis XVI hands. M. 1 3'", stamped with the Seal

of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic

compensation balance, blued steel Breguet balance spring,

index regulator, repeating on gongs activated by a button on

the crown.

Diam. 33 mm.

3-01 [jyi

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

3*
J [ AA J

$: 4,500 - 6,500 • €: 3,400 - 5,000 • SFr: 5,100 - 7,400

The repeater activation button in the winding crown was patented

by Wanamaker - Rodman in 1895, Patent No. 1 1339.
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(detail of the movement) (detail of the movement)

i Ay Triple Date Calendar

Anonymous, Swiss, No. 20860. Made in 1887
especially for Jose L Vernengo.

Fine, large, yellow gold hunting-cased keyless pocket watch
with triple date calendar.

C. Four-body, "bassine," polished, engine-turned case back,

initials JLV on the cover, hinged gold cuvette engraved: Fabri-

cado Especialmente Para Jose L Vernengo Noviembre 1887.

D. White enamel with painted radial Roman numerals, outer

minute divisions with 5-minute Arabic markers, subsidiary dials

for the date, the seconds and the days of the week, aperture

for the months at 12. Gold Louis XVI hands. M. 21'", rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, cut bimetallic compensation balance, blued steel

Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial signed Jose L. Vernengo.

Diam. 55 mm.

c 31 DCd
$: 2,000 - 3,000 •

3-01

€: 1,500-2,300

3*

SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

i A O Five-Minute Repeater

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 97926, Ref.

237. Retailed and cased by Tiffany & Co., New York. Move-
ment made in 1 898, sold on June 2nd, 1 899.

Very fine, 5-minute repeating, 1 8K yellow gold, keyless pocket

watch. Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives.

C. Three-body, "bassine," polished, cuvette engraved: Charles

Henry Farnam - Sept. 12, 1899. D. White enamel with Breguet

numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued

steel spade hands. M. Cal. 17'", rhodium plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 26 jewels, wolf's tooth winding, counterpoised

straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic compensation

balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and five positions,

blued steel Breguet balance spring, repeating on gongs activated

by a slide on the band.

Dial, case and movement signed Tiffany & Co.

Diam. 47 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

C HE 2-01 J [Ml [AAA]

$: 8,000 -12,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000
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1A A International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, Scara-

Hr^-V baeus, No. 14/5000, No. 2341 6SS, case No.
2300504, Ref. 5420. Designed by Prof. Ernst Fuchs. Made in a

limited edition of 5000 pieces in the 1 980s.
bJ

Fine, rare and unusual, keyless, sterling silver gold-plated

hunting cased pocket watch.

C. Three-body, "bassine et filets," the cover with a swirl design

centered by the image of a beetle and signed on the inside by

Prof. Ernst Fuchs, case back decorated in an astronomy motive

centered by the sun. D. Gold face
;
sun dial image (no crystal),

the rim with printed Arabic numerals. Yellow gold lightning-

type hands. M. Cal. C 982 F, gilt brass, hand-engraved deco-

ration, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance

spring, swan neck micrometer regulator.

Case and movement signed.

Diam. 56 mm.

[C| 3 ) ( D | 2-01 ) (M| 2* ] [ AA )

$: 2,200 - 3,200 • €: 1,700 - 2,400 • SFr: 2,500 - 3,600

According to our research, it is more than likely that due to the

lack of success at its launch, IWC only produced a few hundred
pieces of the scarabeus, never reaching the initially planed 5,000

pieces.

(detail of the outer case)

A A Swiss, Sterling Silver Travel - Desk Watch, No.

1 HtD 59259. Made in the 1930s.

Fine, rare and unusual, sterling silver Art Deco keyless travel -

desk and dress watch in the shape of a book.

C. Four-body, rectangular with multi-color crackle enamel finish,

hinged cover and inner case. D. Satine silver with painted Arabic

numerals and baton indexes, outer minute track. Blued steel

epee hands. M. Cal. 10'", rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix deco-

ration, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic

compensation balance, blued steel flat balance spring.

Case signed LSZEHA and DRCM.
Dim 37 mm x 42 mm.

(C| 3 ][P| 3-17-01 ICmT 3* ) ( AA )

$: 1,000 -1,500 • €: 750 -1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

145 (enlarged)
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^ Enamel Pendant Watch
Case possibly Augsburg. Made area 1670. Movement by Isaac

Phelippon, London, No. 350. Made circa 1780.

Very fine, important and unusual 20K gold and painted enamel key-wound
pendant watch.

C. Two-body, "bassine" with rounded edge, hinged gold bezel decorated

with foliage, finely painted enamel with a 5cene depicting the flight into

Egypt, with the Madonna and Child, a donkey, a goat, and two angels, the

inside painted with a rural landscape. D. White enamel with painted radial

Roman numerals, outer minute track with five-minute Arabic markers, winding

aperture at 4. M. 42 mm., frosted gilt full plate with cylindrical pillars, fusee

and chain, verge escapement, plain steel balance with flat balance spring,

single-footed cock.

Movement signed. Diam. 49 mm.

C [d| 3-27-01 I Civil 3*
J [_AA

SFr: 11,000-17,000$: 10,000-15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000

The case features an unusual technique ofenamel painting reminiscent of the

German school, especially that of Augsburg. The disposition of the enamel
scene, without the ring dividing the back from the band, which was typically

present during the second half of the 17th century, is also unusual. It was
a common practice in the 18th century to replace the movement in a

particularly expensive or beautiful watch case, to take advantage of tech-

nological advances in horology. Examples can be found in numerous
museums and private collections.

Enamel is a form of glass. Its base is a colorless compound called

flux, which is a combination of silica (obtained from fine white

sand), lead, potassium or sodium salts, lime, and borax.

By varying the proportions of these components, different

degrees of hardness and resistance to the environment
can be achieved. The metals most suitable for enameling

are gold, copper, silver, and platinum. The color effects are

created by the addition of metal oxides, which give various

hues. Enameling of watch cases was usually practiced on

gold and copper. The few surviving watches from the 16th

century and the vast majority of those from the 17th century

are almost always made of high-carat gold.

22
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^ ^y Steel Chronograph

Breitlmg, Swiss, case No. 1 225. Made circa 1 940.

Fine, stainless steel wnstwatch with square button chrono-

graph, register, tachometer, telemeter and a stainless steel

Bremmg buckle.

C Three-body, polished and brushed, stepped bezel, lapidated

concave lugs, snap-on case back. D. Matte silver with painted

radial black Arabic numerals 3 & 9 and yellow gold round
indexes, outer black tachometer and red telemeter scale, 1/5th

second track with 5-minute Arabic markers, subsidiary dials for

the seconds and 30-minute registers. Blued steel baton hands.

M. CaL 13'", rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, self-compensating flat

balance spring, index regulator

Dial and case signed.

DiaiTL 32 mm. Thickness 1 2 mm.

3

1,500-

D (p| 3-6-1 0-01~] [M| 3-7*

2,500 • €: 1,100-1,900 • SFr: 1,700-

To be sold without reserve

A /|Q Steel Chronomat
Breitling, Geneve, Chronomat, Patent No. 21 701 2,

case No. 581873, Ref. 769. Made in the 1960s.

Fine, stainless steel wristwatch with square button chrono-

graph, register, telemeter and slide rule.

C. Three-body, polished, bi-directional revolving ridged bezel

and inner graduated silvered ring dial, concave lugs. D. Bicolor

matte silver and black with printed luminous Arabic numerals,

subsidiary dials for the seconds and the 45-minute register,

outer graduation for the telemeter, slide-rule and 1/5th seconds

chronograph scale with Arabic 5-minute/seconds markers,

concentric telemeter scale in red. Blued steel baton hands.

M. Cal. 14'", rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock-absorber, self-

compensating Breguet balance-spring.

Dial and movement signed, numbered on the case.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

3-7 )(P[ 2 -17-OQCm
$: 1,000-1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve
1 147 1
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149 Steel Chronomat
Breitling, Geneve, Chronomat, Patent No. 21 701 2,

case No. 646653, Ref. 769. Made in the 1960s.

Fine, stainless steel wristwatch with square button chro-

nograph, register, telemeter, slide rule and a stainless steel

Breitling deployant dasp*

C. Three-body, polished, bi-directional revolving ridged bezel

and inner graduated silvered ring dial, case back with initials:

J.WX, concave lugs. D. Bicolor matte black and silver with

printed luminous Arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for the

seconds and the 45-minute register, outer graduation for the

telemeter, slide-rule and 1/5th seconds chronograph scale with

Arabic 5-minute/seconds markers, concentric telemeter scale

in red. Luminous white baton hands. M. Cal. 14'", rhodium-

plated, 1 7 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic
balance, shock-absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance-

spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

DiarrL 36 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

(C| 3-6 ] [
D|3 6-01 ] [ M |

3 - 6*
] QT)

S: 1,000- 1,500

; 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

Patent No. 217012, often found

on Breitling Chranomats was first

patented by Adrien Schweizer in

1930. H referred to the ability on
a wristwatch to carry out tachy-

metric and telemetric operations

by means of a revolving bezel.

^
Cfj Chronomat

Breitling, Geneve, Chronomat, case No. 629118,
Ref. 769. Made in the early 1 950s.

Fine, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with square button chrono-

graph, register, telemeter and slide-rule.

C. Three-body, polished, bidirectional revolving ridged bezel

and inner graduated silvered ring dial, curved lapidated lugs,

snap-on case back. D. Bicolor black and silver with luminous

Arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for the seconds and the

45-minute register, outer graduation for the telemeter and the

slide-rule, concentric 1/5th seconds scale with 5-minute/second

Arabic markers, patent number 217 012 above the 6. Luminous

white baton hands. M. Cal. 13'", rhodium-plated, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, blued steel Breguet balance spring.

Dial and movement signed, numbered on the case.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

0 [D| 3-01 ) [M

$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1 ,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000
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LONGINES

t/1

151

1 C 1 Lindbergh - Hour Angle Watch
Longines, No. 5446895, invented by Col. Chas. A.

Lindbergh, US Pat. 1923305, launched in 1932.

Very fine and very rare, hour angle, "Staybrite" stainless steel

aviator's wristwatch with indirect center seconds system and
2 crowns.

C. Three-body, polished, revolving silver bezel with the ena-

meled 1 5 degree graduations in black and green Arabic numerals,

graduated rounded band, the crown at 2 activates the central

revolving dial. D. Matte silver with painted radial Roman
numerals, at the center, revolving 60-seconds dial in black Arabic

numerals. Blued steel feuille hands. M. Cal. 12.68 Z, rhodium-

plated, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic

compensation balance, blued steel flat balance spring.

Dial and movement signed, case numbered.
Diam. 33 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

l_CJ 3-6 D| 3 - 6 - 01 ] [lvl| 3* I f AA
"

j

$: 1,000 - 1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

^ CO Sterling Silver Aviators Watch
^ Longines for Wittnauer, No. 5442792, "Weems"

second setting watch. Made circa 1 933.

Fine and very rare, large, center seconds, sterling silver

aviator's wristwatch with a 21 " long leather strap.

C. Four-body, solid, polished, hinged case back and ster-

ling silver lunette, ball-shaped winding-crown, pull out to set

the center dial time. D. White enamel with painted Breguet

numerals, outer minute track, at the centre a revolving matte

silver dial to adjust the time in seconds. Blued steel Breguet

hands. M. Cal. 18.69 N, rhodium-plated, 15 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, cut bimetallic compensation balance, self-

compensating Breguet balance-spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness 17 mm.

3 )(P| 3-01 ) f~M 1 Caaa j

$: 8,000 -12,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000

152
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LONGINES

153

A C O Longines, Ref. 8226-1 . Made circa 1 968.

* Fine and rare, cushion-shaped, water-resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph,

registers and tachometer.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back,

14-facet bezel, hooded lugs. D. Tri-color black, silver and red

with applied luminous steel indexes, outer 1/5th seconds scale

and tachometer graduation, subsidiary dials for the seconds,

the 30-minute andl 2-hour registers. Luminous white hands, red

for the chronograph. M. Cal. 330, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 43 x 44 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

1 (P| 3-8-01 ] [M| 3-6*
I C~A~

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

H tZA Steel Chronograph Cal. 13ZN
* Longines, "Chronograph," No. 5765820, case

No. 21346, Ref. 53. Made in the 1950s.

Fine and rare, stainless steel wristwatch with square button

chronograph, register and a stainless steel Longines buckle.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, stepped bezel, stepped

straight lugs, snap-on case back. D. White enamel with painted

black Arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for the seconds and
the 30-minute register, outer 1/5th seconds track. Blued steel

feuille hands. M. Cal. 13ZN, gilt brass, 18 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating blued steel Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(C| 3 ) (P| 2-01 1 [m[ 3-9* ] ( AA J

$: 10,000 - 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000
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Omega

155

155 ê"ow c°nste"ati°n
Omega, Automatic, Chronometer, Officially Certi-

fied, No. 24435377, case No. 675468, Ref. 168005/6. Made
in the 1 960s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow

gold wristwatch with date and an 18K yellow gold Omega
mesh bracelet.

C. Two-body, polished, flat bezel, angled faceted lugs, screwed-

down case back with the Constellation logo, crystal with cyclops

lens. D. Champagne with applied yellow gold and black baton

indexes, aperture for the date, applied gold star above 6. Gold
and black-lined dauphine hands. M. Cal. 561 ,

copper-colored,

24 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic four-

arm balance adjusted to five positions and temperature, self-

compensating flat balance spring, shock absorber, swan-neck

micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness: 10 mm.

3-8 2-01 ] [MI

; * : * :Z Z Z

156

^ C^ Yellow Gold Constellation

Omega, "Constellation, Automatic, Chronometer,

Officially Certified," No. 25992738, Ref. 168.009/168.017.

Made circa 1 967.

Very fine, tonneau-shaped, center seconds, self-winding,

water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with date and an

18K yellow gold Omega mesh bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back with embossed Constellation logo. D. Linen-textured

champagne with applied yellow gold and black baton indexes,

outer minute/seconds divisions, signature and an applied gold

star above the 6, aperture for the date. Yellow gold and black

baton hands. M. Cal. 564, copper-colored, 24 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to

temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

flat balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 34 x 40 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

J { AA 1 [C| 3 p| 3-oi ~l Cm
$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800 $: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

3-6* ) C AA ]

SFr: 2,300 - 3,400
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Omega

1 C7 Gold Olympic Seamaster
Omega,Seamaster}<Vl, movement No. 15507809,

case No. 11426489, Ref. 2850 SC Made for the XVI Olympic
Games in 1956.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant

18K yellow gold wristwatch with a gold-plated JB expansion

link bracelet

C Two- body, solid, polished and brushed, lapidated lugs,

hexagonal winding crown, back engraved: Seamaster XVI-

Automatic-Waterproof with embossed Olympic crest in the

center. D. Satine silver with applied yellow gold faceted indexes,

applied gold Roman XVI at 6. Yellow gold dauphine hands.

M. CaL 470, copper color, 1 7 jewels, straight- line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring, micrometer regulator

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

3 ) (P| 3-01 I (M
S: 2,000 - 3,000 i: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

| CO Yellow Gold Constellation

Omega, Automatic, Chronometer, Officially Certi-

fied, No. 33087860, Ref. 091919. Made in the 1970s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow

gold wristwatch with date and a gold Omega buckle.

C. Two-body, polished, flat bezel, angled faceted lugs, screwed-

down case back with the Constellation logo, crystal with cyclops

lens. D. Champagne with applied yellow gold faceted triangular

indexes, aperture for the date, applied gold star above six.

Yellow gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. 565, copper-colored, 24

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic four-arm

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness: 10 mm.

Cc 3 J(d
$: 1,500-2,500 •

3-01

€: 1,100-

D [M| 3*
~

) ( AA "J

1,900 • SFr: 1,700-2,800

To be sold without reserve

157 158
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g
VI
UJ

159 Seamaster Cosmic Z000
Omega, "Seamaster, Automatic, Cosmic 2000,"

Ref. 766.0804. Made area 1972.

Fine and very rare, ton neau -shaped, center seconds, self-

winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with day,

date and an integral stainless steel Omega link bracelet with

depl oyant clasp.

C Three-body, polished and brushed, inclined bezel, case

back with logo. D. Satine silver with applied faceted and black

painted steel indexes and luminous dots, outer minute/seconds

divisions, apertures for the day and date. Luminous steel and
black painted baton hands. M. CaL 751, rhodium-plated, 24

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

3 ) (Pi 3-01 H C M| 3* I
: AA j

S: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 -1,500 • SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

4_

159

160
160

Seamaster Automatic

Omega, Automatic, Seamaster, No. 34492313,
Ref. ST 166.066. Made circa 1972.

Fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, center seconds, self-winding,

water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, inclined bezel, screwed-

down case back with Seamaster logo, protected winding

crown, sapphire crystal. D. Silver linen textured with applied

steel and black inlay baton indexes and luminous dots, outer

minute/seconds divisions on a yellow disc, aperture for the date.

Luminous steel and black baton hands. M. Cal. 565, copper-

colored, 24 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, swan neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

J (P| 3-01 ] flvll 3* 1 [ AA 1

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

For a similar example, see

by Marco Richon, pg 295.

'Omega, A Journey Through Time"
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^ A ^ Seamaster Cosmic
Omega, "Automatic, Seamaster, Cosmic," Ref.

166.026, No. 28294484. Made in the late 1960s.

Very fine, center-seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

gold-plated wristwatch with date and a gold-plated Omega
buckle.

C. One-body, polished with faceted lugs. D. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold and black faceted indexes, outer minute/

seconds divisions, aperture for the date. Luminous yellow gold

and black baton hands, M. CaL 565, copper-colored, 24 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock-

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

C 3-01 Cm Dm
5:1,000-2,000 * €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

161

162

\ Seamaster Quartz
1

Omega, No. 652004, Ref. 196.0127. Made in

1977.

Fine and rare, cushion-shaped, center seconds, water-

resistant, stainless steel and gold-plated quartz wristwatch

with date and a gold-plated Omega buckle.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, yellow gold-plated, stain-

less steel case back with embossed Seamaster logo, stepped

bezel, sapphire crystal. D. Champagne with faceted yellow gold

and black baton indexes and luminous dots, outer minutes/

seconds divisions, apertures for the date. Luminous yellow gold

and black baton hands. M. Cal. 1342, 13 jewels, with quartz

standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 35 x 41 . Thickness 1 0 mm.

1 (p| 3-oi Km Dm
$: 500 -1,000 • €: 400 -750 • SFr: 600 - 1,100

To be sold without reserve
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163 lntemational Vfetch Co" Schaffhausen, No. 2295509, case No. 2296093, Ref. 5306. Made in the 1970s.

Very fine and rare, key-wind, 1 SK yellow gold pocket watch. Accompanied by a 11 cm 1 8K yellow gold chain, 1 8K
yellow gold key, pouch and guarantee (now void].

C Three-body, "ba^ine et filets," rounded bezels, case back opens by pushing the crown for winding and setting.

D. White with printed radial Roman numerals, outer minute divisions, subsidiary guilloche seconds dial. Black Breguet hands.

M. CaL C 972, gilt brass, fausses cotes decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

(cl 2 ) [ D

I

1-01 ) ( M

I

2*
J ( AA )

S: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

1 64 lnternational Watch Co., Schaffhausen, No. 2025771, case No. 2037776. Made in the 1980s.

Very fine and rare, thin, keyless, 1 8K yellow gold pocket watch.

C Three-body, "bassine et filets," rounded bezels. D. White with printed radial Roman numerals, outer minute divisions,

subsidiary guilloche seconds dial. Black spade hands. M. Cal. C 952, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 45 mm. Thickness 8 mm.
UJ

(Cl 3 ) (p| 3-01 ) [ M |

3*
] (AAA J

S: 1,500 -2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

165 Five~Minute Repeater Automaton
International Watch Co, Schaffhausen, Swiss, No. 2302557, case No. 2274151, Ref. 5225. Made in the 1960s.

Fine and very rare 1 8K yellow gold keyless five-minute repeating pocket watch with automaton striking Jacks.

C. Three body, "Empire," polished back, reeded band. D. Champagne with printed Roman numerals, outer minute divisions,

set in the center of a blued plate with mounted tri-color gold figures of Minerva and Mars on each side striking a bell, Hercules

as a child with the snake below, Cherub above the bell. Blued steel feuille hands. M. Cal. C 952, rhodium-plated, fausses-

cotes decoration, 1 7 jewels, straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance, self-compensating Breguet balance spring,

repeating on gongs by depressing lever in the band.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 49 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

(C| 2 ) ( D

I

2-01 ] [ M
|

3**
] (AAA I

$: 8,000 -12,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000

1 66 Thermometer
International Watch Co, Schaffhausen, No. 2366805, case No. 2267387, Ref.5425. Made in the 1980s.

Fine 18K yellow gold keyless pocket watch with regulator dial and thermometer. Accompanied by a guarantee

(now void).

C. Four body, solid, "bassine," polished, hinged gold cuvette. D. Matte silver with outer minute track and 5-minute Arabic

markers, subsidiary dials for the seconds at 3, the 12 hours at 9, sector for the centigrade thermometer at 6. Blued steel

serpent hand. M. Cal. C 9824, gilt brass, fausses cotes decoration, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self compensating Breguet balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case, cuvette and movement signed.

Diam. 50 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(C| 2 Hp I

1-01 )flvl| 2*
) [AAA I

$: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000
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167

^ Compass Watch
International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, " Porsche

Design - The Compass Watch," Automatic, case No. 2248990,
Ref. 3510. Made in 1980.

Fine and very unusual, anti-magnetic, center seconds, self-

winding, water-resistant, black alloy wristwatch with date,

double case containing a compass and mirror to determine

positions and an IWC link bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Four-body, matte black, push buttons on the lugs at 6 to

open the case, inside a mirror and compass to determine posi-

tions, sapphire crystals. D. Black with luminous baton indexes,

outer minute/seconds track, aperture for the date. Luminous

white baton hands. M. Cal. 2892, 21 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

fcT 3 )(P| 3-01 ] CmT AA

$: 1,700-2,500 • €: 1,300 - 1,900 • SFr: 2,000 - 2,800

^ Aquatimer

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, Aquatimer,

Automatic, Ref. R 816 AD. Made in the 1970s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water resistant to 200 m.,

stainless steel diver's wristwatch with date and two crowns.

Accompanied by the original IWC/Gay Freres stainless steel

bracelet.

C. Two-body, polished, screwed-down case back with engraved

submarine, 14-facet bezel, the winding-crown on the 2 adjusts

the revolving ring dial for the decompression times. D. Two-tone

maroon with applied luminous steel indexes, aperture for the

date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 8541 B, rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 x 44 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

J fp| 3-01 ~1 (Ml 3* ~]
{ A }

$: 4,500 - 6,500 • €: 3,400 - 5,000 • SFr: 5,100 - 7,400

168
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169

1 69 Insenieur

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Inge-

nieur," No. 1534664, case No.1540100. Made in the late

1960s.

Fine, water-resistant, center seconds, anti-magnetic, self-

winding, stainless steel "Staybrite" wristwatch with a stainless

steel IWC deployant clasp.

C. Three-piece, polished and brushed, antimagnetic cap to

protect the movement against magnetic fields, screwed-down
case-back, flat bezel, concave lugs. D. Satine silver with applied

steel faceted baton indexes and luminous dots, outer minute

division. Luminous steel dauphine hands. M. Cal. 853, rhodium

plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating blued steel Breguet balance spring, micrometer

regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

Cc 3-01 ] (Ml 3* ) ( AA )

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

4 ~7f\ Steel Ingenieur

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Ingenieur

Automatic," Ref. 3227. Made circa 2005.

Fine, tonneau-shaped, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, anti-magnetic, stainless steel wristwatch with date

and an integrated stainless steel IWC link bracelet with

deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box, guarantee and
booklets.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back and crown, stepped bezel, inner soft iron magnetic shield

cover, sapphire crystal. D. Textured black with applied lumi-

nous steel Arabic numerals and baton indexes, outer minute/

seconds track with 5-minute Arabic markers, aperture for the

date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 80110, rhodium-

plated, 28 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

hack mechanism.

Dial case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

C 1 D 1 -01 CM 1 JUaj
$: 2,500 - 4,500 • €: 1,900 - 3,400 • SFr: 2,800 - 5,100
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^ *J ^ Aquatimer Chronograph "Cousteau Divers"

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Aquatimer - Chronograph Cousteau Divers," Ref. 3782. Made in a limited

edition of 2500 pieces in 2005.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel diver's wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers,

day/date and a stainless steel IWC buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box and certificate.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back with a wooden medallion depicting Cousteau's vessel "Calypso,"

made from Calypso wood, screwed-down crown, domed sapphire crystal. D. Blue with applied luminous steel indexes, outer rotating

graduated ring for the decompression times operated by the push-button at 4, most outer 5-minute/seconds and Arabic hour markers,

subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, apertures for the days of the week and date. Luminous steel

baton hands. M. Cal. C.79320, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

Cc D G> 1 -01 1 AA

$: 4,500 - 6,500 • €: 3,400 - 5,000 • SFr: 5,100 - 7,400
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1 72 P°rtuSuese Chronograph Laureus Edition

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Portuguese - Chronograph Automatic," Ref. 3714. Made in a limited edition

of 2000 pieces for the Laureus Sport for the Good Foundation in 2006.

Very fine, large, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, register and a stainless

steel IWC buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box, guarantee and instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, overhanging bezel, concave lugs, case back with 4 screws and engraved: "Laureus Sport

for Good Foundation & IWC," concentric a scene with a person, a dog and a ball, domed sapphire crystal. D. Blue with applied

white gold Arabic numerals and engraved minute division, outer 1/5th seconds scale with 5-second Arabic markers on a slanted

silver reserve, subsidiary guilloche dials for the seconds and 30-minute register. White gold feuille hands. M. Cal. 79240, gilt brass,

oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 41 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

1 -01 DCM 1 AA

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500 • SFr: 4,600 - 6,800
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1 73 ^^ite ^°'c' Spitfire-Edition Saint Exupery

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Fliegeruhr/Spitfire Chrono-Automatic," Ref. 3717. Made in a limited "Saint

Exupery" edition of 50 pieces in 2006.

Fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, antimagnetic, 1 8K white gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers,

day and date and an 1 8K white gold IWC buckle. Accompanied by the original box, guarantee, instruction booklet and a hard

cover book "Night Flight" by Antoine de Saint-Exupery in English and German.

C. Two-body, brushed and polished, concave lugs, stepped bezel, screwed-down case back engraved: "International Watch Co.

Edition Saint Exupery," antimagnetic protection shield, sapphire crystal. D. Bicolor black and silver with applied luminous white gold

Arabic numerals and luminous baton and triangular indexes, subsidiary guilloche dials for the seconds, the 12- hour and 30-minute

registers, outer 1/5th seconds track with 5-second Arabic markers, apertures for the days of the week and the date. Luminous white

gold lozenge hands. M. Cal. 7902, rhodium plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, mono-
metallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

(cl 1 1 -01 J Cm 1 3 [AAA I

$: 8,000 - 10,000 • €: 6,000 - 7,500 • SFr: 9,000 - 1 1,000
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1 HA Portuguese Perpetual Calendar

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Portuguese - Perpetual Calendar," Ref. 5022. Made in 2006.

Very fine and rare, large, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K white gold wristwatch with secular perpetual calendar, moon phases,

7-day power-reserve indicator and an 18K white gold IWC deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original wooden box, guarantee

and instruction booklets.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, concave lugs, stepped concave bezel, screw-down transparent case back, sapphire

crystals. D. Anthracite with applied white gold Arabic numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the day, date,

months and the 7-day power-reserve indication, apertures for the moon phases and the 4-digit year. White gold feuille hands.

M. Cal. C 51610, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 64 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, micrometer regulator, patented Pellaton winding

mechanism skeletonized rotor with gold medallion inlay engraved: "IWC - Probus Scafusia".

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

(c 1 1 -01 1 AAA

$: 17,000 - 24,000 • €: 13,000 - 18,000 • SFr: 20,000 - 28,000
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Patek Philippe

Case No:
Stvk i

T\ye of fidf:

®ttt of manufacture :

^Date ofsafe

:

iBmcekt/Leather strap

;

RemaiH :

201.079

Vitomiftc, LjuuXV, sihvr

( ream u*fourtd'enami t.'UU rXl \ BLx^nuneruk

fell

Cast omamrnutif wttfi "npwui*'nwf,

1 75 (front and back)

1 75 Sterling Silver Louis XV
Patek Philippe & Co., Geneve, No.78478, case

No.201079. Made in 1888, sold September 1 9th, 1890.

Fine, very rare and unusual, sterling silver repousse keyless

dress watch in the 1 8th century style. Accompanied by the

Extract from the Archives.

C. Four body, solid, Louis XV, hinged silver cuvette, the bezel

chased with scrolled decoration, the back repousse with a scene

depicting Venus with Cupid and further ornamental decoration.

D. White enamel with printed radial Roman numerals, outer

minute divisions with 5-minute Arabic numerals. Gold Louis XV
hands. M. 12", gilt, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement "a

moustaches," cut bimetallic compensation balance, flat balance

spring.

Dial and movement signed, numbered on the case.

Diam. 36mm. Thickness 15 mm.

LcJ J ID 3-01 3* ] [ AA j

$: 5,000 - 7,000 • €: 3,800 - 5,300 • SFr: 5,700 - 8,000

I^TiC Patek, Philippe & Cie., Geneve, No. 160802, case

/O No. 266882. Made in 1910, sold February 15th,

1923.

Very fine 18K yellow gold, keyless pocket watch. Accom-
panied by the Extract from the Archives.

C. Four-body, "bassine," polished, back with monogram,
reeded concave bezel, hinged gold cuvette with inscription.

D. Guilloche champagne, white enamel cartouches with Breguet

numerals, outer enamel minute track, subsidiary seconds dial.

Blued steel Breguet hands. M. Cal. 17'", rhodium-plated, 18

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut-bimetallic compen-
sation balance, Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 46 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3-01 Cm I AA
$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

f
(

.r/'///c///m ////

Type if-WottA

:

:'/>'( rrvrrff .\'o :

Case 9fo i

Style:

Type ofcfiaf;

<Date ofmanufacture

(Date ofsoft

:

Qracekt/Ltather strap :

I60.SG2

/7
,M

. ukra-tkuis, feitrescapemem

Opttt-/acf, LouixXl'I, JffiiyetibwjioCf

Hregurl numerate

1910

refiniary /frf. 19H

* if nfttnt (c tie twfcti

a meiuuneJ in

tie juihtnirnry

176
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Patek Philippe

Case Wo:

Type ofd'iaf:

*>Dat£ ofmanufacture

:

iDnu ofta£s

WntcefelfLeather strap

:

^fmarfi,:

Open fan, 'Murat, IFK^yiffeu. ^atd

•EnamcC $fa<i<tra$ti numtrth, tmdt.stconffund'

190S

Wmvn6cf21ft, 1910

^Engntved'HJf'f^' nanogram wttigmn enamflm tfie furt^

cover, tasethvufandtexe(ornamentedwith flowerpaturn

1 77 (front and back)

1*7 *7 Patek Philippe & Cie., Geneve, Retailed by Albert

/ / Edholm, Omaha, Nebraska, No. 1 47823, case No.

258263. Made in 1908, sold November 21, 1910.

Fine, keyless, 18K yellow gold and enamel pocket watch.

Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives.

C. Four-body, "demi-bassine," solid, polished, bezel and back

rim decorated with a foliage and leave design in black enamel,

the back cover engraved with a foliate monogram RHL. Gold
hinged cuvette engraved: Made in Geneva Switzerland for

Robert H. Lord and presented by his wife, Christmas 1910.

D. White enamel with Arabic numerals, outer minute track, sunk

subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel Breguet hands. M. Cal.

18 '", rhodium plated, patented bridge caliber, 20 jewels, wolf's

tooth winding, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic

compensation balance, blued steel Breguet balance spring,

swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case, cuvette and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

C 3 1 (151 3- 01 ]
(m| 3-8*

1*7Q Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 826362, case

/O No. 61 201 9, Ref. 61 4. Made in 1 931

.

Fine, stainless steel, Art-Deco, keyless dress watch. Accompa-
nied by the Extract from the Archives.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, octagonal bow. D. Two-

tone silver with applied white gold Arabic numerals and printed

indexes, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial. White
gold feuille hands. M. 16"

', gilt brass, 1 8 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement "a moustache," cut bimetallic compensa-
tion balance, blued steel Breguet balance spring, micrometer

regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 45 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

(c J (d| 3-01 ] Cm

$: 2,000 - 4,000 • €: 1 ,500 - 3,000 • SFr: 2,300 - 4,600

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

«////'mm //fC

Type ofwatch:

Movemetu %o:

Ca%re

:

Styde

:

l7ypc of/iaf:

ttxJtft -watch

S26.362

17"*, tatreieapentent

612.019

Weferrnce 614, sttt(

Sifvertd, reiseffwur martyrs tn steel

'Date ofmanufacture: 1932

<tliU ofta& i Octchr 21st, 193

1

•iiuivfclfl' father strap :
—

Remark: —

Ot/y iii Jala ftgxskreJin uvr $oo(,/ wiwft u nUtiit to ifif wiUft

ut<rfi nmwtM aniiisu nunSen m&cctiedtiovt, is memianeifW
«&j iiatemmi. it+*P net tdyrposvm nQtrimg tht attiktnttaiy

vftfte witch in in cur^^^ffS^^ tompcnttti er tAt

wttMtffU&ta

A flit !

O
z
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Patek Philippe

179

i 7Q Top Winder
^ Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 168086, case

No. 503837. Made circa 1910.

Fine and very rare, top winding, stainless steel Staybrite and
pink gold wristwatch.

C. Two-body, polished, over-hanging claw lugs, rounded pink

gold and steel bezel, winding crown at 12, case back engraved:

C.C. Lewis. D. Matte silver with applied pink gold Arabic

numerals and baton indexes, outer minute track, subsidiary

seconds dial. Pink gold feuille hands. M. Cal. 10 '", rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes, decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, cut bimetallic balance adjusted to 8 positions,

blued steel flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 30 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

[C| 3-6 I [P| 3-6-0lH Cm| 3-6* J [ AA ]

$: 2,500 - 4,500 • €: 1 ,900 - 3,400 • SFr: 2,800 - 5,000

1 80 white Gold

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 200464, case

No. 609788. Made circa 1937.

Very fine and rare, horizontal rectangular, 18K white gold

lady's driver's-type wristwatch with an !8K white gold Patek

Philippe deployant clasp. Accompanied by the Extract from
the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, triangular faceted

lugs. D. Matte silver with applied white gold baton indexes,

concentric minute track. White gold lozenge hands. M. Cal. 5"',

baguette, rhodium plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance adjusted

for 8 positions, blued steel flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 x 27 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

3* ) I AA

$: 8,000 -12,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000

J [d| 3-i8-di~] riviT

Type vfwattft

:

taii&re

:

Case Wo:

•T\ye ofJiaf:

MriitnHlttfi

9"', tocr (saiffment

609JS8

'Da te ofmamifact are : wo frtivimmt)

'Dd te ofsafe : May istfi, 19)3

•Jiracefet/Lt'jtiiipr strap : Centfurjtrap

J(t'<ttjti; Ufa mttment uui mn£e

ut:6 mmtntnt andcase irun&m inSttir

tfo staimint n'tiomst uy pcriiim t

ofifu uvtci in iu inntitt (tmditwn, i
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(side view of the case)

181
Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 971115, case No. 653032,
Ref. 1493. Made circa 1948.

Fine and rare, 1 8K yellow gold rectangular wristwatch with period Patek Philippe

box.

C. Two-body, polished, down-turned lugs, crystal flanked by domed shoulders. D. Silvered

with applied gold alternating Roman numerals and prymidal indexes, subsidiary seconds. Gold
baton hands. M. 9" '-90, rhodium plated with fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, lever

escapement, cut bimetallic balance, blued steel Breguet balance spring, whiplash regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed. Width 24mm, total case length 39 mm.

[C| 2-8 ] [P| 3-18-01 ] CM
|

3*
] f AA )

$: 7,000 - 9,000 • €: 5,300 - 6,800 • SFr: 8,000 - 10,000
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182

18Z Ref- 2486YellowGold
Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, retailed by Gubelin,

No. 957149, case No. 668895, Ref. 2486. Made circa 1953.

Fine and rare, square, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, stepped sides,

domed crystal. D. Matte silver with applied yellow gold faceted

baton indexes, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial.

Yellow gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. 1 0
11

'-200, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 31 x 37 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

M 3* ) I A

A

$: 6,000 - 8,000 • €: 4,500 - 6,000 • SFr: 6,800 - 9,000

(C| 3-9 I [P| 3-6-01

1 Yellow Gondolo
1

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Gondolo," No. 1845910,
case No. 2957498, Ref. 5009. Made in the 1990s.

Fine, rectangular curved, water-resistant, 18K yellow gold

wristwatch with an 18K yellow gold Patek Philippe buckle.

Accompanied by a Patek Philippe burgundy case and Extract

from the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, case back secured by

4 screws, stepped bezel, sapphire crystal. D. Matte silver with

painted Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel

feuille hands. M. Cal. 215, stamped with the Seal of Geneva
quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Glucydur Gyromax
balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance

spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 x 39 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

C 1 (P| 1-01
I fM I t AAA

J

$: 5,000 - 7,000 • €: 3,800 - 5,300 • SFr: 5,700 - 8,000
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1 84 YdlowGold^ 1516
Patek Philippe, Geneve, movement No. 764031 , case No. 698241, Ref. 2526. Made in 1956.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, self-winding, 18K yellow gold wristwatch with enamel dial.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, curved bezel, screw-down case back, concave lugs, gold Patek Philipppe winding crown.

D. Beige enamel with applied yellow gold faceted baton indexes, outer dot minute divisions, subsidiary dial for the seconds.

Yellow gold dauphine hands. IVL CaL 12" '-600 AT, stamped with the Seal of Geneva Quality Mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 30 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating Brequet balance spring, swan-neck regulator, 18K gold rotor.

Dial, case, and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(C| 2 ) (pi 2-01 ) [Ml 2 I [AAA J

S: 20,000 - 25,000 • €: 15,000 - 20,000 • SFr: 23,000 - 28,000
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185

i OC Yellow Gold Back Winder
Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 1 1 80601 , case

No. 2684894, Ref. 3569. Made in the 1970s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow

gold wristwatch with an 18K yellow gold Patek Philippe

buckle.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, screwed-down 2 piece case

back, stepped bark-finished bezel, back winder. D. Cham-
pagne bark textured with applied yellow gold and black baton

indexes. Yellow gold and black hands. M. Cal. 350, stamped
with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 28 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
Gyromax balance adjusted for heat, cold, isochronism and
5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung

Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

fcT 3 )(p| 2-oi ] CmT 3*
J AA

$: 5,500 - 7,500 • €: 4,100 - 5,700 • SFr: 6,300 - 8,500

1 86 Ref- 3744Quartz

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 1502301, case

No. 2783340, Ref. 3744-1 . Made in 1 978, sold December 6th,

1979.

Fine, 18K yellow gold quartz wristwatch with an integral 18K
yellow gold Patek Philippe Milanese bracelet. Accompanied
by the Extract from the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, "Clous-de-Paris"

stepped bezel. D. Ivory color with applied yellow gold baton

indexes. Yellow gold Breguet hands. M. Cal. E 27, with quartz

standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 33 mm. Thickness 6 mm.
Approx. overall length: 190 mm.

j [p| 2-oi ~] CmI

$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

186
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1 87 whiteGold
Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 1 1 61 406, case

No. 2645955, Ref. 3515/2. Made in 1969, sold July 28th,

1969.

Fine and elegant, thin, 18K white gold and diamond wrist-

watch with an integral linen-textured 1 8K white gold Patek

Philippe bracelet. Accompanied by the Extract from the

Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, case back with 2 screws, bezel

set with 40 diamonds. D. Satine silver with painted black baton

indexes. Black baton hands. M. Cal. 175, stamped with the

Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax
balance adjusted for heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 30 mm. Thickness 5 mm.
Approx. overall length: 185 mm.

C ~)
(P\ 3-01 1 ilviT ? AA )

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

1 RR Ref. 4224 Lady's White Gold
1^ Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No.1 268293, case

No. 2731495, Ref. 4224-1. Made in the 1970s.

Fine, rectangular, 18K white gold lady's wristwatch with an

integral 1 8K white gold textured mesh bracelet.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, sapphire crystal. D. Metallic

blue with applied white gold baton indexes. White gold baton

hands. M. Cal. 16-250, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes deco-

ration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance adjusted for heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 22 x 25 mm. Thickness 6 mm.
Approx overall length 180 mm.

CcTT JCd
$: 3,000 - 4,000 •

2-01 ] (Ml 2* ~)
[ A )

€: 2,300 - 3,000 • SFr: 3,400 - 4,600
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189
189

White Gold Calatrava

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, "Calatrava,"

No. 3159471, case No. 4227939, Ref. 4906/101. Production

of this reference started in 2001

.

Very fine and elegant, water-resistant, 1 8K white gold and
diamonds lady's quartz wristwatch with date and an inte-

gral 1 8K white gold Patek Philippe link bracelet with double

deployant clasp.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, concave lugs, screwed-down
case back, protected winding crown, bezel set with 50 round

diamonds, sapphire crystal. D. Textured off-white with applied

radial white gold Roman numerals and 8 diamond-set indexes,

aperture for the date. White gold feuille hands. M. Cal. E1 9C, 7

jewels, with quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 29 mm. Thickness 7 mm.
Approx. overall length: 160 mm.

1 [P| 1-01 ] (Ml 1 aa
;

$: 10,000-15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000

190
190

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 1159718, case

No. 329008, Ref. 3582, retailed by Arte Suizo.

Made in the 1970s.

Fine and unusual, rectangular, 18K white gold wristwatch on
an associated 1 8K white gold fine-link bracelet.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, hooded lugs,

sapphire crystal. D. blue with applied white gold baton indexes

surrounded by a polished oval ring. White gold baton hands.

M. Cal. 23-300 PM stamped with the Geneva Quality Mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight

line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat,

cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock-absorber, blued steel

Breguet balance-spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 29 x 33 mm, approximate length 196mm.

c D 3-01 j M
$: 4,500 - 6,500 • €: 3,400 - 5,000 • SFr: 5,100 - 7,400
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4*
PATEK

PHILIPPE
Gf NfVt

^^^^^
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN^

Nous certifier* que to montreWe certify that the watch

R&fer&nce

Mouvom&nt:
Calibre:

La Flamme
1 ' 1

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1650407, case No. 2871299,
Ref. 4817-31. Made in 1992, sold September 1 5th, 1993.

Very fine, 1 8K yellow gold, diamond and sapphire lady's quartz wristwatch

with an integrated, woven 18K yellow gold and diamond Patek Philippe

bracelet and clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box, Certificate of Origin and
booklets.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, bezel and bracelet set with 22 baguette diamonds,

178 round diamonds and 24 baguette sapphires, sapphire crystal. D. Gold,

pave-set with 112 round diamonds and 4 sapphire-set hour indexes. Yellow

gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. E15, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 6

jewels, with quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 24 mm. Thickness 7 mm.
Approx. overall length: 170 mm.
Total diamond weight 2.48 ct. Total sapphire weight 0.92 ct.

0 DO 1-01
: m d m

$: 15,000 - 20,000 • €: 11,000 - 15,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 23,000
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1 92 Ref* 1442, PinkGold

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 834098, case No.

623033, Ref. 1442. Made in 1941.

Fine and rare, rectangular, 18K pink gold wristwatch.

Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, curled lugs. D. Matte

silver with applied yellow gold faceted baton indexes and Roman
numeral, subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold baton hands.

M. Cal. 9"'-90, tonneau-shaped, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 posi-

tions, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, micrometer

regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 20.5 x 36 mm. Thickness 8.5 mm.

tc ) (P| 3-01 ] (Ml 3** ] ( AA j

$: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

1 93 Patek philippe Ref- 498
Patek Philippe & Co., Geneve, movement No.

831413, case No. 614324, Ref.498. Made in 1937, sold on
July 28,1937.

A fine and rare 18K gold rectangular wristwatch with 18K
gold period Patek Philippe buckle. Accompanied by a Patek

Philippe Extract from the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, hinged back, stepped sides to straight

shoulders, curved glass flanked by triple-ridge highlights.

D. Black with applied gold baton indexes and 12, 3, 9 numerals,

outer minute track, subsidiary seconds. Gold feuille hands.

M. Cal.9-90, rhodium plated with fausses cotes decoration, 18

jewels adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and five positions,

lever escapement, monometallic balance, flat balance spring,

index regulator.

Case, dial and movement signed.

Dim: 40mm. length, width 24mm, thickness 7 mm.

[Cl 2-10 ) (P| 3-33-18-01 ] (M| 3** I ( AAA j

$: 10,000 - 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000

The Extract from the Archives mentions the watch as being

delivered without a dial.

Ty/v of ivettcfi

:

Wotement No ;

Laiibre

Case No I

StyCe;

Type ofdiai:

(Dale ofmanufacture

:

<Date ofsafe ;

ffljmet(ei/L(a tdcr strap

Remarfi l

831.41}

614.32-)

fht attnx infinmuton u t)ii*» uitM t

H.'i,v(»i«- n jftiV in qufstii'i fi^ nit; >i

Cjtntva, October I)
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;r////r/Amp f//r cy^keJu'veS

c^5
TyjH ofwotcA ; MMtnvui

Movtment No : ittLXS

Cast No :

lyjv ofdid:

Duti' ofmuiiufaclunt :

Date ofsak : Stpttmfcr 2nk\

'BraceCrt/Ceatfierstrap : cnttStr strip

'Rtmarfi,: —

1 OA White 8v Pink Gold

Patek Philippe & Co, Geneve, movement No. 823245, case No. 608911. Made in 1929, sold on September
29th, 1930.

Very fine and very rare, large, rectangular curved, 18K white and pink gold wristwatch. Accompanied by the Extract from
the Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, hinged case back, pink gold frame, stepped white and pink gold bezel, white gold case back.

D. Matte silver with applied white gold Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds dial, outer minute track. White gold epee hands.

M. Cal. 9"',fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut-bimetallic balance adjusted for heat, cold, isochro-

nism, and 5 positions, blued steel flat balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 25 x 42 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

(C| 3 ) [o\ 3-18-01 ] [Ml 3*
I C AA J

$: 20,000 - 30,000 • €: 15,000 - 23,000 • SFr: 23,000 - 35,000
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(detail of the punch mark)

i QC Pink Gold Ref. 1463
* ^J Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 868664, case No. 684.697, Ref. 1463. Made

in 1953, sold March 7th, 1955.

Very fine and very rare, water-resistant, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with round button

chronograph, register and tachometer. Accompanied by the Extract from the

Archives.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, stepped bezel, concave lugs, screwed-down
case back, inner dust protection cap. D. Matte silver with applied pink gold indexes

and Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds and 30-minute register dials, outer tachometer

graduation. Pink gold baton hands. M. Cal. 13'", stamped with the Seal of Geneva
quality mark, 23 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 8 positions, Breguet balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness: 13 mm.

C JCd] 3-01

$: 140,000 - 180,000 • €: 105,000 - 135,000 • SFr: 160,000 - 205,000

Ref. 1463
Production of this reference started in 1 940. Only a few examples were made in stainless

steel. In addition, its two-tone dial makes it extremely desirable for collectors. The first

models of the Ref. 1463 made in the 1940s had bezels which continued to the band, this

changed in the early 1 950s to a stepped bezel as in the present watch. A similar watch

is published in "Patek Philippe Wristwatches", by Martin Huber and Alan Banbery, 1998,

page 267.
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t/1

196

1 0(S Ref* 6594, Honeycomb Dial

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, Precision, "Meritus,"

Rotor Self-Winding, case No. 163121, Ref. 6594. Made in the

1950s.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

gold-plated and stainless steel wristwatch with honeycomb
dial.

C. Three-body, gold-plated, stainless steel back, polished and

brushed, screwed-down case back and crown. D. Honeycomb
ivory color with applied yellow gold Arabic numerals and
faceted dart indexes, outer minute/seconds division. Yellow

gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. 1030, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(C| 3-11 )(P| 3-7-01 ] fiviT 3-6* ) C AA

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

1 07 Yellow Gold Ref' 6098
Rolex "Oyster Perpetual, Officially Certified Chro-

nometer," Ref. 6098. Made circa 1951.

Fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, water-resistant, center seconds,

self-winding, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with a gold-plated

Rolex buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back, Super Oyster winding crown. D. Matte silver with applied

yellow gold faceted baton and luminous dart indexes, outer

1/5th seconds track. Luminous yellow gold dauphine hands.

M. Cal. 775, rhodium-plated, 18 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, Super-balance, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(C| 3 )[ p| 3-19-01 ] [m Dm
$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

197
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1 0R Ref' 6535, stain,ess steel Date

Rolex, Retailed by Serpico Y. Laino, "Oyster
Perpetual Date, Officially Certified Chronometer," Ref. 6535.

Made in 1958.

Fine and rare, water-resistant, self-winding, center seconds,

stainless steel wristwatch with date and a stainless steel Oyster

Rolex bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box, certificate and
hang tags.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated bezel,

screwed-down case back and crown, crystal with cyclops lens.

D. Silver with applied steel dart indexes and luminous dots,

outer minute/seconds division, aperture for the date. Luminous

steel dauphine hands. M. Cal.1030, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

3-9 D 3-18-01 M j AA j

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

\ OO ^ 1550
Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date, Superlative Chro-

nometer Officially Certified, Ref. 1550. Made in the late

1970s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, yellow gold

shell over stainless steel wristwatch with date and a yellow

gold-plated Oyster bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished, screwed-down case back and crown,

crystal with cyclops lens. D. Midnight blue with applied yellow

gold and white baton indexes, aperture for the date. Luminous

yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 1570, rhodium plated, oeil-

de-perdrix decoration, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5

positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung

Breguet balance spring, hack mechanism.

Dial, case, and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

(c 2-01

$: 500 - 1,000 • €: 400 -750 • SFr: 600 - 1,100

199
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200 Ref' 4767 i
ean'claudemy

Rolex "Oyster Chronographe Anti-Magnetique," Ref. 4767. Made
circa 1947.

Fine and very rare, early, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button

chronograph, registers, triple date calendar and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

Accompaned by an original Rolex fitted box and an original Rolex leather band and
stainless steel buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, concave

lugs. D. Two-tone matte silver with printed Arabic numerals and round indexes, subsid-

iary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer graduation for the

days of the month in blue and 1/5th second scale with 5-minute Arabic markers, aper-

tures for the days of the week and the months. Blued steel baton hands. M. Cal. 13'",

rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

tc 3-7 Z) (S
$: 85,000- 100,000

3-8-01 M 3*

€: 65,000 - 75,000 • SFr: 100,000 - 115,000

(detail of the dial)
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201

701 Ref* 6298 ExPlorer
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Precision, Explorer, Self-

winding," Ref. 6298. Made in 1953.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed down case back

and crown, concave lugs, polished bezel. D. Matte silver with

embossed yellow gold Arabic numerals, dart indexes and lumi-

nous dots, outer 1/5th seconds track. Luminous yellow gold

feuille hands. M. Cal. A. 296, 10
IM
1/2, rhodium-plated, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, self-compensating

blued steel Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 14 mm.
~]

[P\ 3-6-01 } Cm 3*
) f AA j

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

The present lot was originally gold-plated; the plating has worn
off, giving the watch the appearance again of stainless steel.

202 Ref' 1016
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Explorer, Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1016. Made in 1972.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel wristwatch with a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back

and crown. D. Black with luminous Arabic numerals, triangular

and baton indexes, outer minute/seconds divisions. Luminous

steel skeleton hands. M. Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regu-

lating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

® j fp[ 3-oi ] CM
$: 3,000 - 4,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,000 • SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

202

(detail of the dial (detail of the dial
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203

2,03 Explorer

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, "Explorer," Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified, Ref. 114270. Made in 2004,

sold November 26th, 2004.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stain-

less steel wristwatch with a stainless steel Rolex Oysterlock

bracelet. Accompanied by the original box, Warranty and
Chronometer Certificate (now void), hang tags and instruction

booklets.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, sapphire crystal. D. Black with applied luminous

Arabic numerals and baton indexes. Luminous skeleton hands.

M. Cal. 3130, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella

regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness: 11 mm.

(Cl 1 )(P| 1-01 I fM

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

7OA Ref
'
14270

'
"Black Out'

Explorer Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, Explorer, Super-

lative Chronometer, Officially Certified, Ref. 14270. Made in

1990.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel wristwatch with a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

Accompanied by a fitted box.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back and crown, sapphire crystal. D. Black with applied white

gold and black inlay Arabic numerals and luminous triangular

and baton white gold indexes. Luminous white gold skeleton

hands. M. Cal. 3000, rhodium-plated, 27 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, Microstella regulating screws,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

3-8 Ifpl 1-01 I fM

$: 4,000 - 6,000 • €: 3,000 - 4,500

2* 1 C_AA J

SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

204

(detail of the "black out)
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t/1

Z05 Ref. 6262 Steel Daytona

Rolex, "Oyster Cosmograph Daytona," Ref.

6262/6239. Made circa 1969.

Fine and rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with

round button chronograph, registers, tachometer, steel bezel

and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet with deployant

clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, tachometer graduation on the bezel to 200 units

per hour. D. Bicolor black and silver with applied steel baton

indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the seconds,

the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th seconds track.

Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 727, rhodium plated, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to three positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating

screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

(C| 3-6
I (P| 3-01

I (M| 3*
] fAA ]

$: 15,000 - 25,000 • €: 11,000 - 20,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 28,000

O f\fo Ref. 6265 Steel Cosmograph
Rolex, "Oyster Cosmograph," Ref. 6265/6262.
Made circa 1 970.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch

with anti-reflective black tachometer bezel, round button

Chronograph, registers and a stainless steel Rolex Jubilee

bracelet. Accompanied by a service invoice from Rolex New
York, dated 02/19/2008.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back, buttons and crown, Triplock winding crown, tacho-

meter graduation on the bezel to 200 units per hour. D. Bi-color

brushed silver and black with steel baton indexes and luminous

dots, subsidiary black guilloche dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and

30-minute registers. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 727,

rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
monometallic balance adjusted to 3 positions, shock absorber,

self-compensating Breguet balance spring, Microstella regu-

lating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

2 ) CAAAj

$: 20,000 - 25,000 • €: 15,000 - 20,000 • SFr: 23,000 - 28,000

] [P| 2-01 ] Cm[
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207 Ref. 6263 Fuerza Aerea del Peru

Rolex Oyster Cosmograph, Ref. 6263/6265. Made in 1 974 for the "Fuerza

Aerea del Peru."

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button
chronograph, registers, anti-reflective black bezel with tachometer and a stainless

steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back engraved: Fuerza Aerea

del Peru, screwed-down Triplock winding crown and chronograph pushers, tachometer

graduation on the bezel to 200 UPH. D. Bicolor black and silver with applied steel baton

indexes and luminous dots, outer 1/5th seconds track, subsidiary silver guilloche dials

for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous steel baton hands.

M. Cal. 727, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance adjusted to 3 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance

spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

C 3-01 AAA

$: 30,000 - 40,000 • €: 23,000 - 30,000 • SFr: 35,000 - 45,000

To be sold without reserve

(detail of the case back
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ROLEX

7OR ^ 16520 ColorChdnse
Rolex Daytona, "Oyster Perpetual, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified, Cosmograph, Daytona," Ref. 16520.
Made circa 1991.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer
and a stainless steel Rolex Oysterlock bracelet, Ref. 78390. Accompanied by a chronometer certificate and instruction booklet.

C Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back, chronograph buttons and Triplock winding crown, tachometer
graduation on the polished bezel to 400 units per hour, sapphire crystal. D. Bicolor black and brownish silver with applied luminous

steel indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 4030, rhodium-

plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5

positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

Cc 2-01 2*

5:15,000-20,000 • €111,000-15,000 • SFr: 17,000 - 23,000

To be sold without reserve

GAR£NT1*

Nous cerium 4"* ^r.



ROLEX

PRO-HUNTER
Mode! Daytona Black

Ref No. 116520

*ttti voinrtliftf au

700 Pro~Hunter Black Daytona

Cosmograph Daytona Rolex, Pro-Hunter No. 084, "Oyster Perpetual, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified,

Cosmograph Daytona," case No. M580556, Ref. 116520. Made in a limited edition of 100 pieces in 2008.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel PVD coated wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers and
tachometer and a stainless steel deployant Rolex Oysterlock bracelet. Accompanied by the original box, guarantee (now void),

hang-tags, spare black bezel and one extra link.

C. Three-body, PVD coated, screwed-down case back, push-buttons and crown, Triplock winding crown protected by the Crown
Guard, tachometer graduation on the bezel to 400 units per hour, sapphire crystal. D. Black with luminous steel indexes, subsidiary

silver ring dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous white gold baton hands. M. Cal. 4130, rhodium-

plated, 44 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 6 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 12.5 mm. Approx. overall length 175 mm (plus one link).

1 -01

$: 10,000-15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000

M| 1

• SFr: 11,000-17,000

~) (AAA)
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(detail of the case back)

y i f\ Arie Luyendyk's Stainless Steel Cosmograph Daytona

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified, Cosmograph Daytona," case No. T940985,
Ref. 1 6520. Made in 1 997, presented to Arie Luyendyk for winning the 1 998 Rolex 24 Hours Daytona race.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel chronometer wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers,

tachometer and a stainless steel Rolex Oysterlock bracelet. Accompanied by a signed poster, letter of authenticity, Warranty

Certificate (now void) and instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, case back engraved: "Winner - Rolex 24 - at Daytona 1 998," screwed-down case back, buttons

and crown, Triplock winding crown protected by the crown guard, tachometer graduation on the bezel to 400 units per hour, sapphire

crystal. D. White with applied luminous white gold indexes, subsidiary black ring dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute

registers. Luminous white gold baton hands. M. Cal. 4030, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, free-sprung self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, Microstella regulating screws. Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

1 -01
; m

$: 20,000 - 30,000 • €: 15,000 - 23,000 • SFr: 23,000 - 35,000
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ROLEX

Property of

the Original Owner

O i i Ref. 6238, Pre-Daytona

Rolex, Chronograph, Ref. 6238. Made circa 1 965, sold February 4th, 1 967.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer and a stainless

steel Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box, guarantee (now void), hang tag and instruction manual.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, polished inclined bezel. D. Satine silver with applied steel

baton indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 1 2-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th seconds track and

tachometer scale. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 72B, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

[ C
|

3 ) [ D

I

3-01
) [M| 2*

) (AAA)

$: 25,000 - 35,000 • €: 20,000 - 26,000 • SFr: 30,000 - 40,000

This watch was purchased new by the current consigner in 1 967 in Dubai. He wore the watch for only a few months; then it was stored

in a closet for 40 years. The watch remains in excellent condition (apart from a few very light scratches), with the original factory finish

to the case and a remarkably preserved movement. This is the first time this watch has appeared at auction; it is undoubtedly the most
complete and pristine example any collector has come across.
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Blancpain

t/1

212

y i y Aqua Lung^ 1 ^ Blancpain, "Aqua Lung", No. 1064/1999. Made in

a limited edition of 1 999 pieces in 2000.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant to 100m,
stainless steel wristwatch with date, 1 00-hour autonomy and
a stainless steel Blancpain bracelet with concealed double
folding buckle.

C. Three-body, brushed, transparent screwed-down case back,

screwed-down crown, signed to the band, stepped bezel, anti-

reflective sapphire crystals. D. Black with applied luminous

Arabic numerals and indexes, aperture for the date. Luminous

epee hands. M. Cal. 1151, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes deco-

ration, 28 jewels, straight line lever escapement, monometallic

balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator, numbered 1 8K
gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

C 1 -01 2 ) f AA

$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

3-8 )[Di

Villeret Time Zone
Blancpain, No. 1 67. Made circa 2003.

Fine, self-winding, dual time-zone, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch

with date and am/pm indicator, with an 18K pink gold Blanc-

pain deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box and
instruction booklet.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, glazed reverse, stepped bezel,

straight lugs, anti-reflective sapphire crystals. D. White with

applied white gold radial Roman numerals, subsidiary dials for

the seconds, the second time zone and the night and day indica-

tion, aperture for the date. Pink gold feuille hands. M. Cal. 5L60,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 30 jewels, straight line

lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

J

I

1 -01 M
$: 5,000 - 7,000 • €: 3,800 - 5,300 • SFr: 5,700 - 8,000

213
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214

y i A Gold Chronograph

Chopard "Chronograph Automatic," Ref. 1181.

Made in the 1990s.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, wristwatch with round
button chronograph, registers, tachometer and a gold-plated

Chopard buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, case back with concave edge and

8 screws, rounded graduated bezel, concave lugs, protected

winding-crown, sapphire crystal. D. White with applied yellow

gold baton indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the

seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th

seconds scale and tachometer graduation to 240 UPH, aper-

ture for the date with cyclops lens. Luminous yellow gold baton

hands. M. Cal. 889/1, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 36 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

(Cl 3 2-01 [Ml

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve

2^ ^ C Gold Senator Classic Automatic.

Glashutte Original, Germany "Senator", move-
ment No. 12733, case No. 0093. Made circa 2005.

Fine, water-resistant, center seconds, self-winding, 18K rose

gold wristwatch with date, on leather Glashutte strap with an

1 8K rose gold Glashutte buckle.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, straight lugs, stepped

bezel, transparent case back secured by 5 screws, sapphire

crystals. D.Silvered, applied rosegold baton indexes,outerminute

division, aperture for date. Luminous rose gold baton hands.

M. Cal. 39, rhodium plated, fausses cotes decoration, 25 jewels,

straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, swan-neck

regulator, 21 K gold segment rotor, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 12.5 mm.

1 (p| i-oi ] Cm[ J AAA
CO

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700
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Franck Muller

216
216

Franck Muller Geneve, No. 15, Ref. 7000 CC S

3645. Made circa 2005.

Very fine and rare, 18K pink gold wristwatch with round

button chronograph, registers, telemeter, tachometer and an

18K pink gold Franck Muller buckle. Accompanied by a fitted

box and certificate.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded bezel,

straight lugs, domed sapphire crystal. D. Bicolor silver and
black with luminous Arabic numerals on a black reserve, subsid-

iary dials for the 45-minute and 12-hour registers, outer 1/5th

seconds track with 5-minute Arabic markers and telemeter

scale, concentric spiral tachometer scale. Luminous blued steel

lozenge hands. M. Cal. 7750, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, mono-
metallic balance adjusted to temperatures, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator,

platinum rotor segment.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

(Cl 1 )(P| 1-01 )[m\ 1 ] f AA ')

$: 8,000 - 10,000 • €: 6,000 - 7,500 • SFr: 9,000 - 1 1,000

To be sold without reserve

O 1 n Conquistador
^* 1 1

Franck Muller, Geneve, "Conquistador CC," No.

010. Made circa 2000.

Fine, tonneau-shaped, curved, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch with oval-button chronograph,
register, date and a stainless steel Franck Muller buckle.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, stepped bezel, case

back with 4 screws, screwed-down winding-crown, curved

sapphire crystal. D. Black with painted luminous silver-edged

Arabic numerals, outer 1/5th seconds scale with five-second

Arabic markers, subsidiary dials for the 30-minute and 12-hour

registers, aperture for the date at 6. Luminous steel feuille hands,

red arrow for the center seconds. M. Cal. FM 1185, rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 37 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions and

temperatures, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 35 x 49 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

1 1 -01 (Ml 1 J C AA J

$: 3,000 - 5,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,800 • SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

217
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Franck Muller

218

2 1 8 ^aSnum Chronograph

Franck Muller Geneve, "Cintree Curvex, Magnum
Chronograph, Master Calendar," No. 72, Ref. 6850 CC MC.
Made in the late 1990s.

Very fine, tonneau-shaped and curved, self-winding, water
resistant to 30 meters, 18K pink gold wristwatch with triple

date, oval button chronograph with registers and an 1 8K pink

gold Franck Muller buckle. Accompanied by the original box
and certificate.

C. Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, case back with 4

screws, sapphire crystal. D. Guilloche silver with sunray pattern

and painted Arabic numerals, outer graduation for the date,

most outer 1 /5th seconds track with red 5-minute/seconds

Arabic markers, subsidiary guilloche dials for the seconds, the

30-minute register and 24-hour indication, apertures for the

days of the week and the months. Blued steel double spade
hands. M. Cal.1188 MC, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes deco-

ration, 37 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 34 x 47 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

2* 1 CaAA JC 1 -01

$: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

7 1 O Cintree Curvex White Gold Chronograph

Franck Muller, Geneve, "Cintree Curvex Chrono-

graph," No. 183, Ref. 2852 CC QZ D. Made in 2003, sold

October 30, 2004.

Fine, tonneau-shaped and curved, water-resistant, 1 8K white

gold and diamond wristwatch with olive button chronograph,

registers and a stainless steel Franck Muller buckle. Accompa-
nied by a fitted box and Certificate of Origin.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, bezel and sides set with 1 54

round diamonds total weight 2.41 ct, case back with 4 screws,

domed sapphire crystal. D. Guilloche silver with painted Arabic

numerals, concentric 1/5th seconds scale with blue 5-minute/

seconds Arabic markers, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the

30-minute and 1/1 0th of a second registers. Blued steel double

spade hands. M. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 31 x 43 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

(cl 1 )(d[ i-oi I CmT 2* ] [ A )

$: 7,000 -12,000 • €: 5,300 - 9,000 • SFr: 8,000 - 14,000

CO
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HUBLOT

220 221

220 Bi§ Ban§
Hublot, Geneve, Big Bang, Chronograph, Auto-

matic, Ref. 341 . Made circa 2006.

Fine and unusual, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel

and diamond, titanium and kevlar wristwatch with square-

button chronograph, registers, date and a special integrated

rubber strap with a stainless steel Hublot deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, transparent case back

with 6 screws, diamond pave-set hooded lugs, diamond pave-

set bezel fixed by 6 titanium nuts, black kevlar sides, sapphire

crystals. D. Black with applied steel Arabic numerals and indexes,

subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute

registers, aperture for the date between 4 & 5. Luminous steel

baton hands. M. Cal. 7750, rhodium-plated, 27 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber,

self-compensating flat balance spring, tungsten/steel rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness: 15 mm.

(c 2 J [D| 1-01 J LMJ

$: 12,000 - 16,000 • €: 9,000 - 12,000 «

1 Laa J

SFr: 14,000 -18,000

22 1 Manchester Unitec|
"

Hublot, Geneve, "Big Bang," Chronograph, Auto-

matic, Ref. 31 8.Cm.1 1 90RX.MAN08. Made in a limited edition

of 500 pieces in 2008 to commemorate the championship of

the "Red Devils." Sold in April 2009.

Fine and unusual, oversized, self-winding, water-resistant,

titanium, ceramic and kevlar wristwatch with square-button

chronograph, registers, date and a special integrated rubber

strap with a stainless steel Hublot deployant clasp. Accompa-
nied by its original fitted box and certificate.

C. Six-body, polished and brushed, case back with 6 screws

and the Manchester United logo, hooded lugs, bezel fixed by

6 titanium nuts, black kevlar sides, sapphire crystals. D. Black

with applied red indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds (Red

Devils logo) and 45-minute register, aperture for the date

at 6. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. HUB 45, rhodium-

plated, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

tungsten/steel rotor, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness: 15 mm.

1 "I fbl 1-01 ~} (mT 1 3 Laa ]

$: 10,000-15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000
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Challenge Chrono
Cvstos, Geneve, "Challenge-R 50, Chronograph
Automatic" No. 1 25 ST. Made area 2007.

Fine and unusual, large, curved tonneau-shaped, self-winding,

water-resistant stainless steel wristwatch with date, square

button chronograph, registers, power-reserve indication,

palladium and titanium alloy rotor and a black rubber Cvstos

strap with stainless steel double deployant clasp. Accompa-
nied by a fitted box and papers.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, the sides with recessed

slotted decoration, hooded lugs with titanium screwed bars,

screwed-down winding crown, transparent case back with

four screws, non-reflective sapphire crystals. D. Transparent

with applied steel indexes, luminous dots and divisions for

the minutes on a black outer reserve, subsidiary ring dials for

the seconds, 30-minute and 12-hour registers, sector for the

power reserve indication at 3, visible skeletonized black date

ring displaying the date beneath a cyclops lens between 4 and
5. Luminous polished steel epee hands, red subsidiary hands.

M. CaL 7750, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, mono-
metallic balance, self-compensating flat balance spring, shock

absorber, micrometer regulator, palladium and titanium alloy

rotor.

Dial and case signed.

Dim. 51 x 58 mm. Thickness 1 7 mm.

C 2-01 Cm! 2*
J AA

S: 5,000 - 8,000 • €: 3,800 - 6,000 • SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

223 Acqua Perpetual Calendar

Ulysse Nardin, Le Locle, Suisse, "Acqua Perpetual,"

No. 139, Ref. 333-88. Made circa 2005.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel diver's wrist-

watch with perpetual calendar, large date and a titanium Ulysse

Nardin double deployant clasp with 2 titanium sections in the

rubber strap. Accompanied by a fitted box and certificate.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated unidirectional

revolving bezel for the decompression times, case back with

logo and 6 screws, protected screwed-down winding crown,

sapphire crystal. D. Textured black with applied large luminous

indexes, subsidiary guilloche seconds dial at 9, apertures for the

days of the week, the months, the years and the large date at 1

.

Luminous steel skeleton hands. M. Cal. UN 33, rhodium-plated, oeil-

de-perdrix decoration, 34 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 43 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

EE 1 J Cm 1 -01 [jyi 1 )( AA )

$: 8,000 -10,000 • €: 6,000 - 7,500 • SFr: 9,000 - 1 1,000

222 223
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224

224 "B-Uhr" German Military Navigators

Aviation Wristwatch.

A. Lange & Sonne, Glashutte i. SA., No. Fl 23883, case and
movement No. 215224. Mark 2A. Made in the 1940s.

Fine and rare, oversized, indirect center seconds, anti-magnetic

nickel-silver military navigators wristwatch.

C. Three-body, brushed, numbered snap-on back, solid wire

lugs, numbered to the band. D. Black with luminous Arabic

numerals and indexes in 60-minutes/seconds, concentric, in

12 hours, triangular index for the 60. Luminous lozenge hands.

M. Cal. 21 '", gilt brass, 1 7 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, cut bimetallic compensation balance, blued steel Breguet

balance spring. Movement signed and numbered twice, case

numbered to the inner and outer.

Diam. 55 mm. Thickness 19.5 mm.

c ) {d\ 3 -10 -oTl CM
$: 6,500 - 7,500 • €: 5,000 - 5,700 • SFr: 7,400 - 8,500

225 Repetition Minutes

Breitling, Geneve, "Repetition Minutes," Ref.

F 65362. Made in the 1990s.

Fine, two time zone, water-resistant, titanium and gold-plated

quartz wristwatch with timer, chronograph to 1/1 00th seconds,

alarm and an integrated titanium and gold-plated link bracelet

with deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, graduated bidirectional revolving bezel with

gold quarter rider tabs, concave lugs, embossed screwed-down
case back engraved with various measurement conversions,

sapphire crystal. D. Navy blue with painted luminous Arabic

numerals and indexes, 2 multi-function liquid crystal displays.

Luminous gold baton hands. M. Cal. 75, multi-functional, with

quartz standardization and end of battery life indication.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

I fp| 2-01 ] [M inn
$: 700 - 1,300 • €: 550 -1,000 • SFr: 800 - 1,500
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***** vsis*
voc^ l<sfi^

226 white Gold Ref* 3750 "Da Vinci
"

^ International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Da Vinci," No. 178, Ref. 3750. Made in the 1990s.

Fine, astronomic, self-winding, water resistant to 30 meters, 1 8K white gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers,

perpetual calendar, moon phases and an 1 8K white gold IWC link bracelet with double deployant clasp. Accompanied by a century

slide for the years 2200 to 2499 sealed in a glass tube, a white fitted box, certificate, booklet and 4 extra links.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, stepped bezel, hooded mobile lugs. D. White with applied faceted white gold baton indexes and

luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, the days of the month, of the week, the months
and the age of the moon, apertures for the moon phases and for the year display with four digits. Luminous white gold baton hands.

M. Cal. 79261, gilt brass, 39 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 15 mm.Approx. overall length 165 mm.

cm:(c 3-9 2-01 AA

$: 10,000- 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 1 7,000
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CeraiTiic-Double-Chronograph
* IWC, International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Double-Chronograph," No. 0147/1000, case No. 3180764, Ref. 3786.

Made in a limited edition of 1000 pieces in 2006.

Fine, water-resistant, self-winding, ceramic and titanium wristwatch with round button fly-back split-seconds chronograph,
registers, day and date, and a stainless steel IWC buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box, guarantee and instruction booklet.

C Two-body, brushed, slightly curved lugs, stepped bezel, screwed-down case back and crown, push-button at 10 is for the

split-seconds chronograph, sapphire crystal. D. Black with painted luminous Arabic numerals and baton indexes, outer minute/

seconds scale, apertures for the date and the day, subsidiary dials for the seconds, 12-hour, and 30-minute registers. Black luminous

lozenge hands. M. CaL 79230, rhodium-plated, 29 jewels, straight line lever, monometallic balance, self-compensating flat balance

spring, shock absorber, index regulator, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 17 mm.

[C| 1 ] (Pi 1-01 ] (Ml 1 ] [ AA ]

S: 8,000 - 1 2,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000

228

228 L^dy Mark XII Pilot's Watch^ International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Mark XII-

Die Fliegeruhr, Automatic," case No. 2615561, Ref. 4421.

Made in the 1 990s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water resistant, antimagnetic,

stainless steel lady's wristwatch with date and a stainless steel

IWC link bracelet with double deployant clasp. Accompanied
by a fitted box and certificate.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, soft iron antimagnetic inner

shield, concave lugs, screwed-down case back and winding

crown, domed sapphire crystal. D. Black with white Arabic

numerals and luminous indexes, outer minute division, aperture

for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. M. Cal. 960, rhodium-

plated, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 28 mm. Thickness 9 mm. Approx. overall length 145 mm.

2*
) [ AA )C 2-01 M

$: 1,000-1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100-

To be sold without reserve

1,700

229

OOQ Titanium Aquatimer

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "GST
Aquatimer, 2000 m, Automatic," Ref. 3536. Made circa 2000.

Fine center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant to 2000 m,

titanium diver's wristwatch with 44-hour autonomy, date and
an integrated titanium IWC bracelet with deployant clasp.

Accompanied by a fitted box, guarantee card and instruction

booklets.

C. Two-body, brushed, screwed-down case back and crown,

graduated unidirectional revolving black bezel for the decom-
pression times, sapphire crystal. D. Black with luminous baton

indexes, aperture for the date. Luminous white baton hands.

M. Cal. C. 37524, rhodium-plated, 21 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 14 mm. Approx, overall length 175 mm.

(C| 2 ] (P| 1-01 ] [M| 2* ) [ AA ]

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 -1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,200

To be sold without reserve
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Panerai

.ties

7 ^0 PAM 198 platinum R^diomir 8 Days
Officine Panerai, Firenze 1860," Radiomir 8 Days," No. G 07/50, Ref. OP 6615. Made in a limited edition of 50
pieces in 2004.

Very fine and rare, large, cushion-shaped platinum wristwatch, water resistant to 1 00 m, with an 1 8K white gold Panerai buckle.

Accompanied by the original fitted box, warranty card, certificate and instruction manual.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, screwed-down transparent case back, screwed-down winding-crown, wire lugs secured by four screws,

sapphire crystals. D. Brown with recessed luminous Arabic numerals and baton indexes, subsidiary seconds dial at 9. Luminous white

gold baton hands. M. Cal. OP XIV, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 33 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator, visible 8-day power-reserve

indicator on the movement.
Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 45 x 45 mm. Thickness 1 5 mm.

0 1 1 -01
: m 1 AAA i

$: 20,000 - 30,000 • €: 15,000 - 23,000 • SFr: 23,000 - 35,000
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Panerai

lOI White Gold Seconds Counter

Offldne Panerai, Firenze 1860, Radiomir, "Seconds Counter," No. D 56/75, Ref. OP 6549. Produced in a limited edition

of 75 examples in 2001

.

Very fine, large, cushion-shaped, water resistant to 1 00 meters, 1 8K white gold diver's wristwatch with date, single button seconds

counter, tachometer and an 18K white gold Panerai buckle. Accompanied by the original Officine Panerai wooden box, certificate,

spare strap, instruction booklet and a service invoice from Panerai Japan, dated May 13th, 2008.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, transparent screvved-down case back and screwed-down crown, tachometer graduation on the bezel

to 400 UPH, removable wire lugs with 4 screws, sapphire crystals. D. Black with luminous Arabic numerals and indexes, aperture for

the date, outer minute track with blue 5-minute Arabic markers. Luminous white gold baton hands. M. Cal. 920, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring. Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 42 x 42 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

(cl 3 Z) f P

I

1 -01 1 f Ml 1 I [ AAA I

S: 8,000 - 1 2,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000



F.P. JOURNE

TOO Zodiaque

F.P. Journe, "Invenit et Fecit," "Zodiaque," No. 073/150- Z. Made in a limited edition of 150 pieces

in 2004.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, platinum chronometer wristwatch with month and Zodiac indication, 1 20-hour

power-reserve, large date and a platinum F.P. Journe buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box, instruction booklet and
an F.P. Journe cloth.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, concave lugs, transparent case back with 6 screws, sapphire crystals. D. Bicolor slate gray

and silver on an 18K gold dial plate, screw-fastened outer guilloche silver ring with painted radial Arabic numerals

and outermost revolving indication of the months and Zodiac signs, subsidiary seconds dial, sector for the up and
down indication, aperture for the date between 11 & 12. Blued steel Journe hands. M. Cal. 1300, ruthenium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 30 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic 4-arm balance with 4 timing weights

adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, off-center bidirectional 22K
gold guilloche rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed. Movement also engraved "Exclusive Power Reserve System" and "Precision

Chronometer.
11

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

[C| 2 1 ( D

1

1-01
) ( M

|

3**
) [AAA

J

$: 25,000 - 35,000 • €: 20,000 - 26,000 • SFr: 30,000 - 40,000

To be sold without reserve



233 Ref- 1 1 65 1

9

white Gold Dayt°na
Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified, Cosmograph Daytona,"

Ref. 116519. Made circa 2000.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K white gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers,

tachometer and an 1 8K white gold Fliplock deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back, buttons and crown, Triplock winding
crown protected by the crown guard, tachometer graduation on the bezel to 400 units per hour, sapphire crystal.

D. White with applied white gold Arabic numerals and square indexes, subsidiary silver ring dials for the seconds,

the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th seconds division. White gold and black baton hands. M. Cal. 4130,

rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 44 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 6 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

J [pi V01 J [ Ml 2*
) (AAA

$: 8,000 -12,000 • €: 6,000 - 9,000 • SFr: 9,000 - 14,000
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A. I_ANGE & SOHNE

O O A Lange 1 Tourbillon

A. Lange & Sonne, Glashutte i./Sa. f "Lange 1 Tourbillon," No. 64/150, movement No. 16022, case

No. 129314. Made in a limited edition of 150 pieces in 2000.

Extremely fine and rare platinum wristwatch with visible one-minute tourbillon regulator, off-center hour dial, over-

sized date, power reserve indication and a platinum A. Lange & Sohne buckle. Accompanied by the original box,

certifi cate and manual. Completely serviced by A. Lange & Sohne on July 9, 2008 with 2 year service guarantee.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded bezel, transparent case back with 6 screws, push-button on the

band for date correction, sapphire crystals. D. Solid silver, subsidiary off-center hour dial with applied radial Roman
numerals and indexes, subsidiary seconds dial, sector for the up and down indication, apertures for the double-digit

oversized date and tourbillon regulator under a polished steel bridge. White gold alpha hands. M. Cal. L 961.1,

Glashutte 3/4 plate in German silver, fausses cotes decoration, double barrel, 49 jewels including 7 in screw-mounted
gold chatons, 2 diamond endstones in screw-mounted gold chatons to hold the tourbillon cage shaft, lateral lever

escapement with one-minute tourbillon regulator, cage with 3 equidistant polished steel arms, monometallic balance

adjusted to 5 positions, shock-absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, 2 hand-engraved bridges.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38.5 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

(C| 1 ) [ D

I

1-01 ) [ M |
1 ) 4^,

$: 1 00,000 - 1 50,000 • €: 75,000 - 1 1 5,000 • SFr: 1 1 5,000 - 1 70,000
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A. Lange & Sohne

TOC Pour le Merite

A. Lange & Sohne, Glashutte l/SA., Tourbillon "Pour le Merite," movement
No. 367, No. 78/1 50, case No. 1 1 0328, Ref. 701 .001 . Made in a limited edition of 1 50
pieces in 1 996.

Extremely fine and very rare, 18K yellow gold wristwatch with visible one-minute

tourbillon regulator, 36-hour power reserve and an 18K yellow gold A. Lange & Sohne
buckle. Accompanied by the original box, warranty and instruction booklet. Completely
serviced by A. Lange & Sohne on July 9, 2008 with 2 year service guarantee.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, curved straight lugs, transparent case back

with 6 screws, sapphire crystals. D. Matte silver with painted Arabic numerals, outer minute

track, subsidiary dials for the seconds at 9 and the power reserve indication at 3, aper-

ture with polished steel bridge to view the tourbillon cage at 6. Blued steel alpha hands.

M. Cal. L 902.0, Glashutte 3/4 plate, maillechort, fausses cotes decoration, 29 jewels

including 5 in screw-mounted gold chatons, power equalization with chain and fusee

maintaining power and stepped planetary gearing, tourbillon cage bearing 2 diamond
endstones, lateral lever escapement with one-minute tourbillon regulator with equidis-

tant polished steel three-arm carriage, Glucydur balance with screws adjusted to 5 posi-

tions, Nivarox balance spring with Strasser overcoil, shock absorber, self-compensating

Breguet balance spring, hand engraved balance bridge.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

c 1 1-01 D Cm 1

(detail of the movement)

$: 100,000-150,000 • €: 75,000 - 1 15,000 • SFr: 1 15,000 - 170,000
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A. I_ANGE & SOHNE
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Omega

Railmaster Chronometer XXL
Omega "Railmaster - Chronometer, Seamaster - Aqua Terra," No. 80799575, Ref. ST 1 27.1 110. Made in 2004.

Fine and rare, large, water resistant to 1 50 m, stainless steel wristwatch.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, inclined bezel, transparent screwed-down case back, lyre lugs, sapphire crystals.

D. Matte black with painted luminous dart indexes, luminous Arabic quarters, outer minute divisions, subsidiary seconds dial.

Luminous steel dauphine hour hand, arrow for the minutes. M. Cal. 2201, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 49 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

fcf 3 1 -01 M 1 D Caaj
S: 2,000 - 3,000 * €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

237 1 945 '^ Officer's Watch
Omega, "The Museum Collection - 1945 - The Officer's Watch," No. 0770/1945, Ref. ST 145.2002. Collector's Series

Number Three from the Museum Collection. Made in 2002.

Rne and rare, stainless steel chronometer wristwatch with olive-button chronograph, 30-minute register, tachometer, telemeter,

pulsometer and a stainless steel Omega buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box and certificate.

C Three-body, polished and brushed, inclined graduated bezel with black Arabic numerals and a red Arabic 12, concave lugs, case

back numbered and engraved: "1945 - The Omega Museum Collection - The Officer's Watch - Collector's Series Number Three."

D. Black with inner gilt spiral tachometer with Arabic numerals, white pulsometer graduation, gilt telemeter graduation, outer second/

minute and 1 /5th seconds divisions with white Arabic numerals, outermost tachometer graduation, subsidiary dials for the seconds
and 30-minute register. Yellow gold feuille hands. M. CaL 3200, rhodium-plated, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

in monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 1 2 mm.

(Cl 2 ] [p| 1-01 ] f Ml 1 ) ( AA )

S: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

To be sold without reserve

Z38 Automatic Triple Date

Omega, "Automatic, Triple Date," No. 53166989, Ref. 8251. Made circa 2003.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel and pink gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, triple date,

moon phases, pink gold bezel with tachometer graduated to 500 UPH and a stainless steel and pink gold Omega link bracelet and
deployant clasp. Accompanied by original fitted box, instruction booklet and certificate.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, case back embossed with the Omega Logo, tachometer graduation on the bezel to 500 units

per hour, sapphire crystal. D. White with applied pink gold Roman numerals and baton indexes, outer 1/5th seconds scale and
graduation for the date in black Arabic numerals, apertures for the phases of the moon at 6, the days of the week and the months
at 12, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 24-hour, 30-minute and 12-hour registers. Pink gold baton hands. M. Cal. 1151, rhodium-

plated, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.
Approx. overall length 175 mm.

(Cl 1 ) ( D

I

1-01 ] (Ml 1 ) ( AA ]

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

To be sold without reserve

Z39 bellow Gold "Triple Date Chronograph"

Omega, "Speedmaster Automatic," case No. 55367064, Ref. 175.0044. Made circa 1990.

Fine, self-winding, stainless steel and 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer, 24-hour

indication, triple date and an Omega stainless steel and yellow gold link bracelet with deployant clasp.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, tachometer graduation on the bezel, pressure case back, lyre lugs. D. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold baton indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, the 24

hours, outer graduation for the days of the month and 1/5th seconds scale, apertures for the days of the week and the months.

Luminous yellow gold baton hands. M. Cal. 1151, rhodium-plated, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.
Approx. overall length 175 mm.

[Cl 3-10 ] [ D

I

1-01 ) (Ml 2*
) [ AA ]

$: 1,000-2,000 • €: 750 - 1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve
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Omega

Z40 ^Peedmaster Professional

Omega, "Speedmaster, Professional/' No. 48266662, Ref. 145022. Made circa 1982.

Fine, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers and tachometer.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, a nti-magnetic iron dust cover, tachometer graduation on the black bezel to 500 UPH, lyre lugs,

screwed-down case back embossed with the Seahorse Medallion and engraved: The First Watch worn On The Moon, Flight-Qualified

By Nasa For All Manned Space Missions. D. Black with luminous baton indexes, outer 1/5th seconds scale, subsidiary sunk guilloche

dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous white baton hands. M. Cal. 861, copper-colored, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

fcT 3 D 2-01 1 ( M

I

2*
1 ( AA )

S: 1,000-2,000 * €: 750 -1,500 • SFr: 1,100 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

2,4 1
Speedmaster Professional

Omega, No. 2495291 6, Ref. S 1 05.01 2-66. Made in 1 965.

Fine and very rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers and a stainless steel Omega
link bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back engraved with the Speedmaster logo, tachometer graduation on
the black bezel, integral crown and pusher guards, lyre lugs, dust protecting cap. D. Black with luminous baton indexes, outer

minute and fifth second divisions, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 1 2-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous white baton hands.

M. CaL 321
,
copper-colored, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring, index regulator

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

[C| 3 ) [D| 3-01
] ( M

|

3*
J [ AA J

S: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

in

242, Speedymoon
Omega, "Speedmaster Professional," No. 47132956, Ref. ST 345.0809. Made in 1987.

Fine and rare, astronomic, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, date, moon phases,

registers, black bezel with tachometer graduated to 500 UPH and a stainless steel Omega link bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted

box, guarantee booklet and sales receipt.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, lyre lugs, crown and pushers with integral guard, correctors in the band, screwed-down
back with embossed Speedmaster logo, dust protecting cap. D. Black with painted luminous baton indexes, sunk subsidiary dials

for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, subsidiary chapter ring for the date of the month with aperture for the moon
phase. M. Cal. 866, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

[C| 3 ] [ D
|

3-01 ) (M| 2*
} { AA

$: 3,000 - 4,000 • €: 2,300 - 3,000 • SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

Tropical Dial Flightmaster

First Generation Flightmaster, Omega, "Flightmaster," movement No. 31630271, Ref. ST 145.013. Made circa 1970.

Fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, two time zone, water-resistant, stainless steel aviator's wristwatch with 4 hands and 3 crowns,

round button chronograph, 1 2-hour and 30-minute registers, 24 hour indication and a stainless steel Omega link bracelet.

C. Two-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back engraved with the flightmaster logo, hooded lugs, crown at 3 for time

setting, between 8 and 9 for revolving minute ring, and between 10 and 1 1 for the second time zone. D. Tri-color brown, green and
black, with luminous indexes, outer white checkerboard 1/5th second timing scale, outermost revolving ring for the 60 minutes, black

subsidiary dials for the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, the 24 hours with day-night indication in green and black. Luminous white

baton hands for the time functions, yellow hands for the chronograph, luminous blue hand for the second time zone. M. Cal. 910,

copper-colored, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed. Dim. 43 x 52 mm. Thickness 1 5 mm. Approx. overall length 1 95 mm.

(C| 3 ] [ D |

3-01 I ( M

|

3*
] ( AA )

$: 1,800-2,400 • €: 1,400 - 1,800 • SFr: 2,100 - 2,700
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Omega

After introducing the Broad Arrow Speedmaster in 1957, Omega brought out its second
Generation reference 2915-2; this dffered from the first due to its alpha hands and its black

aluminum bezel. In parallel, the company decided to bring out a sister version of the First

Generation Broad Arrow, with Reference 2915-3.

O A A Second Generation Broad Arrow
Omega, "Speedmaster," Ref. 2915-3. Made in 1958.

Very fine and very rare, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer and a

stainless steel Omega link bracelet.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, tachometer graduation to 300 UPH on the steel bezel, screwed-down case back with

Speedmaster logo. D. Black with luminous painted baton indexes, outer minute/seconds and 1 /5th seconds divisions, subsidiary dials

for the seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers. Luminous steel broad arrow hands. M. Cal. 321, copper-colored, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

(C| 3
) [ D

|

3-01
)

( M
|

3*
) [ AA )

$: 10,000 -15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 17,000
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Steel Chronograph

Omega Watch Co., No. 9597143. Made in the 1940s.

Fine and rare, stainless steel Staybrite wristwatch with oval button chronograph, register, tachometer, telemeter and pulsometer.

C. Three-body, polished and brushed, straight lapidated lugs. D. Matte black with painted Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds and
30-minute register dials, outer tachometer graduation, inner telemeter and pulsometer graduation for 15 pulsations. Yellow gold

feuille hands. M. Cal. 33.3 CHRO T5, rhodium-plated, 1 7 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic compensation balance,

blued steel Breguet balance-spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness: 13 mm.

3 ) ( D | 3-01 ) (M| 3-^7*
D Caaj

$: 10,000- 15,000 • €: 7,500 - 1 1 ,000 • SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 1 7,000
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Jaeger LeCol

246 Master Mariner

Jaeger LeCoultre
"Master Mariner" Automatic,

Ret 1200. Made in the 1960s.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 14K yellow

gold wristwatch with a 14K yellow gold LeCoultre buckle.

Accompanied by a fitted box and instruction pamphlet.

C. One-body, polished, straight lugs. D. Satine silver with

applied yellow gold baton indexes. Yellow gold baton hands.

M. CaL K 883, rhodium-plated, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed,

DiaiTL 33 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

Cl 3 )fp| 2-01 1 (
1^2* I [ A )

S: 1,000-2,000

€: 750 - 1 ,500 * SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

To be sold without reserve

7A7 Yellow Gold Triple Date

Jaeger LeCoultre, No. 376845. Made in the 1 950s.

Fine, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with triple date.

C. Two-body, solid, polished, teardrop lugs. D. Champagne with

applied yellow gold triangular indexes and Arabic numerals,

apertures for the days of the week and the months, subsidiary

seconds dial, outer graduation for the days of the month in

red-painted Arabic numerals. Yellow gold dauphine hands.

M. Cal. 484/A, gilt brass, fausses cotes decoration, 15 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

] C P I

3-8-01~] [MI

$: 2,500 - 3,500 • €: 1,900 - 2,600 • SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

180
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248 Yellow Gold Chronodato

Angelus, case No* 64651, Ref. 36. Made in the

19405.

Fine, 1 SK yellow gold wristwatch with square button chrono-

graph, register and triple date.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, stepped lugs. D. Matte silver

with applied yellow gold Arabic numerals and pyramid indexes,

subsidiary guilloche seconds and 45-minute register dials, outer

graduation for the days of the month in black Arabic numerals,

apertures for the days of the week at 6 and the months at 1 2.

Yellow gold feuille hands. M. Cal. 14'", rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
monometallic balance, blued steel Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

DiarrL 38 mm. Thickness 1 4 mm.

[cl 3-9 )fpl 3-7-01 }(m[ 3*
) ( AA

S: 1,000 - 1,500

€: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

To be sold without reserve

O AQ Yellow Gold Chronograph^*' Zenith, Ref. 81 3D325. Made in the 1 960s.

Fine, 18K yellow gold wristwatch with square button chrono-

graph, register and pulsometer.

C. Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, lapidated lugs.

D. Matte silver with applied yellow gold and black baton

indexes, outer 1/5th seconds track and pulsometer graduation

to 200 pulsations, sunk guilloche subsidiary dials for the seconds

and the 45-minute register. Yellow gold and black baton hands.

M. Cal 146 DP, rhodium-plated, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 35 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

[Cl 3^9 J [d] 3^01 J i "m[

$: 1,500-2,500 • €: 1,100 - 1,900 • SFr: 1,700 - 2,800

To be sold without reserve
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y SO Unique anc* Historically Important Wristwatch Gifted to and Worn by Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

Triple Date Movado, case No. T249743, Ref. 44776, retailed by Tiffany & Co. Made in 1944.

Fine 1 4K yellow gold wristwatch with triple date calendar. Accompanied by correspondence authenticating the watch.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, lapidated triangular lugs, pushers on the band, case back engraved: Franklin Delano Roosevelt with

Loyalty, Respect and Affection - January 30, 1945. D. Two-tone silver with luminous Arabic numerals, subsidiary guilloche seconds

dial, outer graduation for the days of the month in blue Arabic numerals, apertures for the days of the week and the months.

Luminous blued steel baton hands. M. Cal. 10'", rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Case and movement signed.

Dial signed Tiffany & Co., case also signed "Wadsworth."

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

(cT~ 3 D [dT~ 3- oi DCmC 3*

$: 50,000 - 70,000 • €: 38,000 - 53,000 • SFr: 57,000 - 80,000
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Tiffany & Co

Franklin Delano Roosevelt (1882-1945)

The 32nd President of the United States, from 1933 - 1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt was a central figure of the 20th century.

Elected during a time ofworldwide economic crisis, Roosevelt imparted hope and confidence to the badly shaken American people.

In his inaugural address, he spoke the famous words "the only thing we have to fear is fear itself.

"

He married Eleanor Roosevelt, who was herself to become a remarkable public figure, in 1905. Like his cousin President Theodore
Roosevelt, whom he greatly admired, FDR entered public service through politics. He was elected to the New York Senate in 1910

and was the Democratic nominee for Vice President in 1 920.

In 1928 Roosevelt became Governor of New York. In 1921, at the age of 39, he contracted poliomyelitis and never regained the use

of his legs. The illness was to have a profound impact on him, strengthening his empathy and resolve.

He was elected President in November 1932, at the height of the Great Depression. To provide relief to the unemployed and bring

some measure of economic recovery, Roosevelt created the "New Deal", a program of federally-supported public works, social

programs, and sweeping reforms.

Though sentiment in America at the time was strongly anti-inter\'entionist, at the onset of the Second World War Roosevelt sought to

aid nations that were threatened or attacked. In 1940, when France fell and England came under siege,

he began a secret correspondence with Winston Churchill to provide England with all possible

support short of actual military involvement. The US finally entered the

war after the attack of Pearl Harbor on December 7th, 1941.

Convinced that US leadership was essential to future world

peace, Roosevelt was instrumental in the founding of the

United Nations organization.

On April 12, 1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt died of a

cerebral hemorrhage.

A president in extraordinarily trying times, and the

only American president to have been elected

to four terms, Roosevelt was remarkable in his

ability to transmit his strength and resolve to

others. As his wife Eleanor Roosevelt recalled,

"I never heard him say there was a problem

that he thought it was impossible for

human beings to solve.

"

AHKL1N DELANO RC r: - :
WITH

LOYALTY; RESPECT
AND AFFECTION
JANUARY 30,1945

(detail of the engraved case back)
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Carter

Lots 251 - 255, THE 'RAT PACK' COLLECTION

The name "Rat Pack" was first used to refer to a group of popular entertainers in Hollywood that originally were informally organized

around Humphrey Bogart (including the young Frank Sinatra). In the mid-1960s it was the name used by the press and the general

public to refer to a group featuring Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis, Jr., Dean Martin, Peter Lawford and Joey Bishop, who appeared
together on stage and in films in the early 1 960s, including the movie 'Ocean's Eleven/ The Rat Pack often performed in Las Vegas,

Nevada, and were instrumental in the rise of Las Vegas as a popular entertainment destination. They played an important role in the

desegregation of Las Vegas hotels and casinos in the early 1960s. Sinatra and the others refused to play in or patronize establishments

that did not give full service to African-American entertainers, including Sammy Davis, Jr. Once Rat Pack appearances became popular

and the subject ofmedia attention, the Las Vegas properties were forced to abandon their segregationist policies.

Sammy Davis, Jr. (December 8, 1925 - May 16, 1990)

Samuel George "Sammy" Davis, Jr. was an American entertainer. He was a

dancer, singer, multi-instrumentalist (vibraphone, trumpet, and drums), impres-

sionist, comedian and Emmy-winning and Golden Globe-nominated actor.

Davis was almost killed in an automobile accident on November 19, 1954 in

San Bernardino, California, as he was making a return trip from Las Vegas to

Los Angeles. Davis lost his left eye as a result and was fitted for a glass eye,

which he wore for the rest of his life. While he was convalescing, a conversation

with his friend Eddie Cantor prompted him to begin studying the history of

Judaism and he subsequently converted. In many ways, the accident marked a

turning point in Davis's career, taking him from popular entertainer to a national

celebrity and icon.
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Carter

O C i Sammy Davis
1

Pasha

Cartier, "Pasha Quartz - Two Time Zone," case No. 30002, Ref. 0321 . Made
in 1987.

Fine and rare, two time zone, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold quartz wristwatch with

moon phases, day and date, on an 1 8K yellow gold Cartier brick-link bracelet with

double folding clasp. Presented to Sammy Davis Jr by Frank Sinatra. Accompanied
by a 1 990 People magazine celebrating the life of Sammy Davis and featuring him on
the cover wearing the watch, and a scrap book of Sammy Davis related news clippings

from 1970 to 1973.

C. Three-body, solid, polished, case back with dedication inscription secured by 8

screws, unidirectional revolving graduated bezel, 2 screwed-down cabochon sapphire-

set winding crown caps with security link, pusher for time zone adjustments between 4

and 5, Vendome-type lugs, sapphire crystal. D. Matte silver with applied luminous round

indexes, subsidiary dials for the second 24-hour time zone at 6, the date at 3 and the

days of the week at 9, aperture for the moon phases at 1 2. Luminous blued steel lozenge

hands. M. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

3-8 2-01 J Cm]

$: 10,000-20,000 • €: 7,500 - 15,000 • SFr: 11,000 - 23,000

The case back is engraved 'SAMMY I LUV YA- F.A.S.'

G&rtier

QUARTZ

"WATER RESISTANT
30m

SWISS MADE _ „
! % 18K t

1967
0321
30002

(detail of the case back engraving

"SAMMY I LUV YA- FAS.)
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(Frank Sinatra) {Ssmmy Davis, Jr.) (Sammy Davis, Jr. with a group of kids)

(detail of the cover embossing)

?S? OCEAN '

S ELEVEN BOOK
Sammy Davis Jr.'s Personal Hardbound "Ocean's Eleven" Photo Presentation Book.

One of only a tiny handful made and presented to members of the cast by director Lewis Milestone, this personalized hardbound
photo album is embossed with the movie's title and Sammy Davis

1 name on the cover in gold lettering and contains 50 handsomely
mounted black and white 11" x 14" photos of Davis and the rest of the cast taken during the movie's production.

In excellent condition (a few dings and a bit of scuffing to cover)

$: 10 000-20,000 • €: 7,500 - 15,000 • SFr: 1 1,000 - 23,000

To be sold without reserve

This magnificent and very rare piece of Rat Pack memorabilia is in excellent condition.

Provenance: From the Sammy Davis Jr. Estate.

Ocean's Eleven (1960)

A 1960 heist film directed by Lewis Milestone and starring five Rat Packers: Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Joey Bishop

and Peter Lawford. Centered around a series of Las Vegas casino robberies, Ocean's Eleven has become hailed as the definitive

outing for The Rat Pack and one of star Frank Sinatra 's most popular films. A remake, directed by Steven Soderbergh, starring George
Clooney, Brad Pitt, Matt Damon and Julia Roberts (among others) appeared in 2001.



253 (2)

TCO A, Sammy Davis Jr.'s Wristwatch
^ Jamie West. Made in the 1 980s.

Fine, center seconds, base metal, nickel-plated with steel back quartz wristwatch with a photo dial of Sammy Davis Jr. and his wife

Altovise, from his personal belongings.

C. Three-body, polished, graduated bezel, triangular lugs. D. Color photo of Davis and his wife Altovise. Yellow gold feuille hands.

M. With quartz standardization. Case signed Jamie West. Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

[C| 3 ) [ D
|

3-01
]
(M| 3*

] ( A )

B. Sammy Davis Jr.'s Star of David Money Clip.

An ornate 14K gold money clip featuring a Star of David over a menorah, set with a total of eight small diamonds, mounted over

a pair of scrolls representing the Torah. The scrolls open on hinges to reveal the Ten Commandments underneath. The back side of

the clip is engraved: "To - Sammy Davis Jr. Good Luck Always/Jack Entratter/1957."

Very light scratches on the back, otherwise in excellent condition

$: 20,000 - 30,000 • €: 15,000 - 23,000 • SFr: 23,000 - 35,000

Jack Entratter

Was a rather notorious Las Vegas Mafia character who oversaw the Sands Casino; he also, as legend has it, was instrumental in

'persuading' Columbia Studios boss Harry Cohn to give Frank Sinatra the role of Maggio in From Here to Eternity, for which Sinatra

won an Oscar.

In November of 1954, Davis was almost killed in a life-altering car wreck that cost him his left eye. While he was recovering in the

hospital, his friend Eddie Cantor visited and told him of the similarities between the Jewish and black cultures, a conversation that

prompted Davis to begin studying the history ofJews. He converted to Judaism soon after, and remained devoted to the religion for

the rest of his life.
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Gruem

y tZA Frank Sinatra's Wristwatch and Gold Chain-Necklace.

Gruen, Very-Thin, Precision, Swiss, No. 91 5466, caseNo. 1 1 11 26. Made in 1 944.

Fine 14K pink gold wristwatch with a pink gold-plated brick link bracelet. Accom-
panied by a 49 cm. gold-plated chain with 1 2 letter-links spelling "Frank Sinatra."

C Two-body, solid, polished, straight lugs, case back engraved: To Al "Flight over

America" Frank Sinatra - Hollywood - 1945. D. Matte silver with applied pink gold

Roman numerals, baton and round indexes, sunk subsidiary seconds dial, outer minute

track. Pink gold epee hands. M. CaL 410, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 31 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

Cc 3-01 J Cm D
5:10,000-15,000 * €: 7,500 - 1 1,000 • SFr: 1 1

,000 - 17,000

Frank Sinatra and Al Silvani

t/1

(detail of the engraved case back)

Al Silvani receiveJ both the watch and the chain of the present lot as a gift from

Frank Sinatra, his close personal friend. The engraving on the back ofthe watch reads "ToAl

'Flight aver America' Frank Sinatra Hollywood 1945.

The name Frank Sinatra is spelled out vertcally by the links of the chain.

Provenance: From the Estate ofAl Silvani.

Frank Sinatra

Francis Albert 'Frank' Sinatra (December 12, 1915-May 14, 1998) was an American singer

and actor. Beginning his musical career in the swing era, Sinatra became a successful

solo artist in the early to mid- 1 940s. His professional career had stalled by the 1 950s,

but it was reborn in 1954 after he won the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor

for his performance in 'From Here to Eternity.' He also starred in such musicals as 'High

Society/ 'Guys and Dolls' and 'On the Town.' Sinatra was the recipient of eleven Grammy
Awards, including the Grammy Trustees Award, Grammy LegendAward and the Grammy
Lifetime Achievement Award.

Al Silvani

Al Silvani, born March 26, 1910, was an American boxing trainer and actor. He was
a close personal friend of Frank Sinatra and spent time out with Sinatra's 'Rat Pack.'

He appeared in a number ofSinatra's movies, including "Ocean's Eleven," "From Here to

Eternity" and "Assault on a Oueen." As one of the most sought-after trainers in the

business, Silvani trained over twenty world champions, including Jake LaMotta and
Rocky Graziano. He played himself in the 1976 motion picture 'Rocky' and served as a

technical advisor in Rocky 11' and 'Raging Bull.' In 1980, he was inducted into the World
Boxing Hall of Fame.

255 Frank Sinatra's "H.H." Cufflinks from Hubert Humphrey
Accompanied by a letter of provenance from William Rizzo.

In very fine condition (a minute amount of black ink on the back of one of the cufflinks,

not visible from the front)

$: 2,000 - 3,000 • €: 1,500 - 2,300 • SFr: 2,300 - 3,500

To acknowledge Frank Sinatra's campaign efforts, Humphrey presented him with

this pair of elegant monogrammed "apple" cufflinks. After the 1968 election, Sinatra, a

lifelong Democrat, already soured by previous snubs by the Kennedy family, switched to

the Republican party, supporting Nixon and Ronald Reagan, and palling around on the

golf course with Spiro Agnew.

Provenance: From the Silly Rizzo Estate Archive.

Hubert H. Humphrey, Jr. (1911-1978)

U.S. Senator from Minnesota and 38th Vice President was the Democratic nominee for

President in 1968 (following the withdrawal of President Lyndon B. Johnson and the

assassination of Robert F. Kennedy). Though Sinatra was instrumental in helping JFK
gain the White House in 1960, he could not quite repeat the feat eight years later for

Humphrey, who lost by a narrow margin to Richard Nixon.

Frank Sinatra & Hubert Humphrey





Constellation Electroquartz, Red Date

Omega, "Constellation, Electroquartz, f 81 92 Hz,

Ref BA 1 96.005. Made in 1 970.

Fine and rare, rectangular, asymmetric, water-resistant, 18K
yellow gold wristwatch with red date and an 1 SK yellow gold

Omega bracelet with deployant clasp. Accompanied by an

extra dial.

C. Two-body, brushed, inclined bezel, half-hooded lugs, back

secured with four screws, crown at 9, sapphire crystal. D. Cham-
pagne with outer minute/seconds division, Omega logo on red

medallion at 1 2, aperture for the date at 6. Yellow gold and
black baton hands, red center seconds hand. M. CaL 1300
"Beta 21 1 3 jewels, with quartz standardization.

Dim. 37 x 42 mm. Thickness 1 4 mm.

3 ) (p| 2-01 ] [m\

S: 2,000 - 3,000 * €: 1,500 - 2,300 * SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

To be sold without reserve

g
VI
UJ

256

257
257

Universal Geneve, No.
1940s.

1717599. Made in the

Fine, rare and unusual, 1 8K yellow gold lady's wristwatch with

an integral 1 8K yellow gold tubular bangle bracelet.

C. Two-body, polished, rounded bezel. D. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold dot indexes and Arabic 12. Yellow gold

feuille hands. M. Cal. 1 06U, rhodium-plated, 1 7 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, blued steel flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 16 mm.

~]
[0\ 3-01 )fM| 3* ) [ A

]

$: 1,000-1,500 • €: 750 - 1,100 • SFr: 1,100 - 1,700
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VACHERON & CONSTANTIN

TCO Gold Chronograph

Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, Wo. 422594, case No. 267369. Made circa 1939.

Very fine and rare, 1 SK yellow gold wristwatch with square button chronograph, register and tachometer.

C Three-body, solid, polished, concave lugs. D. Matte silver with applied yellow gold baton indexes and Arabic numerals, subsidiary

seconds and 45-minute register dials, outer tachometer graduation and 1/5th seconds track with 5-minute/seconds Arabic markers.

Yellow gold epee hands. IVL Cal. 13 "'-295, gilt brass, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance, blued steel

Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diarrk 33 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

M 3-8* AA
5:14,000-18,000 • €: 11,000- 14,000 • SFr: 16,000 - 21,000
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Vacheron & Constantn

Vacheron & Constants, Geneve, No. 447297,
case No. 288568. Made drca 1945.

Fine and rare, center seconds 18K yellow gold wnstwatck

Three- body, polished and brushed, concave lugs. Matte

silver with applied yellow gold radial Arabic numerals, outer

minute track. Yellow gold baton hands. CaL 454/3C, copper

color, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, cut bimetallic balance, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3 3-18-01 3* AA
S: 3,800 - 5,000 €: 2,800 - 3,800 SFr 4,300 - 5,700

260

Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, Automatic, No.

541034, case No. 368598, Ref. 6038. Made in

1958.

Very fine, water-resistant, center seconds, self-winding 1 8K
yellow gold wristwatch with an 1 8K yellow gold buckle.

Two-body, polished, screwed-down case back, inclined

bezel, curved lugs. Matte silvered with applied yellow gold

dart indexes, outer minute track. Yellow gold baton hands.

Cal. 1019/2, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality

mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 21 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, self-compensating

Breguet balance spring, shock absorber, swan-neck micrometer

regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

3 3-18-01 3* AA

$: 3,500 - 5,500 €: 2,600 - 4,1 00 SFr: 4,000 - 6,300
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VACHERON & CONSTANTIN

Vacheron & Constant^ Geneve, Wo. 747364, case No. 595667. Made in the 1980s.

Very fine, thin, skeletonized, self-winding, 1SK yellow gold and diamond wristwatch with an 18K yellow gold Vacheron
Constantin buckle.

Two-body, solid, polished, bezel set with 64 round diamonds, cabochon sapphire-set winding crown, transparent case back,

sapphire crystals Transparent Black baton hands. CaL 1 120/1, skeletonized and hand-engraved, gilt, 36 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, 21 K engraved gold rotor with ruby

rollers. Movement signed, case numbered.
Diarrk 34 mm. Thickness 5 mm.

C 3 D 01 M 2* AA
S: 10,000- 15,000 & 7,500- 110300 SFr: 11,000-17,000



VACHERON & CONSTANTIN

Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, No. 496740, case

No. 326818. Made circa 1952.

Fine and rare, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch.

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, concave lugs,

sloped bezel. Guilloche silver with applied pink gold Arabic

numerals and dart indexes on a plain reserve, outer minute

track, subsidiary seconds dial. Pink gold baton hands. Cal.

P453/3B, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

3-9 3-8-01 3* AA

$: 2,000 - 4,000 €: 1 ,500 - 3,000 SFr: 2,300 - 4,600

262

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, concave lugs.

Champagne with applied yellow gold Arabic numerals and
faceted indexes. Yellow gold baton hands. Cal. P 454/5B,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, beryllium balance adjusted

to temperatures, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness: 10 mm.

3-7 3-7-9-01 2* AA

$: 2,500 - 3,500 €: 1 ,900 - 2,600 SFr: 2,800 - 4,000
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VACHERON & CONSTANTIN

Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, No. 466528, case No. 303362. Made in 1949.

Very fine and rare, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with square button chronograph and register. Accompanied by a Vacheron
& Constantin fitted box.

Three-body, solid, polished, rounded band, teardrop lapidated lugs. Matte silver with applied pink gold Roman numerals and
dart indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds and 30-minute register, outer 1 /5th seconds track with 5-minute/second Arabic markers.

Pink gold baton hands. Cal. V492, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

3 3-01 3-7 AAA

$: 1 5,000 - 25,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 20,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 28,000



IWC

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, No.
1 288789, case No. 1 687769, Ref. 1 31 1 . Made in the 1 970s.

Fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch

with an 1 8K yellow gold buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box
and Certificate of Origin.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, lapidated bezel

and lugs partially florentine-finished, case back with 4 screws.

Satine silver with applied yellow gold baton indexes. Yellow

gold baton hands. Cal. C. 42, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, mono-
metallic balance adjusted to 3 positions, shock absorber, blued

steel Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 27 x 37 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

2 1-01 2* A
$: 1 ,500 - 2,500 €: 1 ,1 00 -

1 ,900 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800
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Eberhard & Co., Suisse, "8 Days," No. 1229, Ref.ZOO 2001 7. Made in the 1 990s.

Fine, 1 8K yellow wristwatch with 8 days power reserve and a

gold-plated Eberhard buckle.

Two-body, solid, polished, rounded bezel, straight lugs,

sapphire crystal. White with painted Arabic numerals, outer

minute track, subsidiary seconds dial, sector for the 8 days

up-and-down indication between the 9 and 10. Yellow gold

and black hands. Cal. 896-1, with 8 days module exclusive

to Eberhard & Co., patented device for power reserve in days,

rhodium-plated and gilt brass, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 25

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3 2-01 2* A

$: 1,500-2,500 €: 1,100-1,900 SFr: 1,700-2,800

267

International Watch Co., Schaffhausen, "Auto-

matic," No. 1291632, case No. 1308492. Made in

the early 1960s.

ine, center seconds, self-winding, 18K yellow gold wrist-

watch with date.

Two-body, solid, polished, straight lugs. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold Arabic numerals and faceted baton and
pyramid indexes, aperture for the date. Yellow gold dauphine

hands. Cal. C. 8521, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix deco-

ration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance

spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

3 3-18-01 3* A

$: 1 ,000 -
1 ,500 €: 750 -

1 ,1 00 SFr: 1 ,1 00 -
1 ,700



Movado. Made in the 1970s.

Fine and elegant, thin, hexagonal shaped, 14K yellow
gold wristwatch with a lapis lazuli dial and a gold-plated

Movado buckle.

Two-body, solid, polished, cabochon sapphire-set winding

crown, sapphire crystal. Lapis lazuli. Yellow gold baton
hands. Cal. 53.5, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, self-compensating

flat balance spring.

Dial signed. Case and movement signed Zenith.

Dim. 33 x 36 mm. Thickness 5 mm.

3 2-01 2* A

$: 2,000 - 3,000 €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, No. 651704, ca

No. 484300, Ref. 2019. Made in the 1970s.

Very fine and rare, thin, tonneau-shaped, 18K yellow gc
wristwatch.

Two-body, solid, polished, bezel with blue enamel inh

hooded lugs. Champagne with applied yellow gold ai

black baton indexes. Yellow gold baton hands. Cal. K 101

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straigl

line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to he

cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, se

compensating free-sprung flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 27 x 34 mm. Thickness: 7 mm.

3 3-01 2* AA

$: 2,000 - 3,000 €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 SFr: 2,300 - 3,400



Vacheron & Constantin, Geneve, No. 661 676, case

No. 512544, Ref. 7291. Made in the 1970s.

Very fine and elegant, thin, 1 8K white gold wristwatch with

an integral 18K white gold textured mesh bracelet.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, sapphire crystal.

Black. White gold dauphine hands. Cal. 1 003/1 ,
stamped

with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
monometallic balance adjusted for heat, cold, isochronism and
5 positions, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 31 mm. Thickness 5 mm.
Drox. overall length: 190 mm.Appr

3-8 2-01 AA

Audemars Piguet, No. 91561, case No. 34056.

Made in the 1960s.

Fine and elegant, thin, 1 8K white gold wristwatch.

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, inclined bezel,

straight lugs. Matte silver with printed baton indexes. White
gold baton hands. Cal. 2003, rhodium plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, mono-
metallic balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and five

positions, self-compensating flat balance spring, index

regulator. Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness 5.5 mm.

3 3-8-01 3* A

$: 1 ,500 - 2,500 €: 1 ,1 00 -
1 ,900 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800

$: 2,000 - 3,000 €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 SFr: 2,300 - 3,400
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Audemars Piguet, Geneve, movement No.
258263, Ref. C 1214. Made in the early 1980's.

Fine, thin, 1 8K gold tonneau shape wristwatch with 1 8K gold

Audemars Piguet buckle.

Two-body, polished, stepped bezel, sapphire crystal.

White with black Roman numerals. Gold dauphine hands.

Cal. 2003/1, rhodium plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, self-compensating flat balance

spring.

Case and movement signed.

Dim. 28 mm x 34 mm. Thickness 4 mm.

C 3 D 3-01 M 3* AA
$: 1,500-2,500

€: 1 ,1 00 -
1 ,900 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800

Audemars Piguet, Geneve, case No. D37362.
Made in the 1980s.

Very fine, asymmetric, 18K yellow gold, diamond, ruby,

sapphire and emerald lady's quartz wristwatch with an 1 8K
yellow gold Audemars Piguet buckle.

Three-body, solid, polished, case back with 4 screws, bezel

set with 32 round diamonds, 1 marquis-cut diamond, 8 round

rubies, 8 round sapphires and 9 round emeralds. Mother-of-

pearl set with one each diamond, ruby, sapphire and emerald

indexes. Black baton hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 26 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

3 2-01 3* A

$: 4,000 - 6,000 €: 3,000 - 4,500 SFr: 4,600 - 6,800



Two-body, solid, case back with 4 screws, hooded lugs,

rounded bezel, sapphire crystal. Ivory-color with painted

radial black Roman numerals. Black feuille hands. Cal. 9P1,

18 jewels, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5

positions and temperatures, shock absorber, self-compensating

iPlat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 2 x 32 mm. Thickness 5 mm.

C 3 D 3-25-01 M 3* A
$: 1,000-2,000

€: 750 - 1,500 SFr: 1,100-2,300

Two-body, solid, polished, rounded bezel, case back with

4 screws, hooded lugs, sapphire crystal. Black, top section

for local time, bottom section for home time, in the center two
triangle copper-color polychrome dividing inlays. Yellow gold

dauphine hands. Two movements cal. 5 3/4'", signed LU

Chopard & Cie, oval, gilt brass, fausses-cotes decoration, 17

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, cases and movements signed.

Dim. 26 x 41 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

2 2-01 3* AA
$: 1 ,500 - 2,500 €: 1 ,1 00 -

1 ,900 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800



Sinn, "Automatic Split-Second Chronograph,"
No. 035/250, Ref. 958. Made for the Arctic Expedition "Fulda"

in 2007.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch

with date, round button split-second chronograph, registers,

tachometer, telemeter, 4 cardinal points indicator and a Sinn

stainless steel link bracelet with double deployant clasp.

Accompanied by a fitted aluminum traveling case, warranty

card and a book, "Extreme Artie Adventure."

Three-body, brushed, screwed-down transparent case back

and crown, sapphire crystals. Black with painted luminous

baton indexes and 1 /5th seconds track, subsidiary dials for

the seconds, the date, the 12-hour and 15-minute registers,

outer tachometer graduation, most outer rotating disc for the 4

cardinal points, concentric telemeter scale in red. Luminous
black baton hands. Cal. ETA 7750, rhodium-plated, 27

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self compensating flat balance spring, microm-

eter regulator, rotor with "Fulda Challenge" emblem.
The push button on the band at 8 for the split function, the

crown at 10 rotates the inner disc for the 4 cardinal points.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 44 mm. Thickness: 16 mm.

1 1-01 1 AAA

$: 2,000 - 3,000 €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

278

Tutima Glashutte, No. 2206093. Made circa 1 94

Very fine and rare, nickel-brass and stainless steel aviate

wristwatch with rotating bezel, round button chronogram

and register.

Three-body, brushed, bi-directional graduated reeded bez

with red marker, straight curved lugs, screw-down steel ca

back, red painted start/stop chronograph button. Me
black with luminous Arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for

seconds and the 30-minute register, outer minute and 1/5

seconds track. Luminous steel skeleton hands. 1 5'", rhodiur

plated, straight line lever escapement, monometallic balanc

self-compensating Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial and case signed Glashutte.

Diam. 38.6 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

3-10

$: 3,000 - 5,000

2-01

€: 2,300 - 3,800 SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

277



Fine

Breitling, Geneve, "Navitimer - Automatic," Ref.

1806. Made in the 1970s.

ne and unusual, large, octagonal, self-winding, water-

resistant, black coated stainless steel wristwatch with round-

button chronograph, registers, telemeter, slide-rule and date,

winding crown at 9 position.

Three-body, brushed with PVD coating, revolving serrated

and graduated bezel, screw-down case back, lapidated lugs.

Black with luminous indexes and 12 numeral, subsidiary

30-minute and 12-hour register dials, outer graduations for

the minutes, the telemeter and the slide-rule, aperture for the

date in red Arabic numerals. Luminous white baton hands.

Cal. 1 1 ,
gilt brass, 1 7 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 49 mm. Thickness 15.5 mm.

4-11 3-01 3* A
$: 1 ,500 - 2,000 €: 1 ,1 00 -

1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,300

280

Longines Diver's Automatic Watch. Longines,

Swiss, Ref.7042-3, movement No. 11525976,
made in 1964.

A very fine and rare steel self-winding, center seconds diver's

wristwatch with inner revolving graduated bezel.

Two-piece, polished and brushed, screw-down reverse with

scuba-diver emblem, second crown to rotate the inner bezel.

Black with luminous baton markers and quarter Arabic

numerals, minute track, outer revolving decompression scale

with silvered minute dot indexes, baton five minutes and lower

quarter Arabic numerals. Steel luminous hands. Cal. 19 AS,

rhodium plated 20 jewels, lever escapement, monometallic

balance, flat balance spring, shock-protection, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm.

$: 4,000 - 6,000

2-01

€: 3,000 - 4,500

3 AAA
SFr: 4,500 - 6,800

279



Two-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case b

with logo, lapidated lugs, the crown at 2 is to operate the ala

function. Blue and brushed silver with applied steel bat

indexes, outer and concentric minute/seconds track, ap
ture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal. 9

rhodium-plated, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapeme
monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 44x40 mm.

3 3-7-01 3-6*

$: 1 ,000 - 2,000 €: 750 -
1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

Fine, cushion-shaped, water-resistant, stainless steel wrist-

watch with round button chronograph, registers and a

stainless steel Zenith link bracelet with expandable clasp to

wear over a wet-suit.

Two-body, polished and brushed, inclined bezel, straight

lugs, screwed-down case back, the crown at 10 is to rotate the

inner graduated disc. Bicolor matte black and silver with

applied luminous steel baton indexes, outer minute/seconds

divisions, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the 12-hour and
30-minute registers. Luminous baton hour and arrow minute

hand. Cal. 146 HP, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 x 40 mm. Thickness 1 5 mm.

3-9 3-01 3* AA
$: 1 ,000 - 2,000 €: 750 - 1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,300

282



Officine Panerai, Firenze 1860, "Luminor Power
Reserve, " No. F 2092/2100, case No. PB 513517,
Ref. OP 6575. Made in a limited edition of 2100
pieces in 2003.

Fine, cushion-shaped, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel wristwatch with date, power reserve and a stainless steel

Panerai double deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box,

4 straps and stainless steel link bracelet.

Three-body, polished, screwed-down engraved case back,

concave bezel, patented winding-crown with security lever,

sapphire crystal with cyclops lens. Bicolor, black and silver with

painted luminous baton indexes and Arabic numerals, subsidiary

dial for the seconds at 9, up-and-down power reserve indication

between 4 and 6, aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton

hands. Cal. OP III (base 7750 P1), rhodium plated, oeil-de-

perdrix and special Panerai decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator, hack

mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 x 40 mm. Thickness 16 mm.

2 1-01 2* AA

$: 2,000 - 3,000 €: 1 ,500 - 2,300 SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

283

Movado, case No. 19068, Ref. 1170. Made circa

1960.

ne, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round
button chronograph, registers and a stainless steel Movado
link bracelet with deployant clasp. Accompanied by a

fitted box.

Two-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back,

dust cap, stepped bezel, triangular lugs. Bicolor matte

silver and black with applied steel baton indexes and luminous

dots, outer 1/5th seconds track with 5-minute/seconds Arabic

markers, subsidiary guilloche dials for the seconds, the 12-hour

and 60-minute registers. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal.

C.95 M, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance, Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness: 1 1 mm.

$: 1,500-2,500

3-7-01

€: 1,100 -1,900

3* A
SFr: 1,700-2,800

284





Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Gondolo," No. 1 8621 71

,

case No. 4025291, Ref. 5024/1. Made circa 1996.

Very fine, rectangular, curved, water-resistant, 18K white

gold wristwatch with an 1 8K white gold Patek Philippe link

bracelet.

Two body, solid, polished and brushed, stepped sides, case

back with 4 screws, sapphire crystal. Matte silver with applied

white gold Arabic numerals, outer minute divisions, subsidiary

seconds dial. White gold lozenge hands. Cal. 215, stamped
with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5

positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 30 x 38 mm. Thickness 7 mm.
Approx. overall length 185 mm.

1 1-01

$: 9,000 - 1 3,000 €: 6,800 - 9,800

1 AA
SFr: 10,000 -15,000

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Ellipse d'Or," No.
1331902, case No. 2811754, Ref. 3848/1 . Made in 1976.

Fine oval 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with an integral 1 8K
yellow gold bracelet "a mailles." Accompanied by 2 extra

bracelet sections.

Two-body, solid, polished. Champagne with applied

yellow gold Arabic numerals. Yellow gold baton hands.

Cal. 215, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted for heat,

cold, isochronism and five positions, shock-absorber, free-

sprung self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 27 x 32 mm. Thickness 6 mm.
Drox. overall length 175 mm.App

3 2-01 2* AA

$: 4,000 - 6,000 €: 3,000 - 4,500 SFr: 4,500 - 6,800

288



Patek Philippe, Geneve, Ref. 5196 J. Made circa 2004.

Very fine and elegant, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with an 1 8K yellow gold Patek Philippe buckle. Accompanied by the original

wooden box, Certificate of Origin and instruction booklet.

Three-body, polished, snap-on case back, concave lugs, sapphire crystal, Calatrava winding crown. Silver with applied yellow

gold faceted baton indexes, outer minute divisions, subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold feuille hands. Cal. 215, stamped with the

Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance

adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

C 1 D 1 - 01 M 1 AA

$: 6,000 - 9,000 €: 4,500 - 6,800 SFr: 6,800 - 1 0,000



Eric Patrick Clapton (born March 30, 1945)

is an English blues-rock guitarist, singer, songwriter and composer, and the only person to have been inducted into

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame three times: as a member of the Yardbirds, of Cream, and as a solo performer.

Although Clapton is a very eclectic musician, he has always has a particular affinity for the blues. He is an innovator

in a wide variety of genres, including blues-rock, psychedelic rock, Delta Blues, and reggae (Bob Marley's "I Shot

the Sheriff").

Having achieved superstar status in his lifetime, Clapton has also earned the deep respect of his fellow

musicians. The graffiti that an admirer once scrawled on the wall of a London tube station is an opinion held by
many: "Clapton is God".

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Calatrava - Travel Time," No. 3086687, case No. 4224858, Ref. 5134R. Sold on April

23rd, 2004.

Very fine, two time zone, water-resistant, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with second time zone set by 2 push buttons, and an 1 8K pink

gold Patek Philippe deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box, Certificate of Origin and booklet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, wide inclined bezel, concave lugs, the pusher at 8 advances the second time zone hand
forward in one hour increments, the one at 10 moves the same hand backwards, transparent screw-down case back, sapphire crystals.

White with applied pink gold Breguet numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial at 6 and 24 hour dial at 12.

Black oxidized feuille and pink gold hands. Cal. 215/156, stamped with the seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat

balance spring. Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

C 1 D 1 - 01 M 1 AA

$: 1 5,000 - 25,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 20,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 30,000







Patek Philippe

Three-body, solid, polished, concave lugs, transparent case back with commemorative inscription: "Gubelin - 1 854-2004," sapphire

crystals. The pusher at 8 advances the second time zone hand forward in 1-hour increments, the one at 10 moves it backward.

Two-tone blue with applied and faceted white gold baton indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds at 6 and the 24 hours of the

second time zone at 12. White gold baton hands, matte hand for the second time zone. Cal. 215/156, stamped with the Seal of

Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted

to isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed, dial and case also signed for Gubelin.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

C 2 D 1 - 01 M 1 AA

$: 20,000 - 30,000 €: 1 5,000 - 23,000 SFr: 23,000 - 35,000



Patek Philippe

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, concave bezel, concave lugs, transparent case back, sapphire crystals. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold baton indexes, subsidiary dials for the days of the month, of the week, the months, the 24 hours and leap year,

aperture for the moon phases, outer engraved minute division. Yellow gold dauphine hands. Cal. 240Q, stamped with the Seal of

Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted

to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, 22K gold micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3 2-01 2* AAA

$: 25,000 - 35,000 €: 20,000 - 26,000 SFr: 30,000 - 40,000



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, retailed by Wempe, No. 33601 99, case No. 41 8841 6, Ref. 51 25 R, No. 004/1 25. Made in a

limited edition of 1 25 pieces in 2003 to commemorate the 1 25th Anniversary of Wempe.

Very fine and very rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with semi-instantaneous digital

triple date annual calendar, moon phases and an 1 8K pink gold Patek Philippe deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box, an

additional case back engraved "Patek Philippe 125 Jahre Wempe 004/125," setting pin and Certificate of Origin.

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, protected winding crown, concave lugs, sapphire

crystal. Matte silver with applied pink gold baton indexes, subsidiary dial for the 24 hours, apertures for the date, the days of the

week, the months and the moon phases. Pink gold dauphine hands. Cal. 31 5-203, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 35 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, free-sprung Gyromax balance adjusted to heat,

cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, 21 K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed, dial also signed "Wempe."
Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

C 2 D 1 - 01 M 1 AAA

$: 50,000 - 70,000 €: 38,000 - 55,000 SFr: 55,000 - 80,000



Patek Philippe

Three-body, "Officer-style" (reminiscent of the wristwatches worn by officers during WWI), solid, polished, engraved and hinged

case back over transparent cover to view the movement, rounded bezel and band, protected " Louis XV" style winding crown, straight

and curved lugs, sapphire crystals. Ivory-colored with applied white gold baton indexes, Tiffany "T" at 1 2, concentric inner seconds/

minute scale, apertures for the days of the week, the months, date and moon phases. White gold dauphine hands. Cal. 31 5/1 89,

stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 35 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

Gyromax balance, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, central 21 K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness: 13 mm.

1 1-01 1

$: 45,000 - 65,000 €: 35,000 - 50,000 SFr: 50,000 - 75,000



Patek Philippe

Archival photograph



Patek Philippe

Two-body, polished, transparent screwed-down case back with cyclops lens over the escape wheel, curved bezel, correctors in the

band, concave lugs, sapphire crystals. Brushed silver with applied black baton indexes and Arabic quarter-hour numerals, luminous

dots, outer minute track, subsidiary dials for the days of the week, the months, aperture for the moon phases and the date at 6, power-

reserve indication below 12. Luminous white gold feuille hands. Cal. 315/266, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 36 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, silicon escape wheel, the bridge with additional

milled opening, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung

flat balance spring, 21 K gold rotor with zirconium ball-bearings.

Dial, movement and case signed, back crystal inscribed: "Patek Philippe Advanced Research." Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

1

$: 70,000-100,000

1 -01

€: 55,000 - 75,000

1

SFr: 80,000-115,000



Patek Philippe



Patek Philippe

Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel, curved and fluted lugs, transparent screwed-down case back, sapphire crystals.

Matte silver with applied pink gold faceted baton indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds and the 24 hours, the 30-minute register

and the leap year, graduation for the days of the month, minute/seconds track and tachometer scale, outer 1/5th seconds track,

apertures for the days of the week, the months and the moon phases. Pink gold feuille hands. Cal. 27-70/155, stamped with the

Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 24 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance

adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 8 positions, shock-absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

$: 100,000 -120,000

1 -01

€: 75,000 - 90,000

1

SFr: 115,000- 135,000



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1908007, case No. 2928478, Ref. 5013. Made in 1992, sold March
16th, 1993.

Very fine and important, tonneau-shaped, minute-repeating, astronomic, self-winding, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch

with perpetual calendar and moon phases, retrograde date, leap year display and an 1 8K yellow gold Patek Philippe

buckle. Accompanied by the original mahogany box, Certificate of Origin, Extract from the Archives, setting pin and
instruction booklet.

Three-body, solid, polished, stepped bezel, concave and curved lugs, sapphire crystal. Matte silver with applied

yellow gold Breguet numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial, sector for the retrograde date, apertures

for the day, month, leap year, and moon phases. Yellow gold Breguet hands. Cal. R 27 PS QR, stamped with the

Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 39 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, free-sprung self-compensating

flat balance spring, 22K gold micro rotor, repeating on gongs by activating slide on the band.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 36 x 46 mm. Thickness 1 2 mm.

C 2 D 1 - 01 M 1

$: 280,000 - 340,000 €: 21 0,000 - 255,000 SFr: 320,000 - 400,000





Ebel

Two-body, polished and brushed, case back with 4 screw

rounded gold bezel with 5 screws, protected winding crow

sapphire crystal. Ivory-color with painted radial gold Rome
numerals, outer minute/seconds track, aperture for the dat

Yellow gold baton hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

$: 500-1,000

1 -01

€: 400 - 750

2* A
SFr: 600-1,100

Two-body, polished and brushed, case back with 8 screws,

rounded bezel with 6 screws, protected winding crown, sapphire

crystal. Pink with luminous Arabic numerals and indexes,

outer minute/seconds track with 5-minute/seconds Arabic

markers, aperture for the date at 6. Luminous steel dauphine

hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

$: 400 - 700

1 -01

€: 300 - 500

2* A

SFr: 450 - 800

302



303

vo-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down back and
crown with protection, graduated unidirectional revolving

bezel, sapphire crystal. Blue with applied luminous round

indexes and Arabic quarter hour numerals, outer minute/

seconds track with 5-minute/seconds Arabic markers, aperture

for the date. Luminous steel skeleton hands. With quartz

standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

)iam. 37 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

2 1-01

$: 500 -1,000 €: 400 -750

2*

SFr: 600-1,100

Three-body, polished and brushed, unidirectional rotating

graduated bezel with screw markers and quarter rider tabs,

screwed-down case back and crown, concave lugs, sapphire

crystal. Black with applied Roman XII and luminous steel

baton indexes, outer minute/seconds track, double aperture

for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal. 49, rhodium-

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 41 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

1

$: 1,000 -1,500

1 -01

€: 750-1,100

1 AA
SFr: 1,100-1,700

304



CORUM

Corum, Certified Chronometer, Automatic, "Admi-

ral's Cup Marees 44," Ref. 977.630.20. Made circa 2004.

Fine and unusual, dodecagonal, center seconds, self-winding,

water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with 42-hour power
reserve, tide movement indication, date, moon phases and a

stainless steel Corum link bracelet with deployant clasp.

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, transparent case

back with 8 screws, ridged sides, steel bezel with polychrome

nautical flags and graduation, protected screwed-down
winding-crown, sapphire crystals. Black with applied luminous

indexes, subsidiary dials for the low and high tide indication and
the tide strength, the date and the moon phases, cyclops aper-

ture for the date. Luminous steel dauphine hands. Cal. 2892,

rhodium-plated, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring, rotor with multi-colored enamel inlay.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

$: 2,500 - 3,500

1 -01

€: 1,900-2,600

1 A>

SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

306

Fine, dodecagonal, center seconds, water-resistant, bla<

anodized steel and 1 8K yellow gold quartz wristwatch wii

date and an integral black anodized steel and 1 8K yellow go
Corum link bracelet with double deployant clasp.

Three-body, polished and brushed, case back with 4 screw

fluted lugs, dodecagonal gold bezel, crystal with cyclops len

Midnight blue with applied polychrome enameled maritir

flags for the hours, aperture for the date at 6. Yellow gold bate

hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

3 1-01 2* >

$: 1 ,000 - 2,000 €: 750 - 1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,200

224



CORUM

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, transparent case

back with 8 screws, ridged sides, revolving steel bezel bearing

names of 24 world locations, the push-buttons are to indepen-

dently set the hour hand in one hour increments for the second
time zone, sapphire crystals. Guilloche midnight blue with

applied steel indexes, subsidiary silver ring dial for the date,

outer graduation in 24 hours for the second time zone, concen-

tric multicolored polychrome enameled word map. Luminous

steel baton hands, yellow arrow for the GMT time. Cal.

2892A2, rhodium-plated, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating flat balance spring, rotor with enamel inlay.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

2 1-01 1 AA

$: 1,000 - 2,000 €: 750 - 1,500 SFr: 1,100 - 2,200

Two-body, shaped, polished and brushed, case back with

6 screws and engraved: "In God We Trust" and the image of

an eagle, concave lugs, domed a nti-reflective sapphire crystal,

screwed-down ball-shaped winding-crown with rubber ring.

Black with applied steel stylized Arabic numerals and lumi-

nous round indexes, aperture for the date at 6, outer minute

division, concentric picture of the American flag. Luminous styl-

ized steel hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 45 mm. Thickness 19 mm.

3 1-01 2* A

$: 1 ,000 - 2,000 €: 750 -
1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,200

307



Ulysse Nardin, Le Lode, Suisse, "Split - Chrono
Berlin 1907," No. 195, Ref. No. 575-22. Made in the late

1990s.

Very fine, large, self-winding, water-resistant to 30 meters,

stainless steel and 18K yellow gold wristwatch with round

button split-seconds chronograph, registers, tachometer and
a gold-plated Ulysse Nardin buckle. Accompanied by a fitted

box, certificate and instruction manual.

Three-body, solid, polished, embossed case back secured

by 5 screws and inscribed "Berlin 1907," rounded gold bezel,

protected and screwed-down crown, stepped lugs, domed
sapphire crystal. Guilloche silver with applied yellow gold

baton indexes, off-center guilloche dial for the hours and
minutes at 3, subsidiary mother-of-pearl dials for the seconds,

the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1 /5th seconds scale

and tachometer graduation to 400 units. Blued steel baton

hands. Cal. 13'", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13,5 mm.

C 1 D 1 - 01 M 2* AAA
$: 2,000 - 4,000

€: 1 ,500 - 3,000 SFr: 2,300 - 4,600

Ulysse Nardin, Le Locle, Suisse, "Split - Chrono
Berlin 1907," No. 144, Ref. No. 575-22. Made in the late

1990s.

Very fine, large, self-winding, water-resistant to 30 meters,
stainless steel and 18K yellow gold wristwatch with round
button split-seconds chronograph, registers, tachometer
and a gold-plated Ulysse Nardin buckle. Accompanied by a

certificate.

Three-body, solid, polished, embossed case back secured

by 5 screws and inscribed "Berlin 1907," rounded gold bezel,

protected and screwed-down crown, stepped lugs, domed
sapphire crystal. Guilloche black with applied yellow gold

baton indexes, off-center guilloche dial for the hours and
minutes at 3, subsidiary mother-of-pearl dials for the seconds,

the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th seconds scale

and tachometer graduation to 400 units. Blued steel baton
hands. Cal. 13'", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic
balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring,

hack mechanism.
Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13,5 mm.

1 1-01 2* AAA

$: 2,000 - 4,000 €: 1 ,500 - 3,000 SFr: 2,300 - 4,600



Ulysse Nardin, Chronograph, No. 534077, case

No. 2365, Ref. 531-22. Made in the 1990s.

Fine, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with date, square button
chronograph, registers, phases of the moon and tachometer.

Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel, straight lugs,

transparent case back, sapphire crystals. Ivory color with

applied yellow gold baton indexes, subsidiary guilloche dials

for the date, the seconds, the 30-minute and 12-hour registers,

outer tachometer graduation to 1000 UPH, aperture for the

moon phases. Yellow gold alpha hands. Cal. 612, gilt brass,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock
absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, microm-

eter regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

C 2 D 2-01 M 2* AA
$: 2,500 - 4,500

€: 1 ,900 - 3,400 SFr: 2,800 - 5,1 00

Two-body, polished, reverse secured by four screws, stepped

bezel to gold-plated tachometer scale, cabochon-set crown
and chronograph buttons, straight lugs, sapphire crystal.

Textured white with Roman numerals and outer dot indexes,

gold-rimmed subsidiary dials for seconds, 30-minute and
12-hour registers, date aperture. Black-coated luminous baton

hands. Cal. 7750, rhodium-plated 17 jewel movement with

lever escapement, shock protection, index regulator and self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm.

3 1-01 3 AA

$: 700 - 900 €: 550 - 700 SFr: 800 -
1 ,000



Ulysse Nardin

Three-body, solid, polished, fluted lugs, protected blue enamel crown, case back with 6 screws, embossed with the "Sonata" logo,

pushbutton at 4 to adjust the hour hand backward and at 8 to adjust it forward. Bicolor silver and blue, partial vertical fausses

cotes decoration and partial plain sector, outermost applied faceted white gold dart indexes, subsidiary dials for the 24-hour alarm

countdown, the alarm setting, the 24-hour second time zone, apertures for the large 2-digit date and the alarm's centrifugal governor
under a blued steel bridge. Blued steel fancy hands with luminous tips, red hand to switch the alarm function on or off. Cal. UN-67,
rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 109 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, alarm repeating on gong, automatic adjustment of alarm function and alarm countdown when a

time zone is changed, special patented mechanism to adjust the hour hand backward and forward.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

C 2 D 2-01 M 2*

$: 25,000 - 30,000 €: 20,000 - 23,000 SFr: 30,000 - 35,000



Ulysse Nardin

Ulysse Nardin, Le Lode, "The Freak", Ref 016-88. Sold on October 28th, 2008.

Very fine and unusual, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with 60-minute revolving movement, Ludwig Oechslin's dual direct escapement,

seven-day power reserve and a Ulysse Nardin 18K pink gold deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original box and certificate.

Three-body, polished, stepped curled lugs, ridged bi-directional rotating bezel to set the time, transparent rotating back for

winding, applied brushed plaque engraved on the band, sapphire crystals. Matte navy blue with white gold radial Arabic numerals.

Brushed and polished white gold hour and minute pointers. Caliber UN 01, 13 3/4'", brushed copper-colored bridges, with blued

steel screws, rotating from the center, the lower bridge indicates the hour while the upper bridge, fitted with the linear wheel train

and escapement assembly, revolves once every hour indicating the minutes, the center axis pivoted in the sapphire crystal, 32 jewels,

dual direct escapement with two crystal silicon impulse wheels, monometallic balance, self-compensating flat balance spring, shock

absorber, mainspring underneath the movement spanning the case diameter.

Dial and case signed.

Diam. 43 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

C 2 D 2-01 M 2* AAA

$: 20,000 - 30,000 €: 1 5,000 - 23,000 SFr: 23,000 - 35,000



Girard-Perregaux, "Vintage", Chronograph Auto-

matic, No. 429/2001, Ref. 2599. Made in 2001.

Fine, rectangular, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel

wristwatch with diamond-set bezel, square button chrono-

graph register, and a stainless steel Girard-Perregaux buckle.

Two-body, polished, triangular lapidated lugs, sapphire crystal

with diamond-set (70 total) bezel. Black with painted Arabic

luminous numerals, subsidiary seconds and 30-minute register

dial. White luminous feuille hands. Cal. 3080, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes and oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 38 jewels, straight

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock-absorber,

self compensating flat balance-spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 30 x 47 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

C3 D2-01M2 AA
$: 2,500 - 3,500

€: 1 ,900 - 2,600 SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

Girard-Perregaux, "Automatic," No. 364, Ref.

8046. Made circa 2005.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K white gold and
diamond lady's wristwatch with round button chronograph,

register and an 1 8K white gold Girard-Perregaux buckle.

Three-body, polished, transparent case back with 5 screws,

bezel set with 49 round diamonds, elongated lugs set with a

total of 28 graduated round diamonds, domed sapphire crystal.

Pink, mother of pearl with applied 8 gold and diamond-set

indexes, luminous yellow gold Roman 12 and 6, subsidiary dials

for the seconds and 30-minute register. Luminous blued steel

feuille hands. Cal. 3080, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes and

oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 38 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating flat balance spring, 18K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

2 1-01 2 AA

$: 6,000 - 9,000 €: 4,500 - 6,800 SFr: 6,800 - 1 0,000



Franck Muller, Geneve, "Limited," No. 344/1000,
Ref. 2851 S6. Made in a limited edition of 1000
pieces in the 2000s.

Very fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with large date and a stain-

less steel Franck Muller buckle.

Two-body, polished and brushed, case back with 4 screws and
engraved "Limited," domed sapphire crystal. Guilloche silver

with sunray pattern, painted radial Arabic numerals, double
aperture for large date, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel

double spade hands. Cal. 2800, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 21 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance adjusted to 8 positions, shock absorber,

self compensating flat balance spring, solid platinum rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 30 x 45 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

C 2 D 1 - 01 M 2* AA
$: 3,000 - 5,000

€: 2,300 - 3,800 SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

Franck Muller, Geneve, "Chrono Banker," No. 84,

Ref. 7000 CC MB. Made circa 2000.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch

with round button chronograph, register, three time zones,

date and a stainless steel Franck Muller buckle. Accompanied
by a fitted box and booklet.

Three-body, polished, rounded bezel, straight lugs, domed
sapphire crystal. White with luminous Arabic numerals, sunk

subsidiary guilloche dials for the 30-minute register, 2 additional

individually adjustable time zones, the date and the seconds,

outer 1/5th seconds / minutes graduation. Blued steel luminous

lozenge hands. Cal. FM 7000, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, mono-
metallic balance adjusted to 8 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, platinum rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

2 1-01 2* AA

$: 4,000 - 6,000 €: 3,000 - 4,500 SFr: 4,600 - 6,800



Two-body, solid, polished, case back secured by 4 screv

stepped rounded bezel, fluted lugs, sapphire crystal. Satir

silver with applied white gold baton indexes, subsidiary dials i

the independently adjustable second time zone and the dat

24 hour indication, at 10 sector for the power reserve indie

tion, at 12 aperture for the revolving disc with the names of \

major cities in the world. The crown at 3 is to set the time

the two different time zones; the one at 10 is to select anoth

city. Blued steel luminous epee hands. Cal. 929, rhodiL

plated, fausses cotes decoration, 36 jewels, straight line lev

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 4 positior

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness: 10 mm.

319

Three-body, polished and brushed, reverse secured by

8 screws, screw-down crown, bi-directional revolving bezel

bearing the names of 23 world cities. Black and silver, repre-

senting the five Continents: Europe, North and South America,

Asia, Africa and Australia, outer revolving ring dial for the diurnal

and nocturnal hours, aperture for the date. Tritium-coated stain-

less steel baton hands. Cal. 124, rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes and oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 21 jewels, straight line

lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock-absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Diam. 38 mm.

$: 600 - 800

2-01

€: 400 - 600

2 AA
SFr: 700 - 900

2 1-01

$: 4,000 - 6,000 €: 3,000 - 4,500 SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

320



Bulova, "Accutron," No. 7581. Production of this

3 L~L model started in 1 974.

Fine and rare asymmetrical, electronic, center seconds, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch.

Two-body, polished and brushed, stainless steel screwed

ring on the case back, faceted bezel, back foldout hand-setting

bow, lapidated and concave asymmetric lugs, hooded lugs at

6. Transparent, showing the movement, with minute track

and luminous indexes on an inclined outer reserve. Luminous

steel dauphine hands. 13'", rhodium-plated, 17 jewels,

with diapason tuning fork for swinging element, frequency of

360 Hz.

Dim. 41 x 38 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

$: 500-1,000

3-01

€: 400 - 800 SFr: 600-1,200

Three body, sand-blasted, crown guard, triangular lugs,

rounded bezel with raised lettering: Fussball-Weltmeisterschaft

- Deutschland 2006. Silver with the design of a soccer

ball, concentric applied map of Germany. Steel baton hands.

With quartz standardization.

Case signed.

. 38 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

1

$: 500- 1,000

1 -01

€: 400 - 800

1

SFr: 600-1,200

322



Jaeger-LeCoultre, "Reverso, Art Deco," case No.

1927918, Ref. 270.2.62. Made circa 2005, sold December
12th, 2006.

Fine, rectangular, 1 8K pink gold reversible wristwatch with an

18K pink gold Jaeger-LeCoultre deployant clasp.

Five-body, polished, inner case with reeded ends, sapphire

crystal. Black with printed luminous Arabic numerals,

concentric minute track, sunk subsidiary seconds dial. Luminous

pink gold epee hands. Cal. 829, rhodium-plated, 21 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 x 42 mm. Thickness: 1 0 mm.

3 2-01 3* AA

$: 3,000 - 5,000 €: 2,300 - 3,800 SFr: 3,400 - 5,700

324

Universal Geneve, Golden Shadow, Automa
Ultra Slim, No. 3219636. Made circa 1963.

Fine, rectangular, center seconds, self-winding, 18K yell

gold wristwatch with a Universal Geneve gold-plated buc
Accompanied by a fitted box and guarantee certificate.

Two-body, solid, polished, rounded bezel, hooded lugs, fl

top crystal. Champagne with printed Roman numerals. Yell

gold and black baton hands. Cal. 2-66, rhodium-plated,

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balan

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 30 x 40 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

3 1-01 2*

$: 1 ,500 - 2,500 €: 1 ,1 00 -
1 ,900 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800

323



Two-body, solid, textured bezel continuing the bracelet deco-

ration, cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown. Linen-textured

champagne with printed radial Roman numerals. Yellow gold

baton hands. Cal. 7000, rhodium-plated, 21 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 3

positions, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 32 x 35 mm. Thickness 7 mm.
Drox. overall length 195 mm.

7
$: 1,000-2,000

3-7-01

€: 750- 1,500

2* A
SFr: 1,100-2,200

326

Three-body, solid, polished, hooded lugs, fluted bezel and
sides, hinged lug to open and close the strap, sapphire crystal.

Off-white with printed radial Roman numerals. Blued steel

baton hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial and case signed.

Dim. 24 x 29 mm. Thickness 5 mm.

$: 500-1,000

3-01

€: 400 - 750

3* A
SFr: 600-1,100

325



Carter

Two-body, polished and brushed, case back with 8 screw

gold bezel with 8 pins, protected octagonal sapphire-:

winding-crown, sapphire crystal. Ivory-color with painte

radial Roman numerals, concentric minute track, secret Carti<

signature on the VII. Blued steel epee hands. With quar

standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 22 x 30 mm. Thickness 5 mm.
Approx. overall length: 160 mm.

2-01 3*

1,500 €: 750 -1,100 SFr: 1,100 - 1,700

Three-body, polished and brushed, case back with 8 screws,

bezel with 8 pins, cabochon sapphire-set winding-crown,

sapphire crystal. Champagne with painted radial Roman
numerals, outer minute/seconds track, secret Cartier signa-

ture on the VII, aperture for the date. Blued steel epee hands.

With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 33 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

3 2-01 3* A
$: 1 ,000 -

1 ,500 €: 750 - 1 ,1 00 SFr: 1 ,1 00 -
1 ,700

328



Ebel # Automatic, Chronograph, Ref. 8134901.JjU Made in the 1990s.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch

with round button chronograph, registers, date, tachometer
and an 1 8K yellow gold Ebel deployant clasp.

Three-body, polished and brushed, bezel fixed with 5

yellow gold screws, protected winding-crown, sapphire crystal.

Mother-of-pearl with applied radial yellow gold Roman
numerals, subsidiary gold ring dials for the seconds, the 1 2-hour

and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th second and tachometer

scales, aperture for the date between 4 and 5. Luminous gold

baton hands. Cal. 080, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes deco-

ration, 25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monome-
tallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

1

$: 2,500 - 3,500

1 -01

€: 1,900-2,600

2* AA
SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

Roger Dubuis, Horloger Genevois, "Follow Me,"
No. 21 7/888, Ref. F1 7. Made in a limited edition of 888 pieces

in the early 2000s.

Fine and unusual, cross-shaped and curved, water-resistant,

18K pink gold and diamond quartz wristwatch with an 18K
pink gold matching Roger Dubuis double buckle, set with 50
round brilliant-cut diamonds. Accompanied by a fitted box,

certificate and a spare brown strap.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, case back with 8

screws, stepped bezel set with 92 brilliant-cut diamonds, sides

set with a total of 92 brilliant-cut diamonds, straight lugs set with

12 round brilliant-cut diamonds, gold screwed bars, sapphire

crystal. Guilloche copper-color with applied radial Arabic

numerals for the quarter hours, three, six and nine spelled out,

concentric minute track. Blued steel feuille hands. With

quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 39 x 39 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

1 -01 AA

$: 5,000 - 8,000 €: 3,800 - 6,000 SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

330



Carter

331 332

Cartier, Paris, Tank Chinoise - Mecanique, case No.

19588CE, Ref. 2685. Made circa 2004.

Very fine, square, water-resistant, platinum and diamond
wristwatch with an 1 8K white gold Cartier deployant clasp.

Two body, solid, polished and brushed, bezel and lugs set

with 22 round diamonds, case back with 8 screws, cabochon
diamond-set winding-crown. White with painted radial

Roman numerals, concentric minute track, secret Cartier

signature on the VII. Blued steel epee hands. Cal. 37,

rhodium plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, 6 adjustments,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 31 x 37 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

$: 10,000-15,000

1 -01

€: 7,500-11,000

2* AA
SFr: 11,000 -17,000

Cartier, "Ballon Bleu, Automatic," case

121849LX, Ref. 3000. Made in 2006.

Fine, large, self-winding, water-resistant, 1 8K white gold wris

watch with date and an integrated 1 8K white gold Carti<

bracelet with double deployant clasp. Accompanied by
fitted box, certificate and booklet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, rounded bezel, case ba<

with 8 screws, cabochon sapphire set winding crown protects

within an oval cage, sapphire crystal. Guilloche silver wr
painted radial Roman numerals on a plain reserve, Cartier seen

signature on the VII, inner minute track, aperture for the dat

Blued steel epee hands. Cal. 049, rhodium-plated, straigr

line lever escapement, monometallic balance, self-compensatir

flat balance spring, shock absorber, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 42 mm. Thickness 13 mm.
Approx. overall length 195 mm.

3-8 1-01 1 AA
$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,300 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,0C

238



Jaeger LeCoultre

Jaeger-LeCoultre, "Reverso Joaillerie," No. 266.5.44,

case No. 2000951 . Made circa 2000.

i and elegant, rectangular, double-dial, stainless steel, 1 8K
yellow gold and diamond lady's reversible wristwatch with a

stainless steel and 1 8K yellow gold Jaeger LeCoultre bracelet

with double concealed deployant clasp. Accompanied by the

original box.

Three-body, solid, polished, bezel set with 32 round diamonds,

reversible case, sapphire crystals. First: guilloche silver with

painted oriental-style Arabic numerals on a plain outer reserve,

concentric minute track. Blued steel epee hands. Second: guil-

loche silver with mother-of-pearl center. Yellow gold dauphine

hands. Cal. 844, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration,

1 8jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 21 x 33 mm. Thickness 8 mm.
Drox. overall length 160 mm.

Three-body, polished, wide bidirectional revolving coin-

edged bezel set with one round brilliant, concentric reeded

and graduated yellow gold ring, screwed-down protected gold

winding crown, central lugs. Mother-of-pearl. Yellow gold

dauphine hands. With quartz standardization.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 25 mm. Thickness 7 mm.
Approx. overall length 180 mm.

Appr

3 2-01

$: 2,000 - 3,000 €: 1,500-2,300

3* A
SFr: 2,300 - 3,400

1 -01 AA

$: 2,500 - 3,500 €: 1 ,900 - 2,600 SFr: 2,800 - 4,000

333 334



Cartier, "Pasha, Automatic, Perpetual Calendar, Minute Repeating, No. 12,

Ref. W30012. Made circa 1987.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, minute repeating, 1 8K yellow gold

wristwatch with perpetual calendar, moon phases and an 18K pink gold Cartier

deployant clasp. Accompanied by a fitted box.

Two-body, solid, polished, transparent case back with 8 screws, stepped bezel,

Vendome type lugs, winding crown with sapphire-set protection cap, sapphire crystal.

Ivory-colored with painted radial Roman numerals, subsidiary dials for the days of

the month, of the week, the months, apertures for the phases of the moon and the

leap year indications. Luminous blued steel lozenge hands. Cal. 163, engraved gold,

26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring, engraved gold rotor, repeating on gongs by pushing

the sapphire-set button at 9.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

3 2-01 2*

$: 30,000 - 50,000 €: 23,000 - 38,000 SFr: 35,000 - 57,000 (detail of the movement)



(detail of the dials)

Cartier Paris, "Reversible with Two Movements," No. 034781. Made in the 1970s.

Very fine and rare, tonneau-shaped, two time zone, 1 8K yellow gold reversible wristwatch with two movements and two dials and
an 1 8K yellow gold Cartier deployant clasp.

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded lugs, top winder, case back with initials ESJ. On one side, brushed

champagne with painted radial Roman numerals. Yellow gold epee hands. The other side matte silver with painted radial Roman
numerals. Blued steel epee hands. Cal. 9", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 24 x 35 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

3-8 3-01 3* AAA

$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,000



Breguet, "Transatlantique - Type XX", case No.

40756, Ref. 3820. Made circa 2005.

Very fine, self-winding, water-resistant, titanium wristwatch

with fly-back round button chronograph, registers, date and a

Breguet titanium link bracelet with concealed deployant clasp.

Accompanied by the original box, certificate and booklets.

Three-body, brushed, bi-directional revolving graduated
bezel, reeded band, screwed-down case back and crown,

domed sapphire crystal. Carbon fiber with luminous Arabic

numerals and steel dot indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds,

the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer minute track, aper-

ture for the date at 6. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal.

582Q, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 25 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

2 1-01 2* AA

$: 4,000 - 6,000 €: 3,000 - 4,500 SFr: 4,500 - 6,800

337

Breguet, No. 4854, Ref. No. 3137. Made circa 2003.

Very fine, self-winding, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with power
reserve indication, moon phases, age of the moon, date and
an 1 8K yellow gold Breguet buckle. Accompanied by a fitted

box and instruction booklet.

Three-body, solid, polished, reeded band with correctors,

transparent case back, straight lugs with screwed gold bars,

sapphire crystal, sapphire crystals. Guilloche silvered gold

with painted radial Roman numerals on a plain reserve, subsidiary

dial for the days of the month, sectors for the up-and-down
indication and age of the moon, aperture for the moon phases,

outer minute division. Blued steel Breguet hands. Cal. 502,

hand-engraved gilt brass, 37 jewels, straight-line lever escape-

ment, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

3 1-01 2* AA
$: 1 0,000 - 1 5,000 €: 7,000 - 1 1 ,000 SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 1 7,000

338



Breguet, No. 2757 A. Made in the 1990s.

Very fine, skeletonized, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with round button chronograph, registers and an 1 8K yellow gold Breguet

buckle. Accompanied by a fitted box.

Three-body, solid, polished, transparent case back, ribbed band, rounded bezel, straight lugs, gold screwed bars, sapphire crystals.

Skeletonized, outer gold ring dial with painted indexes and Roman numerals, subsidiary gold ring dials for the seconds and the

30-minute register. Blued steel Breguet hands. Cal. 108, skeletonized and hand-engraved, gilt brass, 17 jewels, straight line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, micrometer regulator.

Case and movement signed. Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

C 2 D 1 - 01 M 2* AAA

$: 1 0,000 - 1 5,000 €: 7,000 - 1 1 ,000 SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 1 7,000
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Comm. Made in the 1 990s in a limited edition of 50 pieces each.

A very fine set of three 1 8K gold quartz wristwatches dedicated to Oscar Wilde, each

with an 1 8K gold Corum buckle. Accompanied by three "Golden Book" Certificates

and the original box.

Three-body, solid, hinged cover with rectangular porthole, the top-side of the cover

is hand-engraved "Oscar Wilde," the inside with the sentence: Dedicated to OSCAR
WILDE, limited to 50 pieces, the picture of Dorian Gray, chapter two and No. 02, case

(detail A) back with 7 screws, fluted sides, signature on the band, sapphire crystal. White
with outer minute track and printed text:

11

In a month there will be purple stars on the

Clematis, and year after year the green night of its leaves will hold the purple stars."

Black baton hands. With quartz standardization.

Three-body, solid, hinged cover with rectangular port-hole, the top-side of the cover

is hand-engraved "Oscar Wilde," the inside with the sentence: Dedicated to OSCAR
WILDE, limited to 50 pieces, the picture of Dorian Gray, chapter two and No. 03, case

back with 7 screws, fluted sides, signature on the band, sapphire crystal. White
with outer minute track and printed text: "In a month there will be purple stars on the

clematis, and year after year the green night of its leaves will hold the purple stars.
11

Black

baton hands. With quartz standardization.

(detail B)

Three-body, solid, hinged cover with rectangular porthole, the top-side of the cover

is hand-engraved "Oscar Wilde," the inside with the sentence: Dedicated to OSCAR
WILDE, limited to 50 pieces, the picture of Dorian Gray, chapter two and No. 01, case

back with 7 screws, fluted sides, signature on the band, sapphire crystal. White
with outer minute track and printed text: "In a month there will be purple stars on the

clematis, and year after year the green night of its leaves will hold the purple stars. " Black

baton hands. With quartz standardization.

Dials, cases and movements signed.

Dim. 27 x 35 mm. Thickness 6 mm.

2 1-01 1 AAA

$: 4,000 - 7,000 €: 3,000 - 5,300 SFr: 4,500 - 8,000
(detail C)

Rolls, ATO, (Leon Hatot), case No. 100119. Made in 1931.

Fine, rare and interesting, rectangular, self-winding, 18K yellow gold wristwatch.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, hinged, inclined bezel, straight lugs, dedica-

tion engraving on the case back. Matte silver with luminous Arabic numerals, inner

minute track, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel modern hands. 9 1/2'", signed

Blancpain, marked "Hatot's patents pending in all countries," rhodium-plated, fausses

cotes decoration, 17 jewels, lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance, Breguet balance

spring, the movement, mounted on balls, rolls back and forth thus winding the watch.

Dial and movement signed, numbered on the case.

Dim. 25 x 36 mm. Thickness 9 mm.
(detail of the dial)

3 3-6-01 3* AA

$:1 ,200 - 1 ,800 €: 900 -
1 ,400 SFr: 1 ,400 - 2,000

Most often found in gold-plated or nickel cases, 18K gold cases such as this lot are

extremely rare.



Chopard

Chopard, Geneve, "Mille Miglia - GTXL - Gran
Turismo XL, Certified Chronometer," movement No. 74924,

case No. 1184762, Ref. 16/8457. Made circa 2006.

Fine, large, center seconds, self-winding, water resistant,

stainless steel wristwatch with date, power reserve indication

and a stainless steel Chopard double deployant clasp. Accom-
panied by a fitted box, certificate and instruction booklet.

Three-body, polished, transparent case back with 8 screws,

protected screwed down winding crown, domed sapphire

crystal with cyclops lens. Black with applied luminous Arabic

numerals and indexes, inner red minute division, outer 1/5th

seconds scale with 5-minute/seconds Arabic markers, the logo

"1000 Miglia," sector for the power reserve indication at 6,

aperture for the date. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal.

A071 61 ,
rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 24 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance

spring, index regulator, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 44 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

1 1-01 1 AA
$: 1 ,500 - 2,500 €: 1 ,1 00 -

1 ,900 SFr: 1 ,700 - 2,800

342

Chopard, Geneve, 1000 Miglia, Automatic, Ref.

8331 . Made circa 2000.

Fine, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch

with round button chronograph, registers, tachometer and
a stainless steel Chopard buckle.

Three-body, brushed, straight lugs, rounded stepped bezel,

transparent case back with 8 screws, sapphire crystals. Black

with painted luminous Arabic numerals and dots, outer tacho-

meter and 1 /5th seconds graduation, subsidiary silver ring

guilloche dials for the seconds, the 30-minute and 12-hour

registers. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal. 2894-2, rhodium-

plated, oeil-de-perdrix and fausses cotes decoration, 37 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, micrometer

regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

3 1-01 2* A
$: 1 ,000 - 2,000 €: 800 -

1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,200 - 2,300

343



Chopard

Chopard, Geneve, "LU.C. Steel Wings" 9-Day Tourbillon, No. 3/5, case No. 1133802, Ref. 16/8963/1. Made in a

limited edition of 5 pieces for the Sincere Boutique in 2004.

Very fine and very rare, water resistant to 30 m, stainless steel chronometer wristwatch with 9-day power reserve, visible

one-minute tourbillon regulator and a stainless steel Chopard double deployant clasp. Accompanied by the original wooden box,

Chronometer Certificate, a signed wooden loupe, crank for manual winding and booklets.

Three-body, transparent case back with 8 screws, concave lugs, sapphire crystals. Transparent with Roman XII, INI, and VIII

numerals and triangular indexes on a white reserve, outer minute track with 5-minute luminous markers, large central aperture to

view the movement, aperture for the one-minute tourbillon regulator at 6 with subsidiary seconds hand on the tourbillon carriage.

Luminous blued steel dauphine hands. Cal. LUC 1.02, one-minute tourbillon COSC-certified chronometer, 224 components, 4

barrels, fausses cotes decoration, 33 jewels, one-minute tourbillon regulator with lateral lever escapement under a steel wing tourbillon

bridge, monometallic balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Case, dial and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

C 1 D 1 - 01 M 1

$: 42,000 - 55,000 €: 32,000 - 42,000 SFr: 48,000 - 63,000



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 890981,
case No. 641238, Ref. 744. Made in 1945, sold on January
25th, 1947.

Fine and elegant, keyless, 1 8K pink gold dress watch. Accom-
panied by the Extract from the Archives.

Three-body, "demi-bassine," solid, polished, stepped bezel,

circular bow. Two-tone silver with printed Arabic quarter-

hour numerals and applied pink gold dot indexes, outer dot

minute divisions, subsidiary seconds dial. Pink gold baton hands.

Cal. 17-140, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18

jewels, stamped twice with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to heat, cold, isochronism and five positions, blued steel flat

balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 47 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3 3-01 3* AA

$: 3,500 - 4,500 €: 2,600 - 3,400 SFr: 4,000 - 5,1 00

346

Patek, Philippe & Cie., Geneve, No. 192705, ca

No. 502364, Ref. 364. Made in the 1920s.

Very fine 1 8K gold, hunting-cased, keyless pocket watch.

Five-body, "bassine," polished, gold hinged cuvette engrave

1 9 28 29 2 Fran Karin, cover with engraved initials NW. Whh
enamel with printed Breguet numerals, outer minute division

subsidiary sunk seconds dial. Blued steel double spade hanc

Cal. 40 mm (1 8'"), frosted gilt, 1 5 jewels, wolf's tooth windir

straight line "moustache" lever escapement, cut-bimetall

compensation balance with Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 48 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3 2-01

$: 1,500-2,500 €: 1,100 - 1,900 SFr: 1,700-2,800



Patek Philippe & Cie. Geneve, No. 794769, case

No. 314869, Ref. 789/1. Made circa 1963.

Very fine and rare 18K hammered gold "Ricochet" keyless

dress watch with an 1 8K yellow and white gold rectangular

watch fob and a 65 mm gold chain. Accompanied by the Extract

from the Archives.

Two-body, solid, bark decoration in a sunburst pattern,

graduated bezel, chain and watch fob stamped 18K. Gold
bark-finish, continuing the case decoration. Yellow gold baton

hands. Cal. 23-300, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decora-

tion, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, 18 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to

heat, cold, isochronism and five positions, shock absorber, free-

sprung self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 39 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

$: 4,500 - 5,500

3-01

€: 3,400-4,100

3* AA
SFr: 5,100-6,300



Patek Philippe
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Patek, Philippe & Cie., Geneve, No. 111636, case No. 224101. Made in 1899, sold on August 9th, 1900.

Very fine, 18K pink gold, keyless, minute-repeating pocket watch with chronograph. Accompanied by the Extract from
the Archives.

Four-body, "bassine," polished, the back with engraved foliate monogram, chronograph safety bolt on the band at 11 o'clock.

Hinged gold cuvette with engraved dedication. White enamel with radial Arabic numerals, outer minute/seconds divisions with

five-minute red Arabic markers. Blued steel spade hands. Cal. 18'", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 34 jewels, straight-

line calibrated lever escapement, cut bimetallic compensation balance, blued steel Breguet balance spring, index regulator, repeating

on gongs activated by a slide on the band.

Dial, case, cuvette and movement signed.



Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 174090, case No. 332855, Ref. 876. Movement made in 1912, completed and
cased in 1975, sold on April 29, 1976.

Very fine, large, minute-repeating, 1 8K yellow gold, keyless pocket watch. Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives.

Three-body, "bassine," polished. White enamel with Breguet numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary seconds dial. Blued steel

spade hands. Cal. 1 9'", rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 31 jewels, wolf's tooth winding, counterpoised straight-line lever

escapement, cut bimetallic compensation balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and five positions, blued steel Breguet balance

spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator, repeating on gongs activated by a slide on the band.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 56 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

3 2-01 2* AAA

$: 1 2,000 - 1 6,000 €: 9,000 - 1 2,000 SFr: 1 4,000 - 1 8,000



Patek Philippe

252



Patek Philippe

Patek, Philippe & Co., Geneva, No. 80642, case No. 80642,
retailed by George C. Shreve & Co., San Francisco. Made in 1 889, sold on
July 31st, 1890.

Very fine, minute-repeating, 1 8K pink gold keyless pocket watch with split-

second chronograph. Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives.

Four-body, "demi-bassine," polished, slide for locking the chrono-

graph at 11 o'clock, button for split seconds between 10 and 11.

Hinged gold cuvette with engraved monogram. White enamel
with Breguet numerals, outer minute and 1 /5th of a second divi-

sions with red Arabic five-second markers, subsidiary seconds

dial. Blued steel spade hands. Cal. 1 9"', three-quarter plate,

29 jewels, counterpoised straight-line lever escapement,

cut bimetallic compensation balance, blued steel Breguet

balance spring, index regulator, repeating on gongs acti-

vated by a slide on the band.

Dial, case and movement signed George C. Shreve & Co.,

movement signed Patek Philippe & Co., Geneva.

Diam. 54 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

2-01 AAA

$: 15,000-20,000

1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,000

253



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, movement No. 867693, case No. 511614, Ref. 530. Made in 1949, sold on
August 16th, 1950.

Very fine and extremely rare 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with square button chronograph, register and tachom-
eter and an 1 8K pink gold Patek Philippe buckle. Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives and a Patek
Philippe box.

Three-body, solid, polished and brushed, concave bezel and lugs. Matte silver with applied pink gold baton

indexes and Roman numerals, subsidiary dial for the seconds and 30-minute register, outer minute and 1/5th second

track with Arabic five second numerals, outermost tachometer scale. Pink gold feuille hands. 13'", rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 23 jewels, straight line lever escapement, bimetallic balance with 8 adjustments, self-

compensating blued steel Breguet balance spring, index regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36.8 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

C 3 D 2-01 M 3*

$: 350,000 - 450,000 €: 260,000 - 340,000 SFr: 400,000 - 500,000



Ret. 530
Production of this reference began in 1938 and lasted approximately 15 years.

Due to the size of the watch, which was not fashionable at the time, production

was limited to only a few examples, in yellow gold, pink gold, and stainless steel.

A similar watch is published in "Patek Philippe Wristwatches", by Martin Huber
and Alan Banbery 1998, p. 262.



The chamber is filled with distilled water. The lever

creates a vacuum, thus drawing air from the inside of

the watch. Escaping air bubbles indicate the exact

location of the potential leak.

Dim. 24x37 cm.

In very good condition,

may be in need of service

$: 1,000-2,000

€: 750 - 1,500 SFr: 1,100 - 2,200

354 (3)

In very good overall condition

In good overall condition

In excellent overall condition

$: 1 ,000 - 2,000 €: 750 - 1 ,500 SFr: 1 ,1 00 - 2,200

355



O C iC Dealer's Window Display made for Tudor, circa

DDVJ 1990.

A fine wood and suede window display representing stylized

blooming flowers.

In a-xrt*llant nvarall mnrlitinn

357

In good condition

$: 1 ,000 -
1 ,500 €: 750 -

1 ,1 00 SFr: 1 ,200 - 1 ,700 1

356

(watch not included in the lot)



ROLEX

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, Chronometer, Ref. 2940.

Made in the 1940s.

Fine, tonneau-shaped, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch.

Two-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, polished inclined bezel, case back engraved: M. O.

Anderson. Matte silver with applied steel baton indexes, outer

minute/seconds track. Luminous steel alpha hands. Cal. 9
3/4'", rhodium-plated, 19 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

Super-balance, self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

$: 1,000-1,500

3-7-01

€: 750- 1,100 SFr: 1,100-1,700

359

Rolex, case No. 729013. Made in the 1920s.

Fine and rare, rectangular curved, 14K pink gold wristwatch

Two-body, solid, polished, hinged case back engravei

"L'Abbe J.A. Myrand - Cure de St. Anne, Ottawa," wire luc

bombe crystal. Black with painted stylized radial Arab
numerals, concentric minute track. Yellow gold lozenge hanc

Cal. 9 1/2'" Ultra Prima, rhodium-plated, 15 jewels, straigh

line lever escapement, cut bimetallic balance, blued steel fl

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 x 40 mm. Height 9 mm.

$: 1,800-2,800

3-18-03

€: 1,400-2,100

3* AA
SFr: 2,000 - 3,200

258



ROLEX

Rolex, "Officially Certified Chronometer," Ref.

4470. Made circa 1945.

Fine and rare, square, 18K yellow gold and diamond
wristwatch.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, straight curved lugs.

Matte silver set with 3 round diamonds and applied yellow

gold dart indexes, subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold dauphine

hands. Cal. 10 1/2'" rhodium-plated, 18 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, Superbalance adjusted in 6 positions, self-

compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 27 x 37 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

3 3-18-01

$: 1,500-2,500 €: 1,100-1,900

3-9* A
SFr: 1,700-2,800

360



In excellent condition

$: 500 - 800 €: 400 - 600 SFr: 600 - 900

In excellent condition

$: 500 - 800 €: 400 - 600 SFr: 600 - 900

In excellent condition

$: 500 - 800 €: 400 - 600 SFr: 600 - 900

In excellent condition

$: 1 ,000 -
1 ,500 €: 750 -

1 ,1 00 SFr: 1 ,1 00 -
1 ,700

In excellent condition

$: 800 -
1 ,200 €: 600 - 900 SFr: 900 -

1 ,400

In excellent condition

$: 4,000 - 6,000 €: 3,000 - 4,500 SFr: 4,500 - 6,800

Ref. 6542, stainless steel GMT-Master

In excellent condition

$: 8,000 - 1 2,000 €: 6,000 - 9,000 SFr: 9,000 - 1 4,000
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ROLEX

Rolex, retailed by Tiffany & Co., Oyster Perpetual

Date, Submariner, 1000 ft./ 300m., Superlative

Chronometer, Officially Certified, Ref. 16800.
Made in 1983.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel diver's wristwatch with date and a stainless steel

Rolex Fliplock Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a guarantee

certificate (now void).

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, graduated unidirectional revolving black bezel for

the decompression times, Triplock winding crown protected by

the crown guard, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens. Black with

applied luminous round, triangular and baton indexes, aperture

for the date, outer minute division. Luminous steel skeleton

hands. Cal. 3035, rhodium-plated, 27 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to tempera-

tures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-

sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

3-9

$: 5,000 - 8,000

3-01

€: 3,800 - 6,000

3* AAA
SFr: 5,700 - 9,000

369

Rolex, Retailed by Serpico Y Laino, "Oyster
Perpetual, GMT Master, Superlative Chronometer, Officially

Certified," Ref. 1675. Made in 1963.

Fine, two time zone, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date, special 24-hour

bezel and hand and a stainless steel Rolex Jubilee bracelet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, red and blue graduated

bidirectional revolving bezel for the second 24-hour time zone,

screwed-down case back and crown, winding crown protected

by the crown guard, crystal with cyclops lens. Black with

luminous round, baton and triangular indexes, outer minute/

seconds track, aperture for the date. Luminous steel skeleton

hands. Cal. 1560, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 posi-

tions and temperature, shock absorber, self-compensating free-

sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws,

hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

$: 4,000 - 7,000

3-6-01

€: 3,000 - 5,300

(detail of the dial)

3* AA
SFr: 4,600 - 8,000



ROLEX

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, GMT-Master, Super-

ve Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1 675. Made
in 1971.

Fine, two time zone, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date, special 24-hour

bezel and hand and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

Accompanied by 2 extra links.

Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated bidirectional

revolving red & blue bezel for the second 24-hour time zone,

screwed-down case back and crown, winding crown protected

by the crown guard, crystal with cyclops lens. Black with lumi-

nous round, baton and triangular indexes, aperture for the date.

Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated,

26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to 5 positions and temperature, shock absorber, self-

compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella

regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

, 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

r

Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, GMT-Master, Super-

lative Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1675. Made
in 1968.

Fine, two-time-zone, center seconds, self-winding, water-

resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date, special 24-hour

bezel and hand and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, graduated bidirectional

revolving red & blue bezel for the second 24-hour time zone,

screwed-down case back and crown, winding crown protected

by the crown guard, crystal with cyclops lens. Black with lumi-

nous round, baton and triangular indexes, aperture for the date.

Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated,

26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to 5 positions and temperature, shock absorber, self-

compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella

regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

3 2-20-02 2* AA

$: 3,000 - 4,000 €: 2,300 - 3,000 SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

3-6-01 AA

$: 3,500 - 5,500 €: 2,600 - 4,200 SFr: 4,000 - 6,300

372



Tudor
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373 374

Tudor, "Oyster Date Chronograph," Ref. 71 59/0,

case made by Rolex, Geneva. Made in 1 972.

Fine, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with date,

round-button chronograph, register, tachometer and a stain-

less steel Rolex Oyster bracelet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down engraved

case back, crown and buttons, tachometer graduation on

the steel bezel to 500 units per hour, Twinlock winding crown

protected by the crown guard, crystal with cyclops lens.

Bicolor anthracite and black with luminous baton indexes,

outer 1/5th seconds scale with 5 minute/second red Arabic

markers, subsidiary dials for the seconds and the 45-minute

register, aperture for the date at 6. Luminous steel baton hands,

red chronograph hand. Cal. 234, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance, shock

absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down cas

back and buttons, black bezel with tachometer graduatic

to 500 UPH, Triplock winding crown protected by the crov

guard, crystal with cyclops lens. Bicolor anthracite and bla<

with luminous baton indexes, outer 1/5th seconds scale wi1

5 minute/second red Arabic markers, subsidiary dials for tr

seconds, the 30-minute and 12-hour registers, aperture for tr

date. Luminous black baton hands. Cal. T 7750, rhodiun

plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometall

balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance sprini

micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

3 3-7-01 3-6-9* AA

$: 8,000 - 1 0,000 €: 6,000 - 7,500 SFr: 9,000 - 1 1 ,000 $: 8,000-12,000

3-01

€: 6,000 - 9,000 SFr: 9,100-14,000



Tudor "Submariner," 200m/660ft, Rotor Self-

winding, Ref. 7924, case made by Rolex, Geneva. Made
in 1958.

Fine center seconds, self-winding, water resistant to 200 m.,

stainless steel diver's wristwatch

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

with military engraving and crown, graduated bidirectional

revolving black bezel for the decompression times, Brevet

winding crown. Black with luminous round, triangular and

baton indexes. Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal. T 390, 1

7

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 15 mm.

$: M5,000 - 20,000

3-01

€: 11,000 -15,000 SFr: 17,000-23,000

Like its sister version Rolex reference 6538, the Tudor big

crown represents the ultimate Tudor sport watch. Its big crown,

combined with the thickness of the case, allowed it to resist pres-

sure up to 200m. This model was probably made in fewer than

200 examples; those with military provenance most probably

represent only a handful. It is interesting to note that only one
other Tudor 7924 has appeared at auction, with the preceding

case number to the present model. To further reinforce its

provenance the military designation numbers (ARA for Armada
de la Republica Argentina) were only 4 numbers apart, indicating

a very limited run. Like the Rolex military models, these were
lied directly to the Navy without boxes or original warranties.

Tudor "Submariner," 100m/330ft, Rotor Self-

Winding, Ref. 7922, case made by Rolex, Geneva. Made
in 1958.

Fine center seconds, self-winding, water resistant to 1 00 m.,

stainless steel diver's wristwatch

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, graduated bidirectional revolving black bezel for the

decompression times. Black with luminous round, triangular

and baton indexes. Luminous gilt skeleton hands. Cal. T
390, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance, shock absorber, self-compensating flat

balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

3 2-01 3* AAA

$: 8,000 - 1 2,000 €: 6,000 - 9,000 SFr: 9,1 00 - 1 4,000

(lot 375,

detail of the case back)

375 376



Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Date, Submariner, 1000 ft./ 300m, Superlative Chronometer, Officially

Certified, Ref. 16808/16800. Made circa 1980.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K yellow gold diver's wristwatch with date, blue dial

& bezel and an 1 8K yellow gold Rolex Oyster Fliplock bracelet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, graduated unidirectional revolving blue

bezel for the decompression times, Triplock winding-crown protected by the crown guard, sapphire crystal with cyclops

lens. Blue with luminous round, triangular and baton gold indexes, outer minute/ seconds track, aperture for the

date. Luminous yellow gold skeleton hands. Cal. 3035, rhodium-plated, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung

Breguet balance-spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

C 3 D 2-01 M 2*

-line lever

npensatinc

AAA

$: 1 0,000 - 1 5,000 €: 7,500 - 1 1 ,000 SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 1 7,000



ROLEX

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back

and crown, graduated bi-directional revolving black bezel for

the decompression times, Triplock winding crown protected by

the crown guard, crystal with cyclops lens. Black with lumi-

nous round, triangular and baton indexes, outer minute/seconds

divisions, aperture for the date. Luminous steel skeleton hands.

Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 26

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella

regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Date, Submariner, 660ft

= 200m, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified, case

No. 3869430, Ref. 1680. Made in 1973.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless

steel wristwatch with red "Submariner" dial, date and a stain-

less steel Rolex Oyster 931 5 folded-link bracelet with flip-lock

clasp.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back

and guarded Triplock crown, graduated bi-directional revolving

black bezel for the decompression times, crystal with cyclops

lens. Black with "Submariner" in red letters, luminous round,

triangular and baton indexes, outer minute/seconds divisions,

aperture for the date. Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal.

1570, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 26 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compen-

sating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regu-

lating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 14.5mm.

3 2-01

$: 7,000 - 9,000 €: 5,300 - 6,800

3 AA
SFr: 8,000-11,000

3-12

$: 4,000 - 6,000

2-01

€: 3,000 - 4,500

3* AA
SFr: 4,500 - 6,800

379



ROLEX
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Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual Date, Sea-Dweller, Submariner 2000, 2000 ft./610 m., Superlative

Chrono-meter, Officially Certified," Ref. 1665. Made in 1972.

Fine and very rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel diver's wristwatch with double red

Sea-Dweller logo, helium escape valve, date and a stainless steel Rolex Oyster Fliplock bracelet. Accompanied by
an extra link, hang tag and a service invoice from Rolex, Japan dated December 8th, 2008.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, helium escape valve at 9, graduated
bi-directional revolving black bezel for the decompression times, Triplock winding crown protected by the crown guard.

Black with luminous round, triangular and baton indexes, aperture for the date, "Sea-Dweller Submariner 2000"

Cal. 1570, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix decoration, 26 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-

compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.



ROLEX

381

Fine and very i

Sea-Dweller lo

C. Three-body,

bi-directional re

D. Black with li

in red letters. I

straight-line lev

compensating

Dial, case and r

Diam. 40 mm.

"



Sea-Dweller Submariner Mark II Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual Date, Sea-

Dweller, Submariner 2000, 2000 ft./610 m., Superlative Chronometer, Officially

Certified," Ref. 1665. Made in 1967.

Fine and very rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel diver's

wristwatch with double red Sea-Dweller logo, helium escape valve, date and a stainless

steel Rolex Oyster Fliplock bracelet.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, helium escape

valve at 9, graduated bi-directional revolving black bezel for the decompression times,

Triplock winding crown protected by the crown guard. Black with luminous round,

triangular and baton indexes, aperture for the date, "Sea-Dweller Submariner 2000" in

red letters. Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal. 1 570, rhodium-plated, oeil-de-perdrix

decoration, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to

temperatures and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet

balance spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 17 mm.

3 3-01 3* AAA

$: 25,000 - 45,000 €: 20,000 - 35,000 SFr: 30,000 - 50,000



For a similar Sea-Dweller retailed by Cartier, see Antiquorum sale

"Revolution, the Evolution of the Rolex Sport Watch", Lot 219.



All Comex models are by definition rare.

With different amounts being sold to Comex from

reference to reference these numbers are gene-

rally thought to be approximately 60 to 300
pieces. The Reference 16800 was produced
in about 300 pieces but 10-year anniversary

models are particularly rare. In fact there is

only one other similar watch that has ever

appeared at auction (see Antiquorum Revo-

lution, the evolution of the Rolex Sport

watch, Lot 204). This is a particularly inte-

resting watch being accompanied by many
of the accessories he would have used
during his career as a commercial diver

including personal photos featuring the

owner of this watch standing next to

Theo Mavrostomos, another Comex
employee and also the current world's

deepest record holder.



Rolex, Oyster Perpetual Date, "Comex Submariner, 1000 ft./

300 m." Ref. 16800. Made in 1984.

Fine and rare, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant,

stainless steel diver's wristwatch with date and a stainless

steel Rolex Fliplock Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a

fitted box, instruction booklet, 1 0 year presentation card,

Comex medical book, Comex keyring, 2 Comex bags and
an anchor, and various photos of B.W. Hughes.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case

back with Comex number and commemoration inscription,

graduated unidirectional revolving black bezel for the decom-
pression times, Triplock winding-crown protected by the crown

guard, sapphire crystal with cyclops lens. Black with luminous

round, triangular and baton steel indexes, aperture for the date,

Comex logo. Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal. 3035,

rhodium-plated, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
monometallic balance adjusted to temperatures and 5 posi-

tions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet

balance spring, Microstella regulating screws, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed, case with Comex number.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness: 13 mm.

3 3-01 3*

$: 55,000 - 75,000

€: 42,000 - 57,000 SFr: 63,000 - 85,000

(detail of the back)



Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, graduated bi-directional revolving black bezel for the

decompression times, Triplock winding-crown protected by the crown guard. Black with luminous round, triangular and baton

indexes. Luminous skeleton hands. Cal. 1520, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance,

shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring, hack mechanism.

Dial, case and movement signed. Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

|Cj 3 J [ D
|

3-01
]
(M| 3^ J

[AAA
j



Rolex, "Oyster Perpetual, Milgauss, Superlative Chronometer, Officially Certified," Ref. 1019. Made in 1968.

Very fine and rare, anti-magnetic, water-resistant, center seconds, self-winding, stainless steel wristwatch with a stainless steel

Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a fitted box.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, inclined bezel, soft iron gilt metal antimagnetic protecting

cap forming a Faraday cage. Brushed silver over soft iron with luminous steel baton indexes, outer minute/seconds divisions,

"Milgauss" in red. Luminous tapered steel baton hands and red-tipped center seconds hand. Cal. 1580, rhodium-plated, 26 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 5 positions and temperature, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung white metal Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 38 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

C 3 D 3-01 M 2* AAA

$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,000



ROLEX

z
o
00
uJ

L0

rs# tachometer,

*/ice guarantee

>n on the

units per hour. Bicolor silver and black with applied steel square indexes and luminous dots, subsidiary dials for the

seconds, the 12-hour and 30-minute registers, outer 1/5th seconds division. Luminous steel baton hands. Cal. 722,

rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to three positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 37 mm. Thickness 14 mm.



387
Very fine and i

gold bezel witl

C. Three-bodyJ

the gold bezel

and luminous

Luminous yell

monometallic t

Microstella reg

d, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back, buttons and crown, tachometer graduation on

:o 200 units per hour. Bicolor champagne and black with applied yellow gold faceted baton indexes

ots, outer 1 /5th seconds track, subsidiary dials for the seconds, 12-hour and 30-minute registers.

3w gold baton hands, Cal. 727, rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,
alance adjusted to 3 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring,

lating screws.

Diam. 37 mm.
Dial, case and movement signed.

hickness 14 mm.

3 3-01 3*

$: 50,000 - 70,000 €: 38,000 - 53,000 SFr: 57,000 - 80,000

AAA



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, "Calatrava," No.
724164, case No. 307109, Ref. 96. Made in 1954, sold

October 5th, 1955.

Very fine and rare, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch. Accompanied
by the Extract from the Archives.

Three-body, solid, p olished and brushed, flat bezel, concave

lugs. Ivory colored with applied yellow gold faceted baton

indexes, subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold dauphine hands.

Cal. 12-400, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18

jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetallic compen-
sation balance, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

$: 4,000 - 6,000

3-01

€: 3,000 - 4,500

3* AA
SFr: 4,600 - 6,800

389

Patek Philippe & Co., Geneve, No. 781 865, ca

No. 2605520, Ref. 2594. Made circa 1967.

Fine and rare, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, polished wic

stepped bezel, straight lugs. Champagne with flinque pir

gold indexes. Pink gold baton hands. Cal. 23-300, stampe
with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fauss

cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapemer
Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold isochronism and 5 pc

tions, shock absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 32 mm. Thickness: 6 mm.

3 3-6-01

$: 3,000 - 4,000 €: 2,300 - 3,000 SFr: 3,500 - 4,600

388



Patek Philippe

391

Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 1 9291 3, case

No. 287073. Made in 1919, sold April 24th,

1922.

Fine and very rare, square, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch.

Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives.

Two-body, solid, polished, hinged case back, gold screwed

bars. Matte silver with luminous radial Arabic numerals,

outer minute track. Blued steel skeleton hands. Cal. 10'" gilt

brass, 15 jewels, straight-line lever escapement a moustache,

cut bimetallic balance, blued steel flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 26 x 26 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

3 3-18-01

$: 3,000 - 4,000 €: 2,300 - 3,000

3* AA
SFr: 3,400 - 4,600

390



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 925411, case

No. 422123, Ref. 2428. Made in 1948.

Very fine 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with an 1 8K yellow gold

Patek Philippe buckle. Recently serviced by Patek Philippe.

Accompanied by a pouch.

Two-body, solid, polished, overhanging fluted lugs, stepped

bezel. Matte silver with applied yellow gold baton indexes,

subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold dauphine hands. Cal.

10-200, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels,

straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, Breguet balance-

spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

3 2-17-01 3 AA

$: 8,000 - 1 2,000 €: 6,000 - 9,000 SFr: 9,000 - 1 4,000

392

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 951975, case No.

421504, Ref. 2428. Made in circa 1949.

Fine 18K yellow gold wristwatch with large prominent
shoulders.

Two-body, solid, polished, engraved snap-on back, large

down-turned fluted lugs, stepped bezel. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold lapped baton indexes (one index missing),

subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold dauphine hands. Cal.

10-200, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels,

straight line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, Breguet balance-

spring, micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm.

3-9 3-9-01 3* AA

$: 6,000 - 8,000 €: 4,500 - 6,000 SFr: 6,800 - 9,000

393



Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 731582, case No. 2619974, Ref. 1578. Made circa 1963.

Very fine, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with an 1 8K pink gold Patek Philippe buckle.

Three-body, solid, polished, inclined bezel, lapidated lugs, snap-on case back. Matte silver with applied pink gold faceted

baton indexes, outer minute divisions. Pink gold dauphine hands. Cal. 27AM400, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality

mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, free-sprung self-compensating Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

3-01 AA

$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,000



Patek Philippe



Patek Philippe & Cie, Geneve, No. 862421, case No. 623715, Ref. 1436. Made in 1940, sold August 8th, 1941.

Extremely fine and rare, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch with square button, co-axial split-seconds chronograph, 30-minute register,

tachometer and an 1 8K yellow gold Patek Philippe buckle. Accompanied by the Extract from the Archives. Recently serviced by
Patek Philippe.

Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel and lugs, start/stop push-button at 2, return to zero at 4, pushing the winding

crown controls the split-seconds function. Matte silver with applied yellow gold Roman numerals and round indexes, subsidiary

seconds and 30-minute register dials, outer tachometer graduation and 1/5th seconds track with 5-minute/seconds Arabic markers.

Blued steel baton hands. Cal. 13-130, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration,

25 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to 8 positions, self-compensating Breguet balance spring,

micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 33 mm. Thickness 12 mm.

2-6-01

$: 1 80,000 - 260,000 €: 1 35,000 - 200,000 SFr: 205,000 - 300,000



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe & Co., Geneve, No. 964502, ca;

No. 653601, Ref. 1543. Made in 1947.

Fine and rare, 1 8K pink gold wristwatch with pink dial.

Two-body, solid, polished, engraved snap on case bac

curved tear-drop style lugs. Pink with applied pink go
baton indexes and upper quarter pink gold Arabic numera
outer minute divisions, subsidiary seconds. Pink gold bate

hands. Cal. 12"'120, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decor

tion, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, cut bimetall

balance, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, swan-ne<

micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 9.5 mm.

$: 5,000 - 7,000

3-7-01

€: 3,800 - 5,300

3 AAA

SFr: 5,700 - 8,000

396

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 745751, case No.

515956, Ref. 2568-1. Made in 1956.

Very fine and rare, flat, elegant, 1 8K yellow gold wristwatch

with an 1 8K yellow gold Patek Philippe buckle.

Three-body, solid, polished, faceted lugs, case back
engraved: M. Maschke Jr. - Cleveland. Matte silver with

applied yellow gold baton indexes, subsidiary seconds dial.

Yellow gold baton hands. Cal. 10-200, stamped twice with

the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, 18 jewels,

straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted

for heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, self-compensating

Breguet balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 33 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

3 3-01 2* AA

$: 5,000 - 6,000 €: 3,800 - 4,500 SFr: 5,700 - 6,800



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 760170, case No.
678316, Ref. 2526. Made in 1954.

Very fine and rare, water-resistant, self-winding, 18K yellow

gold wristwatch with enamel dial and an 18K yellow gold

Patek Philippe buckle.

Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, rounded bezel,

screwed-down case back, concave lugs. Ivory-color enamel
with applied yellow gold faceted baton indexes, outer dot

minute divisions, subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold dauphine

hands. Cal. 12"'-600 AT, stamped with the Seal of Geneva
quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 30
jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance

adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, shock

absorber, self-compensating Breguet balance spring, swan-

neck micrometer regulator, 18K gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

3-9 3-24-01

$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000

3 AA
SFr: 17,000-23,000

398

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 765918, case No.

2606299, Ref. 2551. Made in 1960.

3ry fine, self-winding, water-resistant, 18K yellow gold
wristwatch.

Two-body, solid, polished, screwed-down case back, stepped
concave bezel, fluted lugs. Matte silver with applied yellow

gold baton indexes, subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold baton

hands. Cal. 12-600 AT, stamped with the Seal of Geneva
quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 30
jewels, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism

and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating Breguet

balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator, 18K gold

rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed,

i. 36 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

3-9 3-7-01 AA

E: 6,000 - 1 0,000 €: 4,500 - 7,500 SFr: 6,800 - 1 1 ,000

399



Two-body, polished and brushed, screw-down case back,

flat bezel, straight lugs, sapphire crystal. Ivory with applied

yellow gold baton indexes, outer dot minute/seconds markers,

date aperture at 3. Yellow gold baton hands. Cal. 315 SC,

stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 29 jewels, straight-line lever escapement,

free-sprung Gyromax balance, self-compensating flat balance

spring, shock absorber, gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 34 mm. Thickness 7 mm.

$: 10,000-15,000

2-01

€: 7,500-11,000

2* AA
SFr: 11,000 -17,000

401

Three-body, solid, polished, hounds-tooth decorated bez

screwed-down case back, sapphire crystal. White enar

with painted radial Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds di<

Black oxidized gold feuille hands. Cal. 21 5 PS, stamped wit

the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cot

decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyror

balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions, se

compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, shock absorbe

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 8 mm.

1 1-01 1

$: 1 2,000 - 1 5,000 €: 9,000 - 1 1 ,000 SFr: 1 4,000 - 1 7,0C

286



Two-body, solid, polished and brushed, screwed down case

back, concave lugs, inner soft-iron movement cover. Matte

silver with applied gold dart and faceted fancy indexes,

subsidiary seconds dial. Yellow gold dauphine hands. Cal.

12-400, stamped twice with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line

lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted for heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

Breguet balance spring, swan-neck micrometer regulator.

Dial, case and movement signed.

. 35 mm. Thickness 10 mm.

3 3-8-01 3-9* AA
: 9,000 - 1 2,000 €: 6,800 - 9,000 SFr: 1 0,000 - 1 4,000

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1113060, case No.

2626947, Ref. 3466. Made in 1964.

Fine and rare, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel

wristwatch.

Two-body, polished, screwed-down case back, inclined flat

bezel, lapidated lugs. Satine silver with applied white gold

baton indexes, outer dot minute divisions, subsidiary seconds

dial. White gold baton hands. Cal. 27- 460, stamped with

the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 37 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax
balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions,

shock absorber, self-compensating free sprung Breguet balance

spring, 18Kgold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 11 mm.

3-9 3-01 3* AA

$: 6,000 - 1 0,000 €: 4,500 - 7,500 SFr: 6,800 - 1 1 ,000

402

(detail of the movement)



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Pendulette", No. 873707, Ref. 940. Made circa 1965.

Fine and unusual, solar-powered rhodium plated brass table clock with electrically-wound remontoir. Accompanied by
the Patek Philippe box and an extract from the Archives.

Rhodium-plated brass, 4 square columns, top with solar cells, hinged back door. Silver with applied baton indexes.

Facted steel baton hands. Based on a 17'" Gondolo keyless mechanical movement, 29 jewels, straight line lever

escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to heat, cold and 1 position, swan-neck micrometer regulator, solarpowered

with lithium battery back-up, driving a remontoir train which replaces the barrel spring.

Dial and movement signed.

Dim. height 14.3 cm., width 14 cm., depth 9 cm.

4-7-9 2-01 3** AA

$: 3,000 - 5,000 €: 2,300 - 3,800 SFr: 3,400 - 5,700



HILIPPE

(detail of the movement) (detail of the punch mark)

AC\C Movement Presentation Case

Patek Philippe, Geneve, "Amagnetic," No. 733723, Ref. 55. Made in 1966.

Fine and extremely rare movement presentation case. Accompanied by the original presentation box, eye-loupe, hang tag and
the Extract from the Archives.

C. Transparent with 2 gold bezels cased within a block of brushed aluminum with lapidated sides back and front. D. None. Yellow

gold dauphine hands. M. Cal. 27 AM- 400, amagnetic, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes

decoration, 18 jewels, straight-line bronze-beryllium lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted for heat, cold, isochronism and 5

positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet balance spring.

Casing, box, loupe and movement signed. Casing dim. 50 x 100 mm. Thickness 8.5 mm.

(c| 3 )(D| 01 )(M| 3*
] I AA |

$: 2,500 - 4,500 • €: 1,900 - 3,400 • SFr: 2,800 - 5,100

This lot features a Patek Philippe promotional display case that has never before been offered on the market and has remained

unknown to many collectors until now. Designed as an educational tool for Patek retailers and customers of the time, it featured an

elegantly mounted, fully functional movement (Cal. 27-AM 400) encased in a stainless steel frame (stamped as Reference 55).

In fully running condition and accompanied by its Patek Philippe signed loupe and original hang-tag, this is a rare opportunity to

acquire the ultimate desk accessory for the true Patek enthusiast. Produced in the mid-sixties for a short period of time, probably less

than a hundred units total were produced. We would like to thank Arnaud Tellier from the Patek Philippe Museum for his assistance

in researching this lot.
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Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 3051249, case No.

2993333, Ref. 501 5G. Made circa 1996.

Very fine, water-resistant, self-winding, 1 8K white gold wrist-

watch with 48-hour power reserve, moon phases, age of the

moon and an 1 8K white gold Patek Philippe buckle. Accom-
panied by a fitted box and Certificate of Origin.

Four-body, solid, polished, bezel decorated with raised

gold dots, hinged case back over transparent back to view the

movement, straight lugs, gold screwed bars, sapphire crystals.

White with painted radial Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds

dial at 4, power reserve indication at 10, moon age and aper-

ture for the moon phases at 7. Black oxidized gold spade hands.

Cal. 240/1 52, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 29 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung flat balance spring, 22K gold micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

2 1-01 2* AA
$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,000

406

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 3051351, case No.

2993834, Ref. 501 5R. Made in 1996, sold July 20th, 1997.

Very fine, water-resistant, self-winding, 1 8K pink gold wrist-

watch with 48-hour power reserve, moon phases, age of the

moon and an 18K pink gold Patek Philippe buckle. Accom-
panied by a fitted box and Certificate of Origin.

Four-body, solid, polished, bezel decorated with raised

gold dots, hinged case back over transparent back to view the

movement, straight lugs, gold screwed bars, sapphire crystals.

White with painted radial Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds

dial at 4, power reserve indication at 10, moon age and aper-

ture for the moon phases at 7. Black oxidized gold spade hands.

Cal. 240/1 52, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark,

rhodium plated, fausses cotes decoration, 29 jewels, straight-

line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold,

isochronism and 5 positions, shock absorber, self-compensating

free-sprung flat balance spring, 22K gold micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 35 mm. Thickness 9 mm.

1 1-01 2* AA

$: 1 5,000 - 20,000 €: 1 1 ,000 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 7,000 - 23,000

407



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 775300, case No. 4004925, Ref. 5038. Made in 1 995, sold January 1 6th, 1 997.

Very fine and rare, self-winding, 18K white gold wristwatch with perpetual calendar, moon phases and an 18K white gold Patek

Philippe buckle. Accompanied by a Patek Philippe winding box, the Extract from the Archives and setting pin.

Three-body, solid, polished, beaded bezel, transparent case back, sapphire crystals. Black with painted white radial Roman
numerals, outer minute track, subsidiary dials for the days of the month, of the week, the months, the 24 hours and the leap year,

aperture for the moon phases. White alpha hands. Cal. 240 Q, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 27 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5

positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, 22K gold micro-rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness: 9 mm.

2 1-01

$: 35,000 - 40,000 €: 26,000 - 30,000

2* AAA

SFr: 40,000 - 45,000



Patek Philippe

Patek Philippe, Geneve, No. 1957976, case No. 2980858, Ref. 5050G. Sold December 29th, 2004.

Very fine and extremely rare, astronomic, center seconds, self-winding, water resistant, 1 8K white gold wristwatch with perpetual

calendar, retrograde date, leap year indication, moon phases and an 1 8K white gold Patek Philippe deployant clasp. Accompanied
by a fitted box, setting pin, booklets and Certificate of Origin.

Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel, fluted lugs, screwed-down transparent case back, sapphire crystals. Satine silver with

applied radial white gold Roman numerals, outer minute divisions, apertures for the days of the week, the months, the moon phases

and the leap year, retrograde sector for the date. Cal. 315/136, stamped with the Seal of Geneva quality mark, rhodium-plated,

fausses cotes decoration, 31 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 5

positions, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung flat balance spring, gold rotor.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 1 1 mm.

2 1-01 2*

$: 80,000 - 1 20,000 €: 60,000 - 90,000 SFr: 90,000 - 1 35,000

The reference 5050 has always been much appreciated by collectors for its simple aesthetic beauty yet understated look. Relatively

unpopular upon its launch, it quickly gained huge appeal due to a relatively small production run. According to our research, there

have only been 3 other examples in white gold ever to appear at auction (see Antiquorum Hong Kong, Nov. 25, 2006, lot 178) making
the white gold the rarest of all four available metals (including platinum). Furthermore it is only the second white gold 5050 with the

less common Roman numeral dial to be offered on the market.





Patek Philippe

Three-body, solid, polished, concave bezel, fluted lugs, transparent screwed-down case back, sapphire crystals.

Matte silver with applied faceted white gold baton and pyramid indexes, subsidiary dials for the seconds, the

30-minute register, the days of the month, the 24 hours and the leap year, apertures for the days of the week, the

months and the moon phases. White gold baton hands. Cal. CH 27-70/155, stamped with the Seal of Geneva
quality mark, rhodium-plated, fausses cotes decoration, 24 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, Gyromax balance

adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 8 positions, shock absorber, free-sprung self-compensating Breguet balance

spring. Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 36 mm. Thickness 13 mm.

1 1-01 1

$: 1 00,000 - 1 20,000 €: 75,000 - 90,000 SFr: 1 1 5,000 - 1 35,000





Copyright Rue Des Archives / Collection CSFF

Tag Heuer, "Monaco," Automatic, Chronograph. Made in the late 1960s.

Fine and unusual, square convex, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel wristwatch with round button chronograph, regis-

ters and date. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity by Bill Maher, Corporate Vice President of Solar Productions and Financial

Advisor to Steve McQueen from 1 969 onwards.

Two-body, polished and brushed, dedicated case back, lapidated straight lugs. Black with applied steel baton indexes and
luminous dots, outer 1/5th seconds track with 5-minute/seconds red markers, subsidiary silver dials for the 12-hour and 30-minute

registers, aperture for the date at 6. Luminous steel and red baton hands. Cal. 11"', rhodium-plated, 17 jewels, straight-line lever

escapement, monometallic balance, shock-absorber, self-compensating flat balance spring.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Dim. 40 x 45 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

3 3-01 3* AA

$: 1 0,000 - 20,000 €: 7,500 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 23,000

This "Monaco" wristwatch was previously owned by Steve McQueen and worn by him during the filming of the 1971 movie "Le Mans."

The photograph of Steve McQueen wearing the Heuer Monaco during filming the movie "Le Mans" is one of the most iconic images

of both actor and watch. He is not seen wearing the watch again in any candid photographs taken post filming, yet those that worked
with him and recall his penchant for leaving the set with souvenir "goodies" will testify he would never have returned the watch to the

property master at the close of filming. This has always led to the question: what happened to his Monaco?

Although McQueen chose to wear the Monaco model during the filming of the movie (he was offered a number of watches from among
the Heuer production of the era) he can clearly be seen wearing his favorite watch, the Rolex Submariner, in a number of photographs

taken while relaxing on set (his Rolex is offered as lot 416 in the sale) and we can presume he returned to wearing his Rolex as soon as

filming ended.



Prior to leaving for France to film his "passion project" movie "24 hours of Le Mans" Steve McQueen contacted W.J. (Bill)

Maher, a management consultant in New York, for advice on his business operations and personal financial management
After a few months' auditing, and only days before Steve was to leave for France, Bill told Steve he (Steve) was financially

insolvent and he (Bill) preferred to return to his well-paid job rather than try to unravel his finances in LA. At this time Steve

was a heavyweight in the film industry and probably not used to taking no for an answer. Realizing he was in trouble and
desperate to begin filming in France, he convinced Bill to stay on and help him resolve his immediate financial problems

while he was away.

Bill visited Steve on the Le Mans set to inform him and his wife Neile that the immediate cash problems were solved.

He agreed to stay on to restructure the management of Steve's career and Steve's production company, Solar Productions,

Inc. During filming at Le Mans, Bill returned once more along with Freddie Fields, whom he had retained on Steve's behalf to

manage his career. Freddie was the leading movie star talent agent of the time and head ofCMA, the major talent agency.

Bill restructured Solar Productions, Inc., probably saving it from bankruptcy. He also reorganized the management of Steve's

personal finances, hiring a new team ofprofessional service providers. He became a friend ofSteve and Neile and proved an

honest and trustworthy advisor, something Steve admired and no doubt a rarity in Hollywood.

(Terry McQueen, Steve McQueens's daughter,

Neile McQueen with Bill Maher and Steve

Mc Queen in the background)

(Neile McQueen and Bill Maher)

Photo courtesy of Neile McQueen Toffel

(detail of the case back engraving)

When he returned to Los Angeles, Steve McQueen felt he was beginning a new chapter in his life. Visiting Bill at the Solar

offices, he ceremoniously removed his Heuer Monaco watch and presented it to Bill in appreciation of his friendship and loyal

services during what had been perhaps the most troubled time of his adult life. Thanking him, Bill remarked that the timing

was perfect, since he had just lost a gold Girard Perregaux. Steve promised to have Bill's name engraved on the reverse

of the watch, and a week later a small box arrived containing the newly engraved Heuer Monaco. Bill was Steve's primary

advisor for eleven years and after Steve's untimely death he was trustee of the estate.

Bill kept the watch until he gifted it to his seven year-old nephew. His nephew's mother had the boy's name and birth

date engraved on the reverse. The nephew took great care of the watch. It has been serviced at Heuer US three times

since 1974.

The Tag Heuer archives reveal that four Monacos (three blue watches and a gray one) were given by Heuer for the filming of

"Le Mans". This is the first time one has appeared at auction. Its indisputable provenance - it was not a back-up watch kept

on the set, but was worn by Steve McQueen personally - makes it highly important and desirable.

This is a unique opportunity to own a true icon of horological, automotive, and cinematic history.
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The Thomas Crown Affair is a 1968 movie starring Steve

McQueen and Faye Dunaway. it was nominated for two
Academy Awards and a remake was released in 1 999 star-

ring Pierce Brosnan and Rene Russo (in the remake, Faye

Dunaway also appears as Thomas Crown's therapist).

Following the wrapping of the filming of the movie, Steve

McQueen received the bronze statute ofDon Quixote that

was prominently displayed in Thomas Crown's office as

a prop. McQueen maintained a suite at the Beverly Hills

Hotel and one of the few personal belongings that he

kept in the suite was this bronze statute. The Don Quixote

bronze had a special meaning to him, not simply because it

reminded him of the filming of the movie, but as McQueen
explained to Jimmy Brucker, it was him, "the Actor. " Don
Quixote was a common man who unknowingly created a

hero persona amongst his public. It is not easy living up
to a public persona and McQueen encountered this every

day of his life. Jimmy Brucker visited McQueen's suite at

the Beverly Hills Hotel and once he saw the Don Quixote

bronze, being a collector of bronze statutes, he told

McQueen that he had to have it. After some heavy nego-

tiation and Brucker having to repeatedly sweeten the deal

by adding more memorabilia that McQueen wanted, the

Don Quixote bronze was his. Jimmy Brucker has kept the

bronze for over twenty years in his personal collection. The
bronze is signed at the base "Machault Fils" and stands 34
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The allure of the present lot starts with the Scott marquee itself.

Scott Motorcycle Company (Shipley, West Yorkshire, England),

produced motorcycles so far ahead of their time that it is hard

not to label them technological oddities. These innovations

have earned Scott the reputation as the 'Bugatti of Motor-
cycles.' In 1924, when Scott debuted the 'Super Squirrel,'

most motorcycles had heavy air-cooled four-stroke engines and
solid forks; the Scott boasted a revolutionary two-stroke motor
featuring water cooling and telescopic forks.

The present motorcycle is not only a fine

example of one of the most technologi-

cally advanced machines of its day, but it

was restored, painted and pin striped in the

1970s by none other than the legendary

Kenny "Von Dutch" Howard. As if that was
not enough, Von Dutch undertook this metic-

ulous restoration for his close friend Steve

McQueen, who was as serious about motor-

cycles and racing as he was about acting.

The bike features the infamous Von Dutch
'flying eyeball' logo affixed in cloisonne to

the toolbox, while the Scott logos are all

hand-painted and finished in gold leaf. A
unique feature of the bike is that Von Dutch

mistakenly lettered the date on the front

number plate '1 926' instead of the correct

'1 929.' Having recognized the historical and
artistic significance of this motorcycle, prior

to his death, Steve McQueen gifted the bike

back to Von Dutch so that he may person-

ally own his masterpiece. Following its sale

by Von Dutch to a collector in California, the

bike came full circle when it was purchased (and now consigned

for sale in the present auction) by Tonny Sorensen, owner of

the Von Dutch clothing company. Until recently the bike was on
display at the Motorcycle Hall of Fame as part of the "Mot-
Stars: Celebrities + Motorcycles" exhibit.

The engine was recently overhauled, featuring new bearings,

pistons and a re-bore, plus the crankshaft and cylinders refur-

bished by famous Scott specialist Roger Moss.

Steve McQueen
Steve McQueen was an avid motorcyclist and supporter of the

sport. McQueen's unabashed enthusiasm for motorcycling
did wonders for the image of the sport during a time when
the general public often looked at motorcyclists with disdain.

McQueen raced in many of the top off-road

races on the West Coast during the '60s and
early 1970s. McQueen dreamed up perhaps
the most famous motorcyclejump ever filmed

when shooting the movie 'The Great Escape'

in Germany. He called good friend Bud Ekins

over to be his stunt double to shoot the

climactic motorcyclejump in which McQueen's
character was trying to escape German
soldiers by motorcycle during World War II.

McQueen became so closely associated with

motorcycling that Popular Science had him
write a series of motorcycle reviews for that

magazine. In the early 1 970s, movie producer
Bruce Brown approached McQueen about
helping him finance a documentary movie on
motorcycling. McQueen, fully knowing that he
would probably never profit from this type of

film, nevertheless agreed to back Brown. The
movie he financed turned out to be the classic

'On Any Sunday,' not only the best motor-

cycle movie of its time, but also a commer-
cial success. McQueen became interested

in collecting motorcycles and the bulk of his

collection in the mid to late 1970s was older,

historically significant motorcycles. McQueen collected the bikes

he wanted to own without regard to popularity or future values,

he was neither a showoff nor speculator. It is for this reason that

motorcyclists the world over have come to admire and deeply
respect Steve McQueen.

$: 80,000 - 1 20,000 €: 60,000 - 90,000 SFr: 90,000 - 1 35,000



(Number plate errorenously dated '1926')

The Scott Motorcycle Company
The Scott Motorcycle Company, founded by Alfred Angas
Scott in 1 908, was a well known producer of motorcycles and
light engines for industry. Scott motorcycles were produced
until 1978. Scotts earned a reputation for speed, winning the

prestigious Isle of Man Senior TT in 1912 and 1913. Their

most famous model, the Super Squirrel, became something of

a legend and gained a cult like status. Even today, a thriving

following of the Scott motorcycle exists in the form of vintage

and classic motorcycling.

enneth Howard a/k/a Von Dutch', born in Los Angeies
1929, is a renowned motorcycle mechanic, gunsmith, pin striper

and artist. His father, Wally Howard, was a well-respected Los

Angeles sign painter and provided him with the introduction to

art and design. In the early 1 950s, Von Dutch started earning

money by doing pin striping. He was a major influence in the

Southern California custom car and motorcycle movement of

the 1960s and is regarded as the Godfather of the 'Kustom
Kulture.' The 'Flying Eyeball' has become Von Dutch's trade-

mark symbol and has gained mainstream recognition due to

the popularity of the Von Dutch clothing company. The works
of Von Dutch have become increasingly sought after by collectors

and command significant prices at auctions.

(Cloisonne 'Flying Eyeball' Von Dutch Logo)

Tonny Sorensen
Tonny Sorensen is the owner of Von Dutch Originals, a multi-

national clothing and accessories company. Sorensen, a former
Danish kick-boxing champion, is also the founder and creative

force behind Planet lllogica, an ambitious internet-based Counter-

culture Art Network. Von Dutch Originals is widely recognized

for getting product placement of their clothing on famous
movie stars and music performers and bringing the Von Dutch
name to the mainstream market. Designs for the Von Dutch
label and motorcycles pay homage to the artist and his unmis-

takable style. Today the company has shifted its focus to the art

of Kenneth Howard and the patronage of emerging artists.



While filming the movie 'The Great Escape' in Germany, Steve McQueen and his friend and stunt double Bud Ekins took a break to

watch the International Six Days Trial (ISDT) that was taking place in Germany Two years later, in September of 1964, Steve McQueen
(together with Bud and Dave Ekins, Cliff Coleman and John Steen), was chosen to be a member of the US team for the ISDT The ISDT
was considered the most challenging motorcycle event in the world. Each member of the team would ride 200 miles per day, competing

in a range of endurance and skill-based events, through mountains, forests and rocky trails, against the best riders the world had to offer.

The 1964 ISDT took place behind what was then the 'Iron Curtain' of communism in East Germany, during the height of the Cold War.

On September 5, 1964 in a packed hall in Erfurt, East Germany, complete with a large picture of Lenin, McQueen - in what has been
reported as one of the proudest moments of his life - carried the 'Stars and Stripes' for the US team at the opening ceremony.

Several days into the event disaster struck for McQueen when, hurtling along a narrow ravine at high speed on his 650 Triumph,

a spectator suddenly rode his motorbike out onto the track. Sideswiped by the spectator, McQueen was sent airborne. Landing brutally,

his face was smashed against a rock, and the skin was torn from his kneecaps. He was lucky to survive, though, as his bike flew off into the

ravine. The race was over for Steve McQueen. Overall, however, the US team did well, with Dave Ekins and Cliff Coleman winning gold

medals and John Steen winning Silver.

The present lot, Steve McQueen's International License from the 1964 ISDT, was sold by Neile McQueen Toffel. It is undoubtedly one of



Ref. 551 2, Rolex, Oyster Perpetual, Submariner, 660 ft = 200 m, Superla-

tive Chronometer Officially Certified, Ref. 5512/5513. Made in 1967.

Fine, center seconds, self-winding, water-resistant, stainless steel diver's wristwatch

with a stainless steel Rolex Oyster bracelet. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity

from Jimmy Brucker.

Three-body, polished and brushed, screwed-down case back and crown, graduated

bi-directional revolving black bezel for the decompression times, Triplock winding-crown

protected by the crown guard. Black with luminous round, triangular and baton

indexes, outer minute division. Luminous steel skeleton hands. Cal. 1570, rhodium-

plated, 26 jewels, straight-line lever escapement, monometallic balance adjusted to five

positions and temperatures, shock absorber, self-compensating free-sprung Breguet

balance spring, Microstella regulating screws.

Dial, case and movement signed.

Diam. 40 mm. Thickness 14 mm.

3 2-01 3*

$: 1 0,000 - 20,000 €: 7,500 - 1 5,000 SFr: 1 1 ,000 - 22,000

(deta/7 of the dial)

After a successful foray into British motorcycle sport, Bud Ekins moved to California and ran a very successful Triumph dealership.

He had become something of a hero to Hollywood's young movie actors, who would often hang out at his shop. One of those actors

was Steve McQueen. When McQueen bought an off-road motorcycle, Ekins, then the absolute master ofSouthern California off-road

motorcycle racing, coached him in bike control on the desert washes and fire trails of the area. McQueen, in turn, got Ekins stuntman
jobs in the film industry. They quickly became very close friends and their attention turned to racing and collecting cars and bikes.

Continued on next pages



ROLEX

In 1970, James F. Brucker (an avid car collector) opened the 'Movie World Cars of the Stars Museum' in Buena Park, with his son
Jimmy. The Bruckers displayed 150 vehicles at Movie World Museum and would regularly rent cars from their collection to Hollywood
producers for use in the making of motion pictures. The Bruckers hired Ed 'Big Daddy' Roth (a famous custom car builder) as art

director for the Museum and subsequently Von Dutch (a famous motorcycle mechanic, pin striper and metal fabricator).

Bud Ekins had several motorcycles on loan to Movie World Museum and he would stop

by the Museum from time to time to check up on the bikes and see if there were any
interesting motorcycles available. In 1975, Ekins introduced Jimmy Brucker to Steve

McQueen. Once McQueen discovered Movie World Museum and the car and
motorcycle devotees that surrounded it, he started hanging out there on a frequent

basis. At the time, Von Dutch was working and living in the back of the Museum and
McQueen utilized Von Dutch's mechanical skills to keep his bikes operating in top
condition. Jimmy Brucker and Steve McQueen became good friends during this period

and increasingly McQueen would consult Brucker on cars, guns, antiques and other items

for his growing collection.

Since both McQueen and Brucker were avid collectors, they would frequently trade

collectibles with each other. According to Brucker, Steve McQueen was a man of

simple tastes and only collected items that he truly appreciated without regard to its

popularity, he was neither a showoff nor speculator. Eventually, McQueen put Jimmy
Brucker in charge of his automobile collection. McQueen gave Brucker a Power of

Attorney for vehicle titles, so that Brucker could buy and sell cars for his collection without

McQueen having to be present for the transfer.



ROLEX

In 1977, McQueen came by Movie World with a heavy beard he had grown for the movie 'Enemy of the People/ Brucker gave
McQueen a Von Dutch engraved rifle and knives from his collection and McQueen got so excited that he took off his stainless steel

Rolex Submariner from his wrist and gave it to Brucker as a gift. Brucker and McQueen took a picture together that day which was
rather rare since McQueen seldom allowed anyone to photograph him in the last years of his life. Several months later, Jimmy Brucker

and McQueen chartered a small plane to Idaho in order to view a ranch he was considering buying. On the way McQueen asked for

the watch back explaining that it was a gift from someone and that he did not want to offend that person by having given it away
Brucker obliged and returned the watch. The trip aboard the single engine Cessna was also memorable because they hit an ice storm
and nearly did not make it. McQueen had a driver pick him up in Idaho and shuttle him back to Los Angeles. Following that incident,

McQueen vowed to learn to fly his own airplane. McQueen wore the watch on-screen in the movies The Hunter.'

In 1979, Steve McQueen moved to Santa Paula, California, a sparsely populated farm community a few hours north of Los Angeles.

McQueen made good on his promise to learn to fly an airplane and purchased a hangar at the Santa Paula airport. The hangar
became a focal point of his life and he spent most of his time living in the hangar. Many of McQueen's cars and bikes were stored in

the hangar together with a growing collection of antiques, signs, posters, furniture, vintage toys and art.

The Brucker family owned a large fruit packing warehouse across from McQueen's Hangar at Santa Paula and most of their

collection from Movie World Museum was moved there in 1 979, including Von Dutch himself, who lived in the warehouse. Jimmy Brucker

spent time with McQueen in Santa Paula and McQueen continued to collect, and stored and displayed his collection at his hangar.

In the spring of 1980, McQueen returned to

Santa Paula and stopped by Brucker's ware-

house and gave Jimmy Brucker back the

Rolex Submariner. Brucker did not see him
many times after that and it seemed to him
that McQueen was trying to come to terms

with his illness. Upon his untimely death,

McQueen bequeathed his airplane Hangar
at the Santa Paula Airport to Jimmy Brucker.

Thereafter, Steve McQueen's attorney, Ken
Ziffren, contacted Jimmy Brucker to assist in

the liquidation of his estate. In 1984, Brucker

oversaw the McQueen Estate auction at

the Imperial Palace in Las Vegas, which
was highlighted by the sale of McQueen's
XK-SS Jaguar for a world record price.

In the "Brucker Brothers' Kustom Kulture

Collection" auction in May of 2006, Jimmy
Brucker sold a few items that he received

from McQueen including the Von Dutch
custom engraved locks for the airport

hangar, McQueen's handprints in a cement
block and his keys to the Beverly Hills Hotel

Suite. The present lot remains one of the

last items that Jimmy Brucker received from

Steve McQueen.
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Ref. 2594 389

Ref. 3466 403

Ref. 3515/2 787

Ref.3520D 7 77

Ref. 3569 785

Ref. 3582 790

Ref. 3744-1 786

Ref. 3848/1 287

Ref. 3878 293

Ref. 3919 7 75

Ref. 3940 295

Ref.3970EJ 7 79
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Ref. 3970EP 470

Ref. 4224-1 188

Ref. 4817-31 191

Ref. 4819 116

Ref. 4906/101 789

Ref. 5000 297

Ref.5004R 720

Ref. 5009 783

Ref. 5012 400

Ref. 5013 300

Ref. 5015G 407

Ref. 5015R 406

Ref. 5024/1 288

Ref. 5038 408

Ref. 5050J 7 78

Ref. 5050G 409

Ref. 5107P 292

Ref. 5110 737

Ref. 5115R 407

Ref. 5125 R 296

Ref.5130P 732

Ref.5134G 294

Ref.5134R 290

Ref.5150G 297

Ref. 5165A-001 777

Ref. 5196 J 289

Ref. 5250G 298

Ref.5712/R-001 7 74

Ref. 5960P-001 7 72

Ref. 5970R 299

Ref. 5980/1A 7 73

Persol 413

Phelippon, Isaac 146

Piaget 275, 286

Poiray 326

-R-

Ro/ex 354, 355, 357,

359, 362 to 368

Ref. 455 7

Ref. 1016 122,202

Ref. 1019 98,385

Ref. 1550 799

Ref. 1655 705, 724

Ref. 1665 380 to 382

Ref. 1675 700, 707,

369, 371, 372

Ref. 1680 378,379

Ref. 2940 358

Ref. 4100 360

Ref. 4470 367

Ref. 4767 200

Ref. 5512 476

Ref. 5513 97,384

Ref. 6062 703

Ref. 6098 797

Ref. 6238 96, 211

Ref. 6239 386

Ref. 6262/6239 205

Ref. 6263/6262 706

Ref. 6263/6265 207

Ref. 6265 387

Ref. 6265/6262 206

Ref. 6298 207

Ref. 6535 798

Ref. 6594 796

Ref. 6673 89

Ref. 6916 93

Ref. 8171 702

Ref. 14270 204

Ref. 16520 208,210

Ref. 16550 704

Ref. 16800 370,383

Ref. 16808/16800 377

Ref. 17000 94, 95

Ref. 18238 87

Ref. 68240 92

Ref. 69178 88

Ref. 69278 97

Ref. 114270 203

Ref. 116233 99

Ref. 116400 707, 708, 723

Ref. 116400V 7 70

Ref. 116519 233

Ref. 116520 209

Ref. 116660 709

Ref. 168622 90

Rolls 341

-S-

Scott 414

Silvani, Al 254

Sinatra, Frank 254, 255

Sinn 277

-T-

Tag Heuer 73, 303, 41

1

Techno Com 75

Tiffany 8c Co 24

Touchon 8c Co 137

Tudor 356, 373 to 376

Tutima Glashutte 278

-U-

Universal 36, 257, 324

Unsigned 141, 142, 145, 146

-V-

Vacheron 8c Constantin 17, 58,

136, 258 to 264, 270, 271,285

Von Dutch 414

-W-Z-
Weil, Raymond 312

West, Jamie 253

Zenith 249, 281
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Conditions of Sale
The auction is a public auction held by Antiquorum USA, Inc. (hereinafter "Antiquorum") on behalf of the Consignors of the lots being sold. A person's

participation in the auction and/or purchase of any lots constitutes an agreement to be bound by these Conditions of Sale as well as all rights and obligations

arising therefrom. The Important Notices contained in this catalogue are deemed to be a part of these Conditions of Sale and are hereby incorporated in their

entirety into these Conditions of Sale. Except as amended by Antiquorum in its sole and absolute discretion by the posting of notices or oral announcement

at the auction or otherwise, these Conditions of Sale together with the Important Notices and the other contents of this catalogue constitute a full recitation of

the terms and conditions under which sales are conducted and may not be amended except in a writing acknowledged by Antiquorum.

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by Antiquorum these Conditions of Sale shall apply to auction sales as well as all other sales made by Antiquorum. Anti-

quorum accepts no responsibility for and shall not be liable for any defaults by any Buyers or Consignors.

• 1. Lots Offered For Sale

Before the sale, all lots may be examined at the exhibition times listed in the catalogue. All interested persons including, without limitation, bidder's

representatives and auction agents are understood to have examined all lots which they purchase and to accept them as they are at the moment of the fall of

the auctioneer's hammer and not necessarily as described in any written material or oral communications. Those persons interested in purchasing any of the

lots being sold shall be responsible for examining the lots personally to confirm their actual condition. All lots are sold "AS IS" according to their condition at

the moment of the fall of the auctioneer's hammer. Buyer represents that the amounts bid for any lot are based solely on Buyer's own independent inspection

and evaluation of that lot.

Antiquorum has included in the catalogue estimates of the value of the lots to be sold. Such estimates have been developed using such experts, tests and

other methods as Antiquorum has deemed in its sole discretion to be appropriate under the circumstances. Antiquorum shall have no liability whatsoever

relating to estimates of value attributed to the lots and all participants in the auction shall be responsible for reaching their own conclusions as to the value of

the lots. Neither Antiquorum nor the Consignor is responsible for any errors and omissions in the catalogue or any advertisements or other written material.

Unless specified in the catalogue, lots are subject to reserve price which is a confidential minimum amount the consignor is willing to accept. If the reserve price

is not reached, the auctioneer may withdraw the lot from the sale. The auctioneer may open bidding on any lot below the reserve by placing a bid on behalf

of the Consignor. The auctioneer may continue to bid on behalf of the Consignor up to the amount of the reserve, either by placing successive or consecutive

bids for a lot, or by placing bids in response to other bidders.

Except for the Limited Warranty, contained in Section 2 below, all lots are sold without any representations or warranties by Antiquorum or the Consignor

as to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, rarity, importance, the correctness of the catalogue or other description concerning the author, maker,

origin, period, age, attribution, authenticity, provenance, weight or condition of any object. No statement (whether oral or written, made in the catalogue, an

advertisement, a bill of sale, posting, announcement or elsewhere) whether made by any employee or agent of Antiquorum shall be deemed to be a warranty,

representation or assumption of liability. Neither Antiquorum nor the Consignor have any responsibility whatsoever for any defect in or deterioration of

any lot.

• 2. Limited Warranty

Except as otherwise provided in the paragraph immediately following, Antiquorum warrants that, upon the consummation of the sale of any lot under the

terms and conditions contained in this catalogue, clear and unencumbered right, title and interest in and to such lot shall pass to the Buyer.

Antiquorum guaranties for a period of five years from the date of Sale that (i) timepieces (watches, clocks and pocket watches only) and jewelry items are not

intentional forgeries (unless they are described as such by Antiquorum) and (ii) that the general descriptions of the timepieces and jewelry items appearing in

this catalogue are true and correct as to matters relating to the origin, history, manufacture and physical characteristics of such timepieces and jewelry items;

provided, however, that unless otherwise specifically stated, Antiquorum does not guaranty that (i) all component parts of any timepiece are original to the

timepiece, (ii) components of jewelry (i.e. gemstones) have not been enhanced or treated. For purposes of this guaranty, the term intentional forgery shall

mean imitations made with the intention to deceive as to the maker or period of the timepiece or jewelry item or the material used. This guaranty shall be

available only to the original Buyer of the timepiece or jewelry item from Antiquorum who has retained ownership since the date of purchase. In order to make
a claim under this Guaranty, such Buyer must return the timepiece or jewelry item to Antiquorum immediately upon the discovery of any basis for such a claim

in the same condition in which it was purchased. If deemed appropriate by Antiquorum, a third party opinion will be obtained at the sole cost and expense

of the Buyer.

If the claim is determined to be valid by Antiquorum the sale will be rescinded and the purchase price and Buyer's commission paid by the Buyer for the

timepiece or jewelry item will be refunded to the Buyer. Antiquorum's liability under this guaranty shall be strictly limited to the amount of such purchase price

and Buyer's commission.

The guaranty provided for above shall not apply if any one of the following conditions exists: (i) the catalogue description was, at the time of the publication

of the catalogue, consistent with generally accepted opinions of specialists or experts in the relevant field; (ii) the catalogue description indicates a

divergence of opinion regarding any aspect of the timepiece or jewelry item; or (iii) the identification of periods or dates of execution and the identification of

gemological enhancement or treatment has been proven inaccurate by means of a scientific process which was not generally accepted for use at the time of

publication of the catalogue or such procedure was too costly or could have caused damage to the object.

Other than the limited warranty and guaranty provisions above, Antiquorum and the Consignor make no representations, warranties or guaranties regarding

the lots sold hereunder.

• 3. The Auction

The purchase price payable by a buyer will be the sum of the final bid price plus the buyer's premium, together with any applicable sales or compensating use

tax. The buyer's premium is 20% of hammer price on each lot up to and including US$ 1 ,000,000 and 1 2% of any amount in excess of US$ 1 ,0000,001

.

Antiquorum may in its sole and absolute discretion and at any time withdraw, group differently or divide any lot included for sale and shall have no liability

whatsoever for the same. Antiquorum reserves the right to refuse any bids in its full and absolute discretion. In the event of any dispute between bidders, or

any other issue with respect to the bidder, the auctioneer will have absolute discretion to determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel

the sale or to reoffer and resell the article in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, Antiquorum's sale record is conclusive.

Bidding shall generally be increased in increments of 10%, however, the auctioneer may modify bidding increments from time to time at his/her absolute

discretion. Any person bidding for the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation assumed by such person relating to the sale. This liability includes,

without limitation, the verification of the condition and valuation of lots and the payment for lots purchased. Although Antiquorum, in its sole discretion, may
execute absentee bids (written bids left with Antiquorum prior to sale) or accept telephone and internet bids as a convenience to clients who are not present

at auction, Antiquorum is not responsible for failing to execute such bids or for any errors or omissions in connection therewith.
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announcement by the auctioneer that the lot has been sold,

to revoke acceptance of any Lot after the fall of the hammer.

ble sales and other taxes in US dollars. Payment in foreign
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Important Notices

Please refer to the Conditions of Sale at the end of the auction catalogue for further information.

Statement of Condition

Before the sale, all lots may be examined during

the exhibition times listed in the catalogue.

All interested persons are advised to personally

examine the condition of the objects prior to

purchase. Buyers, including, without limitation,

bidder's representatives and auction agents, are

understood to have examined all lots which they

purchase and to accept them as they are at the

moment of "knockdown" and sale, and not

necessarily as described in any written material

or oral communications. Those persons inte-

rested in purchasing any of the lots being sold

shall be responsible for examining the lots

personally to confirm their actual condition. All

lots are sold "AS IS" according to their condition

at the moment of "knockdown" and sale.

Neither Antiquorum SA. nor the Seller have any

responsibility whatsoever for any defect or

deterioration of any lot.

Wristwatches, Pocket Watches
and Clocks

The timekeeping of watches, clocks and

chronometers cannot be guaranteed under any

circumstances.

Buyers are advised that water-resistant and

waterproof watches have been opened by

Antiquorum's experts at the cataloging stage to

allow for the accurate description of movements.

These watches may also have been opened at

various times during viewings preceding the

auction. Antiquorum USA cannot under any

circumstance guarantee that these watches are

water-resistant or waterproof at the time of

purchase. Buyers of water-resistant and

waterproof watches are strongly encouraged to

have such watches inspected by a competent

watchmaker of their choice with respect to such

attributes.

Any opinions on the condition of the timepiece

lots described in this catalogue have been

established by Antiquorum's experts and

watchmakers. Such statements are given on the

basis of the age of the timepiece and of the

techniques used at the time of manufacture.

Antiquorum's opinion on the condition of any

timepiece may appear to be in contradiction

with that of important watch manufacturers

today, as timepiece manufacturers base their

judgments on the condition of vintage watches

according to the techniques used in their

workshops today. Any such statement on

condition made by Antiquorum USA hereunder

is merely the opinion of Antiquorum USA and

does not constitute a representation or warranty

by Antiquorum USA.

Approximate Exchange Rates

At the time of printing the catalogue, the

following approximate exchange rates were

applicable to the US dollar:

1 US$ = Euro : 0,76

SFr. : 1,15

UK£ : 0,68

Yen : 100,35

HK$ : 7,83

THB : 35,69

Please note that the above information is purely

indicative and intended as a guide only.

Consequently, the above rates should NOT
be taken into consideration at the time of the

auction or the silent sales, nor for any bidding

purposes. Antiquorum declinesany responsibility

regarding these exchange rates.

Import/Export Restrictions and Taxes

Certain items including items made of

tortoiseshell or ivory, and wristwatches with

crocodile watch bands, may be subject to

importation restrictions in certain countries.

Please consult your local customs authority for

information on importing items made of these

materials. The Buyer is responsible for the

payment of all applicable import and export

duties and taxes relating to the lots purchased.

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE

Winning lots are exported immediately after the sale to the Antiquorum office nearest to the client:

European buyers' lots are sent to the Geneva office, American buyers' lots are sent to the New York office

and Asian buyers' lots are sent to the Hong Kong office.

1% of the hammer price will be charged to cover the insurance liability, according to law; once the hammer
falls the buyer is responsible for the insurance of the lot.

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING IMPORTATION TO THE UNITED STATES

United States laws restrict the import of Rolex watches. Antiquorum cannot arrange the delivery of

these watches to the United States due to these restrictions. The buyer is responsible for collecting

purchased property in the country of sale.

Buyers are also advised that Antiquorum will remove bands made of materials derived from endangered
or otherwise protected species (i.e. alligator and crocodile) prior to shipping lots abroad.

Buyers are responsible for compliance with any applicable export and import regulations

of the United States Department of Fish and Wildlife Services.

Buyers must consult their local customs authority for information on importing items such as stated above.

The Buyer is responsible for the payment of all applicable import and export duties and taxes

relating to the lots purchased.
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The Auction Process

The auction process is not as daunting as you may think, especially if you have selected Antiquorum as your auctioneer.

Antiquorum and its team of experts strive to help you, the client, buy and sell at auction with ease and confidence.

To walk you through the process, Antiquorum has outlined the important steps you should know in order to successfully

purchase or consign timepieces at auction.

The Buyer

The Auction Catalogue
(printed or online)

Lot descriptions provide technical data carefully

compiled by our experts for each lot in the sale

and are often enhanced by historical or

biographical comments.

• Estimates are listed at the end of each lot

description and are an indication of the price

range the lot is expected to fetch. Estimates

do not include the buyer's premium or sales

tax.

• An estimate indicated by three stars * * *,

advises clients to contact Antiquorum for more

information.

• Condition Reports are given for each lot in the

catalogue based on a grading system deve-

loped by Antiquorum's experts. This grading

system is explained at the end of the auction

catalogue.

• Buyers are advised to read the Conditions of

Sale (at the end of the auction catalogue or

online) and Important Notices(atthe beginning

of the auction catalogue or online) before

bidding at auction.

• Auction catalogues for traditional auctions can

be viewed at www.antiquorum.com: click on

the option "Online Services", then click on

"Online Catalogue Database" and select the

relevant online auction catalogue.

Auction Previews

Previews are conducted by Antiquorum prior to

each auction and details of these exhibitions are

found at the beginning of every catalogue or

online. Previews are open to the public and

prospective buyers are encouraged to view and

examine lots offered for sale prior to making

their purchases.

Registering to Bid in the

Traditional Auction

Each client wishing to bid at auction is required

to register before the sale.

Clients may register in advance during any of

the preview exhibitions scheduled prior to the

sale (see "Exhibitions" at the beginning of the

catalogue); or through Antiquorum USA in

person, at 595 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10022, Tel. + 1 212 750 1103. First-time buyers

are encouraged to register in advance so that

the required credit references can be processed

in a timely fashion. Clients can also register the

morning of the sale, beginning at 9:00 a.m., at

the auction venue.

Clients will be able to pick up their bidding

paddles on the day of the sale, prior to the

auction, just outside the saleroom.

Bidding in the Saleroom

Lots offered for sale are auctioned in numerical

order as they appear in the catalogue. The lot

being auctioned is announced by the auctioneer,

as well as shown live or illustrated on a screen at

the front of the saleroom. Bidders are advised to

have the auction catalogue to hand during the

sale for reference.

Absentee Bidding
(written bids)

If you are unable to bid in person at the auction,

you can submit an absentee or written bid. Bid

forms are found in every auction catalogue, as

well as on Antiquorum's website at www.
antiquorum.com, and can be requested at

preview exhibitions or from any Antiquorum

office (see the list of worldwide offices). Bid

forms should be completed and signed, then

faxed to Antiquorum at + 1 212 750 61 27.

Absentee bids will be processed on your behalf

at auction by Antiquorum's staff.

This service is free of charge and Antiquorum's

staff will execute the bids at the lowest possible

price, taking into account the reserve and other

bids. Antiquorum cannot be held responsible

for errors, omissions or late-arriving bids. In the

event that two identical bids are received, the

first bid received by Antiquorum will take

precedence. It is very important that the bidder

list a daytime telephone number in case any

part of the bid form is unclear. It is advisable to

send the bid form in good time before the

auction, especially in the case of new buyers,

whose bank references will be checked.

Bids submitted in a foreign currency will be

converted to US dollars using the exchange rate

on the day of the sale.

Please note that all bid cancellations must be

received in writing.

Telephone Bids

You may also participate in Antiquorum auctions

by telephone. This service is free of charge and

telephone bids will be executed by an

Antiquorum staff member in the saleroom.

Clients are advised to make arrangements for

this procedure at least two days before the

sale.

All telephone bids must be confirmed in writing

on a completed bid form. Please provide the

telephone number(s) at which you can be

reached during the sale.

Antiquorum will call you during the auction

approximately 3 to 10 lots before the lot(s) on

which you wish to bid. Languages available for

telephone bidding at Antiquorum are English,

French, German, Italian and Japanese.

Please note that all bid cancellations must be

received in writing.

The Online Bidder Registration

The registration process for online interactive

bidding and online absentee bidding is similar

to that used for traditional telephone and

absentee bidding.

On Antiquorum's fully secure website, www.

antiquorum.com, the following steps must be

completed by prospective buyers:
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bsentee Bidding System

|ne interactive bidding system

place interactive bids and

www.antiquorum.com for all
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Currency Conversion

Auctions are conducted in U.S. Dollars in New
York, in Swiss Francs in Geneva, and in HK
Dollars in Hong Kong. A currency conversion

board is made available in each saleroom and

online, indicating approximate exchange rates

for various major currencies.

Successful Bids

When the auctioneer's hammer falls, the final

bid has been reached and the auctioneer will

record the bidder's paddle number, or the

absentee bid number. If your bids have been

successful, you will be notified by means of an

invoice sent by mail (or by fax upon request).

You are also welcome to call Antiquorum the

day after the auction to request the outcome of

your bids.

Lots Sold Without Reserve

When the entire first part of the description is in

red, this indicates that the lot is to be sold

without reserve, as is equally stated beneath or

alongside the description.

Sales Result

Price lists are made available online at www.

antiquorum.com approximately six hours after

the end of each auction.

Payment

Payment for purchased lots at any Antiquo-

rum auction is due within 7 days of the sale

date.

• For traditional auctions, the buyer's premium is:

20% of the hammer price on each lot up to

and including US$ 1 #000 f000 and 12% of

any amount in excess of US$ 1 #000 #001

.

• Extended payment terms or special credit

terms can be arranged on occasion.

• For information regarding payment policies,

please contact Eddie Ramcharran at Anti-

quorum USA, Tel. +1 21 2 750 11 03.

• Payment may be submitted in cash, by wire

transfer, or check.

• If payment is made via wire transfer, please be

certain to add the wire transfer fee imposed by

your financial institution (if applicable) to the

invoice total.

Collection

For collection of lots purchased, the buyer

should contact Antiquorum with instructions.

Collection of purchased lots can only take place

once the invoice has been paid in full.

Antiquorum USA, Tel: +1 212 750 1103.

Shipping Insurance

Winning lots are exported immediately after the

sale to Antiquorum offices corresponding to

client's address: European buyers' lots are sent

to the Geneva office, American buyers' lots are

sent to the New York office and Asian buyers'

lots are sent to the Hong Kong office.

1 % of the hammer price will be charged to cover

the insurance liability, as according to law once

the hammer falls the buyer is responsible for the

insurance of the lot.

The Seller

Contract

If you are interested in consigning property to

Antiquorum, we invite you to contact one of our

experts to examine and valuate the merchandise

(see the list of our offices at the front of the

auction catalogue).

If you are unable to visit one of our offices, you

can mail, fax or e-mail a photograph of the

property, along with any pertinent information,

to one of our experts for examination. If you

decide to sell your property through Antiquorum,

a contract will be drawn up which describes the

lot(s) and establishes reserve(s), and sets forth

terms and fees for services we provide. The

reserve is a minimum price for the seller, which is

determined by mutual agreement between the

seller and Antiquorum. A lot cannot be sold at

auction under that price.

For traditional auctions:

• Seller's commissions are charged on sold lots

only: 15% for lots sold on the first US$ 10,000

(and for lots sold in thematic auctions); and

1 0% in excess of US$ 1 0,000.

• Antiquorum also charges an insurance

premium of 1% on the final hammer price for

each lot sold or on the basis of the reserve for

unsold lots. If the seller wishes to use his/her

own insurance coverage, a disclaimer letter

must be provided to Antiquorum.

• A fee for catalogue photography will also be

applied, and laboratory certification, repair

and restoration fees may be incurred where

applicable.

Special Financing

Under certain circumstances, Antiquorum may
advance funds to a seller against the goods

consigned for sale.

For information, contact an Antiquorum expert

or agent.

Delivery of Property to Antiquorum

Property to be delivered for a forthcoming

auction should be consigned to Antiquorum no

later than 45 days prior to the sale date.

Antiquorum's staff is at your disposal to help

arrange the delivery of property to Antiquorum.

Please do not hesitate to call us in New York at

+ 1 212 750 1103, or contact the Antiquorum

office closest to you (see the list of offices).

Pre-Auction Notification

For items sold in a traditional auction, each seller

will receive a complimentary auction catalogue

two weeks before the sale.

Sellers will also receive a statement indicating

the lot number(s) and reserve(s) for their property

included in the sale.

Post-Auction Notification

Shortly after the sale, sellers will receive

notification of the outcome of the sale of their

property, indicating the lot number(s) and

hammer price(s) for each one.

Payment

Payment will be sent to sellers within approxi-

mately 40 days from the day of the sale,

providing that the lot(s) have been settled by

the buyer(s).

Please refer to the Receipt of Property for further

information.
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